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Notes from the' Trade
Invaluable to every reader of "PracticaJ Wireless."

Get

a copy

to-day!

THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS ENCYCLOPßEDIA
392,
Over

w..
-.

500

'

.

's5'L.

.,,.,

JAMM

F. J.
This volume forms a complete guide, in alphabetical order, to the construction, operation. repair,and principles of
every type of wireless receiver; including definitions, explanations, formulm and complete instructions on the
NET
making and testing of various wireless components
pages.
illustrations.
F.zgm a!! Booksdfers, or by post 8/- from GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Boo/i Der't.), Tower Hasse, Southampton Strut, Sgranil, Land so, W.C.2.
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an A.C.-D.C. TESTSET
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-

BRITISH

-'.

MADE

-
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-

-

The

-

14'

The simple addition of a Westinghouse instrument type rectifier
will adapt a D.C. milliameter to
read A.C. milliamps with Il per
cent, higher full
range.
scale

I

-

World's

Valveholder

Strongest

Here are two of the several good features which are
responsible for Celestion-Amphenol Valveholders being
used by numerous well-known radio manufacturers
and for their popularity with radio amateurs and
experimenters.
INSULATION

STEEL PLATES
These are of sturdy cadmium

remarkable low-loss o)
the highest electrical grade o!
moulding powder used, plus
the moulded.in plate, provides
the greatest possible efficiency
on high frequency work.
The

plated steel, and because they
are under the e a t I u s i e e

Celestion-Amphenol method.
moulded and keyed Into the
body of the valveholder, they

Qnnot rattle loose.

IIMl standard British and American types available.

CELESTIO
KINGSTO

-

LIMITED

-

Engineers

UPON

-

THAMES,

SURREY

Telephone: i(INgston 5656-7-8.

2..

AC

'

"R "

By adding a series resistance

converted into an A.C. voltmeter.
on the full scale reading required.

AC

-

the A.C. milliarneter is easily
The value of " R " depends

PORTANT RADIO BOOKS

I

I'll

(0M

00v

10v

NEWNES' SHORT-WAVE

500v

-

3.
82sO?

9O.00O

450000'

nl
D.C.

500v

00v

lOe

Descriptive pamphlet No. II-B
contains lull details for the construction of a simple and robust
AC-D.C. test set, suitable for
reading D.C. and A.C. volts,
and for measuring L.F. voltages
lt also
in radio receivers.
describes how the meter may
be calibrated to read watts or
decibels and also deals with the
design of current transformers to
enable high ranges of alternating.
Current to be measured. Use the
Coupon and get your COPE now

j

-

ml!,

'----Ii

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO., LTD.,
Pew Hill House, Chippenhm, Wilts.

i
I

lenclose 3d. In stamps.

Please send me

Adre5.
No. II-B.

'I

descriptiic pamphlet

Name..............................................................................................
.w.

I

Deals thoroughly with the
special problems underlying the
design of short-wave apparatus,
the special circuits which yield
the best results, and designs
for receivers based on those
circuits. Many useful tables
are included.
5/- net (By post 5/6).

assembling and wiring. Including Circuits for Battery and
Mains - operated
Receivers,
Adaptors, Units, Portables,
Short-wave Receivers.
Allwave Receivers, Amplifiers,
and a Room-to-Room Com-

municator.

RADIO TRAuuNG MANUAL
The contents of this practical
book are comprehensive and
deal with Radio as a career
(including Radio in the Forces,
Production Servicing, Laboratory, etc.), an Outline of
Prospects, Electrical Units explained,
Radio
Fonnula
Principles
Simplified,
of
Receiver Design, a Guide to
Servicing, etc.
36 net (By pOst 4/).

3/6 net (By post 4/-).
EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS
BOOR
By F. J. Camm.
General Principles of Wireless
Testing.
Receivers.
Special
Remedies for local conditions.
Noises, their Cause and Remedy.

net (By post

0

Equipment Troubles.
Shortwave Troubles.
Improving
the Quality of Reproduction.
Accumulators and Batteries,
With 200 illustrations
etc.
and diagrams.
5/- net (By pOst 5/6).

THE SUPERHET MANUAL
Edited by F. i. Casnm.
Devoted to modern superhets,
and deals with fundamental
principles of radio, problems of
selectivity, valve fundamentals,
the principles of the superhet,
aerial design, noise suppression
and A.V.C. tone control,
servicing superhets with the
cathode-ray tube, etc.
5/-

4

SIXTY TESTED WIRELESS
CIRCIIITS
By F. J. Camm.
Modern circuits of every type.
Diagrams and instructions for

MANUAL
By F. J. Camm.

0/

or

GEORGE

NEWNES,

LTD.

(Book
Dept.),
Sootha ,e pion
London, W.C.2.

all

House,

5/6).

IU

by pos!

Booksellgrs,

fr orn

Tower
Street,
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ROAMING THE WORLD WITH AN
ALL-BRITISH TROPHY
LU

WORLD LISTENING PROVIDES A NEVER ENDING SOURCE OF INTEREST AND
ENTERTAINMENT IN THESE HISTORIC TIMES
-THETROPHY!S

l

-

SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR

-.

ALL-WORLD RECEPTION.

---

EXTREMELY SIMPLE TO OPERATE.
BOTH MODELS CAN BE ADAPTED TO
OPERATE FROM BATTERY CURRENT
SEND FOR DETAILS.

¡

.'.

I

-

-'t

.t-J

I

I

r

..-''

-

TROPHY 8-VALVE A.C.
A Super Receiver With
Amazing Range.

Please send details

7-550 metres contInuous.
5 Wavebands.
Solo Knob Bandspread Tuning.

I,

-

TROPHY 6-VALVE A.C.
Represents Unbeatable Value.

oI.Trophy Instru-

ments/or
Ienclose ............ for Trophy

10-545 metres continuous.
............

Wavebands.
Independent Bandspread Dial.
4

Name.............................................

Attractive Cabinet.

Address

O Pitch Control
..................................

L14:O:8

LIB :3

: II
Matched Cabinet Speaker, £211612

Including Built-in Speaker

PETO SCOTT CO. LTD.

(Dept. P8)
PHONE

i

normal trouhl track ng
They are worthy members
of " Ayo" Instruments
for their high standard
manship and efficiency.

-

-y1-

I

-.

(
I

UNIVERSAL

fl

\

I

r./..&

A

\

-

I

(
¡

22 Ranges

....

'

'1

J- r"' ''Ij

.1

-

-'

0..

0- 5
0- 25

,,/

\

75

i"«

amps.

0- 25
O-100

,,

-

W
I,

i

-

Is

t'

0- 5
0- 25

.-

-

f

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT
13 Meters in ONE

Current
llUamps

T gV

6

O

--

0- 80
0-120

Voltage
volts
0
6
0- 12

0-120
0-240

Rvsistsnce
ohms

-

-

s

"t

megohms.

''

5-

0-600

ok1eahablo°c
testina

ELECTRICAL MEASURING
IN STRUM ENTS

s

clips and
prods.
Write for fully descriptive
pamphlets and current prices

THE D.C.

Sole Proprietors and

AUTOMATIC

-,

-

'

10,000
0- 60,000
0-1,200,000
0

-

Regd. Trodc Mark

Manufacturers
COIL WINDER &

551T140

I

THE D.C. AVOMINOR

-

-

-IIL. w

-

,,
,,

Omegohms
,,
0- 5
,,
O-10
0-500,000
Complete with instruction booklet, leads,
interchangeable crocodile ciip3 and
testing prods.

j

-

THE UNIVERSAL AVOM,N0R

..

RESISTANCE

-

MiPs
25 mliii.

).

volts
volts

O-100,000

.

-

of Direct Readings

(t- 20,000 oliata

-

-

V

-

AVOMINOR
ts

mliii.

-

I

-

Froblems
a range
renowned
of work-

::

l'

I

o

ELECTEICAL IIEACURING INSTItUMENT

/

I

591 f.

Universal AwoMinor and the
D.C. AvoMinor put within the reach
of the serious amateur a means of
rapid precision testing of an acc.racy
unobtainable with other inslruments

'I'R1CIING

V

CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.

The

__
-

77,

CLERKENWELL

-

I

j.

-

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT Co., Ltd., Winder
Phans

Victoria

House,

Douglas

AvoM (NOR

Street, London, S.W.1.

3404/7

I.
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PREMI R RADIO
DIRECTORS- AND STAFF DESIRE TO EXPRESS THEIR GOOD
WISHES TO ALL FRIENDS AND READERS AT HOME AND
OVERSEAS

4- and 6-pin types,

Premier
metres.

13-26.

with circuit.

22-47, 41-94, 78-170 metres, 21- each,

each.

Utility Micro Cursor Dials, Dircct

and lOO

2

Complete

co the last detail, Including all Vulves
and coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions
for building and working. Each Kit is supplied
wich a steel Chassis and Panel and ases plug-In
coils co tuno from 13 co 170 metres.

2-Gang SW. Condenser,
x .00015 mf. wich Integral slow motiOn, 716.

Premier

Bakelite

Dielectric

Variable Condensers.

Suitable Tuning or Reaction. 116 each.
Short-Wave H.F. Chokes. 10-100 m., IOjd.
each.
High grade Pie Wound U.S.A. type, lIP
0005 ml.

...................
............ .....
...............
RS..
............

KIt

Kit

3

Grid

9i_

and

PREMIER 1940 HIGH

68f-

FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KITS

Key on
Premier Morse
Practice
Bakellt Base and Brass Movement

Heavy Duty TX Key on Cast Base

Bakelite Buzzers

5/IO

...

.........
W.N.
.........

Henry Chokes
Comp!ete Kit of Parts
Oscilator as described
Learning Morse "

for

PREMIER 1940
"5v5" COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER

...
-

3

Kit is complete wich ready drilled chassis,
selected components, specially matched valves
and full diagrams and Instructions.
Each

......

General Purpose Morse Key

7/6

5 wave bands.

25/

4v2-3a.,4v.

l..4v. la....

.......

sp. 351

350-350 y. lOO m.a. 4 y. 2-3 a.,
4v. 2-3 ., 4v. 2-3 a
350-350 y. 150 m.a. 4 y. I-2 a.,

SP. 352

350-350 e. ISO m.a.

S

e. 2 a

-

.......
4v.2-3a.,4v.3-45.. ......
V.2a.,
V.2a .......
6.3

£9

9

.

To Charge
2 volts at
amp.
6 volts at amp.

5

14!.

O

.

Step ap or down.
¡25 y. co 200. 230 or 250 y, AC.. 60 watts,
125 watts, 1316
250 watts. 1816.
LT. Transformers, al C.T.

ISI-

....
....
....
Hypernik

4v.2-3a
1519

2.5 y. S
5 y. 2-3

MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

18

7
9

9
1716

7
13

9
8

6
6
o
o

extra.

a

n

6.3
7.5

9111
9111
9111

....
....
....

v.2-3

a

3 a
12 y. 3_4 a
V.

match any output valves to any speaker
Impedance.

at

lOO9111

9111
9111

any tone-arm
716
.........
Premier Pick-up with Volume Control
2.000 ohms 1216
Premier de Luxe. 6.000 ohms
17/6
ANOTHER SPECIAL OFFER
Çtotlsermel Brusls'Piezo Crystal PIck-ups
Mew Junior PU. with arm, 2416. Standard S.S,
Model with arm, 34!?. PU. head only, De Luxe
Model 1916.
9-10 MarconI Pick-up. 25/8.

¡51-

......

611

Moving Coil Mike.

PREMIER MICROPHONES
Transverse Current Mike, High grade brge
output unit. Response 45-7.500 cycles. Low
231-.

requiring

Permanent magnet model
energislng. Response 90-5,200

no

i

Premier Pick-up Heads

Will fit

Il

Universal Output Transformers.
Ratios. Single or Push-pull

1519.

6 volts ac I amp. 2216
12 volts at
amp. 2416
6 volts nc 2 amps. 3716

1119
191-

FOR ALL SETS
Mains ValVes. 4 y. AC. Types,
A.C.IH.L., ACh., A.C.IS.G., A.CJV.M.S.G.
A.C.IH.P., A.C.IV.H.P.. A.C.P., all 516 each.
A.C.IH.P., A.C.IV.H.P., l-pin, BIS. A.C.lPens.
I.H.. 816 AC IPX.4. 713
Oct. Freq. Changers.
916 ; Double Diode Triodes, 716
3)-watt D.H.
Triode, 12!-. 350 V. F.W. Rece.. 516 500 e., 8/9.
13 y .2 amp. Gen. Purpose TrIodes, 516 ; HF.
Pens, and Vnr.-Mu. H.P. Pen., Double DIode
Triodes. Oct. Freq. Changers, 616 each. Full and
HaI1-waVe Rectifiers, 616 each.

Lissen
OPP Driver Transformers:
Ratioß I. 413.
...
SIS
Push-Pull Driver Transformers

5N111

level,

7

.,

3
7

REPLACEMENT VALVES

:

hiss

6

6

Europa

hold stocks of all types
competitive prices.

Auto Transformers.

14!-

y. 2 a.,

Il ratios from 13 : I to 80 : I, S-7 watts,
IO-IS watts. 2016. 20-30 watts, 35!-.

II

:

151-

6.3

6

Tested
£3 II 6

Westinghouse Rectification
complete and ready for use

(not

SP. 350B

lOO ma.
6.3 e. 2-3 a

0
0

PREMIER BATTERY
CHARGERS for A.C. MAINS

AMERICAN VALVES
We

300-300 e. 150 ma. 4 e. 2-3 a..

350-350v.

,,

14
0
6
6

Black Crackle Steel Cabinec.

Receiver, coreplece with all
tubes and Speaker
.

Wire-ends. All L.T. Windings
Centre-Tapped

CT.),

-

I

SP 350A

AC.

8-lo watt A.C.ID.C.
IS-watt AC

Over 4 Watts Output.
Built into Black Crackle Steel case providing
complete sCreenIng. l0in. Moving Coil Speaker
in separate steel cabinet to match.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
301

6-wact

Phone Jack.

....
....
....

-

Valves

4-watt A.C. AmplIfier... £2
4-watt A.C.ID.C.,,
3

A.V.C. Swtcfi.
Illuminated Band-Spread bial.
Send-Receive Switch.
Iron-Cored f F.s.

Certified
superi9r to
insulation.
ceramic. Ail-brans construction. Easily ganged.
213
lOO m.mfd
119
15 m.mfd.
216
21160 m.mfd
25 m.mfd
250 m.mfd
2111
21.
40 m.mfd

SP.

with

Beat Frequency Oscillator.
2-spread Band-Spread Control.

SHORT - WAVE CONDENSERS

....

Completely
Wired and

KIt of Parts

A S-valve Superhet, covering 12-2,000 metres in

Valve

In

Trolitul

151-

B.T.H.

IO In.
1116.

transformer,

1,600 ohm field, less

2613

ii.,

Screen

in,

G.l2 ener.

B In.
175 ohm field. 716
glsed. 1,250 or 2.500 field, 631-

Plessy

231-

.-s

verter Kit
Valve Shnr-Wae,,
Valve Short-Wave
Petode Kit

2

"LEARNING MORSE"

20!-

Valve Short-Wave AC. Suiserhet Con-

I

Rola 6

j0 n. P.M.s. 2216,
ENERGISED MODELS

8 In. P.M.s, 1716

Valve Short-Wave Superhet Converter

I

MedIum

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS

All complete wich transformer.

Valve Short-Wave Receiver or Adaptor.

I

each.

Lissen Dual Range Screened Coils.
and Long Waves, 219 each.

Pentode UF. State, Penlode Detector, Beans
Power Output, und F.W. ReCtifier. 200-250 V.
AC. Operation. Built-In Power Pack. Usamfree operation. For use In Phones or 'P.M.
Speaker.
Complete Kils or Parts wIth drilled chassis.
alt components. Plug-In Colis coverIng 13-170
metres. 4-valves 5mO roll instructions and Circuits. gq-io-o. Completely Wired and tested,
LS-SO-O.
.Sevd for full details.

DE LUXE S.W. KITS

:1

Ratios, 413.

New

4 VALVE A.C.
RECEIVER KIT
''in tle December Issue.

Revicwcdby "Wireless World

lncorporaclng the PremIer 3-Band SW. Coil,
II-86 Metres without coil changing. Each Kit is
complete with all components, dIagrams and
2-volt valves, 3-Band S.W. I Valve -Kit, 1419.
3-Band S.W. 2 Valve KIt, 2216.

3-Band SW. Colt, I l-25. 19-43, 38-86
Suitable any type circuIt, 2111.

4-pin or 6-pin Coil Formers. Plain or Threaded.
112

NEW PREMIER 5W.

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS

GEAR
SHORT-WAVE
Short-Wave CoIls,

Tapped secondaries. A, 20.and 40:1
:
C, 50 and lOO : I, 616 each.

mikes.

B. 30 and 60

I;

Microphone Stands. Bakelite table stand, 9 in.
ring, 716 each. Adjustable Floor Stand, B in.

Output .25 volt average. Excellent
reproduction of speech and music. 49f..
Microphone Transformers. Suitable for al

cycles.

ring.

2d.

ALL ENQUIRIES MUST BE ACCOMJ'ANIED BY

Chrome finish.

2616.

STAMP

o

ALL POST ORDERS

to:

JUBILEE

WORKS,

LONDON,

P REI1 1ER

-

RA

O

IO

-

-

CALLERS

-

-

.

to:

E.5

167,

(Amherst

LOWER
4723).

CLAPTON ROAD,
-

Jubilee Works, or 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4 (CentraI 2833), or
Street, Clapham, S,W,4. (Mcau1oy 2381).

-

-

SO,

High

-
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH
By

F

TI-ÏE

EDITOR

phone amplifier is made to affect the
Frequency Módulation
THE American press has recently oscillator.
General adoption of transmission
dealt with the new transmitting system which functions on by frequency modulation would obthe principle of frequency modulation. viously affect the design of' receiving
The claims made for it are wide, and sets, for two more valve functions
it is said to be a great improve- would be added to existing arrangement on existing systems. Up to the ments. One of these controls the
present we have used amplitude strongest incoming signal at the
modulation for broadcasting, and wavelength or frequency to which
frequency nrndulation provides a dif- the receiver tuned, and it is known
ferent method of superimposing the as a limiter.
The other valve is called a disprogramme on to the carrier wave.
It is well known that with amplitude criminator, and its function is to
modulation the programme wave is expunge any noise or signal other
combined with a carrier wave in such than the strongest incoming signal,
a manner as will give rise to change of and it eliminates any amplitude
modulation station that might be
power of the resultant wave.
broadcast on the sanie wavelength.
In frequency modulation the pro- Thus
tatic is virtually
natural
power
vary
the
not
gramme wave does
eliminated
as
well
as
of the carrier, but it makes it change static, and any kind of' man-made
extraneous
up
the
speeding
thus
its frequency,
including
noise
carrier
hiss ahd
carrier wave for part of the time and valve noises from the broadcasting
adThe
another.
retarding it for
Hum modulation is also
vantage this confers is that the pro- station.
wiped out. In fact, a frequency modugramme is superimposed on the carrier lation
receiver is absolutely silent
without changing its power, which until the
programme starts. With
means that the broadcasting statión
amplitude'modulation
receivers it is
operates at full power all the time.
It will be apparent that further always possible to hear the set whilst
advantages are that less valves are
Editorial and Advertisement Offices:
j
necessary, and hence less current and
"Practical Wireless," George Newnes Ltd.,
less operational cost, for the trans- t Tower House, Southampton Street, trand,
W.C.2. 'Phone Temple Bar 4363.
initter can be run full out all the
t
Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London.
services
of
the
time, dispensing with
- Registered
at the G.P.O. for tratssmission by
Canadian
Magazine
Post.
an engineer, who with amplitude
Tie Edilor will be pleated to consider articles of a
modulation must constantly watch the
practical na? re nsi?abte for publication in
WIRELESS. Such articles should be i
volume indicator so that he may j PI:.4CTIC&L
,rrit?en on one side
the paper only, and should
increase the volume when the proroutai,: the ossue and address o/tite sender. Whitot
tite Editor does not hold himself responoible for
gramme level is reduced, and reduce
Tmanuscripts, erery effort will be suade lo return
I/tern
a 8sarnped and addressed rnrelope io
it when it rises. With amplitude
enrloged.
All correspondence intended for the I
modulation the transmitter must be t Editor should be addressed : The Editor, PRACTICAL
WIRELRSS, George Xewnrs, Ltd., Tower House,
constructed to handle four times the
Soul itainvian Street. Strand. W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progreso in the design of
rated power of the station on volume
wireless apparatus and lo our efforts to keep our
readers in touch with the latest developments, we gire
peaks; thus what is known as the
no warranty that apparatus described in our
dynamic volume range must be corncolwmns is not the subject of letters patent.
Copyright in at! draw ingo, photographs and
prcssed, so affecting the quality of
articles published in PRACTICAL WIRELESS io
specifically reserved throughout the countries signa.
reception. In frequency modulation
tory to the Berne Convention and the t'SA.
there are no volume peaks, for all that
Reprodulions or imitations of any of these are
rxpresoly forbidden. PRACTICAL WIREvariation in volume does is to swing j therefore
LESS incooporales " Amateur Wixeless"
the carrier frequency. The micro4

s

s,

of

if

I

I

T

¡

t

waiting for the programme to start.
You know that the set is " alive."
Not th with a frequency modulation
receiver. It is obvious that the tone
quality of such a system introduces
an enormous improvement over the
present system. The system has been
tried out and adopted in certain parts
of America.

Radio Sets for the Army
FROM time to time we have received requests from soldiers
who are stationed in huts or under
canvas for old wireless receivers, and
we have been able to appeal to our
readers, and to supply a number of
them.

The War Office has now taken the
matter in hand, and in future it is
only necessary for the troops concerned
to place their request before their
Commanding Ouljcer.
It is necessary, when writing, to
give details as to the kind of set best
suited to the location, and whether
a battery or mains set is required.
New

Books-

RECENT books issued from this
oflice
are "The Superhet
Manual," 5S., by post 58. 6d. ; the
"Radio Training Manual," 35. 6d.,
by post 4s. ; the "Radio Engineer's
Vest Pocket Book," 3s. 6d., by post
3s. gd.; "Gears and Gear Cutting,"
5s., by post 5s. 6d. ; " Watches
Adjustment and Repair," 6s., by posi
6s. 6d. ; "Diesel Vehicles : Operation, Maintenance and Care," 5s.,
by post 58. 6d. ; "Newnes' Engineers' Manual," 55., by post 5s. 6d.
and "Motor-car Principles and Practice," s. 6d., by post 45f A catalogue of reference books for engineers,
motor mechanics, aero-engineers, electricians, radio mechanics, students,
etc., is available free of charge, to
those making application pn a postcard to the Book Publisher, George
Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, I .ondon, W.C.2.
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How to Mike an Efficient Unit Nhich Can be Used as a Complete Receiver, as a
Converter, or an Adapter. Constructional Details of a 25-50-metre Coil are Also Given
THE B.B.C. have frequently announced
that, foi reasons no doubt connected with the efficient air defence
of this country, there may be occasions on
which one or other of the programmes on
the medium-wave band may be interrupted
for a short time. To miss a part of a concert
does not worry any of us\$n the special
conditions under which we are flow conducting our business in the certainty of
bringing the Nazis to their knees. But we
do like to know as soon as possible how
many German 'planes have been brought
down each day, and how successful our own
R.A.F. has been over enemy territory. In
other words, we do not like to miss "the

news."
To make sure that we need not miss it,
the B.B.C. have brought into use a munber
of alternative wavelengths, of which that
on the S.W. band around 4S metres is found
to be thoroughly reliable even if difficulty
is experienced in tuning-in ansi of the MW.
transmissions. It appears to be the usual
experience throughout the country that the
48-metre transmission can be received at
any time. This may not always give
perfect reproduction of music (SW. working is never ideal for this), but it does allow
-the reproduction of speech which can be
followed with ease.

Good 'Phone Reception
The problem of those listeners who do not
possess a S.W. or all-wave receiver is, therefore, how reception of this transmission
can most easily be effected. For 'phone
reception, a single-valve receiver is quite
sufficient, and the circuit shown in Fig. i
is unusually good. It will be seen that it is
fairly simple, although the use of an
H.F. pentode involves the use of a few more
components than would be necessary with a
triode. The tuning coil is of the simplest
type, but since it is for one S.W. l'ange
only (covering both the 41-odd-metre
"Forces" and the 48-odd-metre "Home
Service" (transmissions), it is perfectly

that thc 'phones are parallel-fed; this is an denser and the top of the reaction winding

advantage, and is of help in minimising to the reaction condenser.
hand-capacity effects which reduce the
ease of tuning. This is also an improvement As a Receiver
if the receiver is to be used in conjunction
When using the unit as a simple one-valve
with a receiver, which will be employed as receiver
an HT. voltage of 100 to 120 is
an L.F. amplifier.
most suitable, although the set will operate
on a lower voltage. The method of operation
Making the Coil
is the same as that for a det..L.F. type of
The remainder of the circuit is on straight. receiver, but a little initial experiment
forward lines, and the only part which calls should be carried out to find the best
average setting of the potentiometer; in
most cases this will be foumj to be about
one-third of the way between the minimum
(anti -cloekwis) and maximum settings.
After the most suitable position has been
found for smooth reaction control, the
reaction condenser is used in the noimal
for comment is the tuning coil, for which manner. If necessary, a "fine" setting can
we suggest that a home-made component be obtained by careful adjustment of the
be used. For covering the approximate potentiometer. At this point it should be
wavelength range previously referred to, emphasised that the potentiometer should
with a tuning condenser (a slow-motion be a' good component which is "silent ' in
drive is essential) of about .00016-mfd. action. In many respects one of the noncapacity, the former may well consist of a metallic kind is to he preferred, but many of
2m, diameter paxolin or shellacked card- the wire-wound components made by the
board tube. For the tuning winding about leading manufacturers are perfectly
15 turns of 22-gaige erameiled wire will be satisfactory.
suitable, a tapping for the aerial connection
being taken after the sixth turn, as illus. As a S.H.
trated in Fig. 2. This winding is best
If the unit is to be emuloved as a aimerarranged with a slight gap between the bet converter in conjiintion with a
turns ; -the spacing can well be the diameter "straight" H.F.-Det.-L.F. type of receiver,

Converter-

/OOD0Qa

000/

/

rstd.

T

f

amplifier.
-'

satisfactory.
mfd
As every SW. experimenter knows, good
important
most
control
is
the
reaction
factor governing efficient operation with a
megI
\
Because of this,
single-valve receiver.
special care has been taken in planning
.0002mfd. OOOí6,n/d.
the reaction circuit. In addition to the
V
usual inductive-capacity coupling with
condenser control, there is a potentiometer of the wire, and can easily be arranged by
to feed the screening grid. This may be winding along with the wire a length of
After ôompletion of the
used as a final or "vernier" control, thin string.
besides being useful in selecting the optimum winding, the string is removed, leaving the
S.G voltage. It will also be seen from Fig. i wire in position. Forthismethodofwinding
to be completely satisfactory it is necessary
to maintain a steady tension on the wire,
while it is an advantage to apply a coat of
shellac varnish on completion to hold the
turns in position. An alternative method
Ñeacrjon /2t
is to apply a few spots of sealing wax to the
turns; the wax can be run down the wind-

-

Tuning /5t.
S

J

i: 2.-Detoils
-

-

of lise simple home-made coil,

L-Circuit of the unit,
suitable for use as a one-calve
or in conjunction with an
Fig.

Phone's

ing in two straight lines.
For reaction 12 turns should be sufficient
if they are placed a short distance away
from the tuning winding. For this coil
the wire may be of finer gauge-say 26
s.w.g. enamelled-and the turns should be
touching. The spacing between the adjacent
ends of the two windiiigs can be about tin.,
and if both windings are put on in the same
direction (as shown), the fop of the giïd
winding should he taken to the grid con-

/00
m.A

t
S

the anode connections must be slightly

modified as shown in Fig. 3. It will be
seen that a second H.F. choke is required,
this being of the ordinary "reaction" or
"H.F." pattern. It is wired in series with
the standard S.W. reaction choke, and a
lead is taken froifr the junction between
the two to a fixed condenser, which is used
to couple the converter to the aerial terminal
Con:in,ed on next page)
..

ww

SW
HChok

-

HT-t
/

H

Choke

002

mfc'

....-

Fig.

3.-Modijied
the

unii

anode connections when using
super/let converter.

as a
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the set is out of use. If a two-point
switch is fitted it can be replaced by a
three-point one, following the connections

RECEIVING THE NEWS ON
SHORT WAVES
(conthued from pr,,ious page)

of the receiver. When that is done, the
H.T. lead can be taken to a tapping on the
lIT, battery-probably between 72 and
100 volts, while the LT. connections can
be made to the accumulator in the usual
manner. If a three-point on-off switch is
fitted in the broadcast receiver the L.T.
connections can be made to the filament
terminals of a valveholder. In that case
the switch on the unit can be left m the
on position, when that in the set will
control both the set and the converter.
The method of using the unit as a converter is rather different from that of
using it as a single-valve receiver. This
is largely because the valve must be
maintained in an oscillating condition.
Thus, reaction coupling must initially be
set rather "tight." The set should be
adjusted to tune to the bottom of the long.
wave range, alter wrncfl ail tunmg is
carried out on the tuning condenser in the
unit. A little experiment should be made
to find the positions of the reaction condenser and S.G. potentiometer which give
greatest signal strength, but it will generally
be found that there is no need to vary these
settings once they have been found.
Because of this, operation is unusually
simple, and the only control which need be
considered is the converter tuning condenser.
-

Three-point Switch

shown in

iig.

1.

Using as an Adapter
As an adapter, the unit is operated in
precisely the same manner as a single.
valve S.W. receiver, since only the L.F.
portion of the broadcast receiver is being
used.
In some instances it may be found more
convenient to feed the output from the
SW. unit (the 'phone terminals, that is)
into the pick-up terminals of the broadcast
Fig. 4,-Connections when the unit is serving as set. That can be done cònvonieptly
an adapter.
provided that a potentiometer volume
control is used to complete the grid circuit
valve. When using these connections it is of the detector valve, into which the pick-up
essential that the on.off switch in the terminals feed. If the potentiometer were
receiver is of the three-pole type, because omitted the valve would not be biased
it is necessary to disconnect the H.T. as and would therefore either fail to operate
well as the L.T. to avoid "drainage" of or would be extremely inefficient.
The
current through the potentiometer while method of connecting the potentiometer,
which should have a valve of about onequarter megohm, is indicated in Fig. 5.
__
This diagram makes it clear how the G.B.
supply is able to reach the detector grid
"
through the potentiometer.
It is of interest to note that the unit
can be used in this manner in conjunction
with a mains-type broadcast receiver,
and also in conjunction with a set of either
---.1
°"
the "straight" or superhet type. Where
PCI.
a superhet is concerned, this is, in fact,
the only simple manner of providing for
short-wave reception without the need for
I
entirely modifying the receiver. For use in
this way, the S.W. umt. should have the
exact circuit shown in Fig. I, for it acts
- C.8.simply as a single-valve receiver feeding
Fig. 5.-If the unit feeds into pick-upterminal into an L.F. amplifier provided by the
a pofenhiomeler is required as shown by broken detector and following valves of the
broadcast set.
lines,
-

:

-

When using the unit as an adapter.
the anode connections are slightly different
agam and should be as-shown in Fig. 4.
It will be seen that a valve plug adapter is
fitted, this plugging into the detector
vaireholder, after removing the detector

A
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TRANSFORMER-COUPLED
NEGATIVE FEED-BACK AMPLIFIER

the input impedance may be restored, for
example, to 500 ohms.

Potential Divider

Circuit-

The amount of feedback is determined
that the input impedances may be maintained substantially constant by the potential divider circuit comprising
IT
a
amplifier
of
valve
may be greatly for all conditions of feedback.
the resistors 27, 26 and 15, and is adjusted
modified by either positive or negative
For example, in the system illustrated, to a fixed value by the resistor 26. Thus
feedback, and it is frequently desirable to with the transformer secondary loaded to a by adjusting the resistor 26 a predetermined
overcome such effects in order to avoid value of 100,000 ohms in order to provide load may be maintained on the sinisai
changes in the operating conditions of a input impedance of 500 ohms in a given source li which may represent the output
amplifier stages preceding the stage to
circuit of a preceding amplifier or filter
which feedback is applied.
(not shown), while obtaining advantages
A typical example of this kind of problem,
:
-.
of inverse feedback in the amplifier stage.
and the way in which it can be solved, is
._____
In the circuit shown, the output imshown in the attached diagram.
pedance of the valve 5 is also
27
24
128
J
_____
Referring to the diagram, 5 is an audio..
______
reduced by the inverse feedback
k9
frequency amplifier valve provided with
action ,which, as is well known,
8
transformer couplings 6 and 7 in the input
tends to reduce the effective out- and output circuits 8 and
The primary
6
_
winding 10 of transformer 6 is connected
______
E:
to a signal source 11 having a source
impedance Zs on which a pre.determned
A method of overcoming
3
loading is desired.
The transformer
modification of ,/
secondary 12 is connected between the
operating conditions.
cathode 13 and control grid 14 through the
input circuit 8, which includes an additional
series impedance 15. The control gdd is
io
suitably biased through a filter resistance
put impedance of an amplifier to
connection 16 with a selfbias resistance
which it is applied. With a
17 in the cathode circuit, which is decoupled
pentode amplifier stage as shown
by a condenser of small reactance to audiohaving a relatively high out put
frequencies. The output anode 18 of the
impedance, the latter may be
pentode valve 5 is connected through the
reduced to substantially equal
output circuit 9 with the primary 19 of the
irY
the load imnedance by a tirûner
output transformer. The latter is provided
amount of iiwerse feebaci, nd
with a suitable output secondary 20 for ampli6er, the feedback connection would the input impedance may then be corrected.
connection to a load.
provide an input impedance considerably for this amount of feedback to a proper
By including the resistor 15 between the below that value without the use of the value by including the impedance 15 or
feedback connection 23 at the grid and the divider circuit comprising the resistors its equivalent in the secondary circuit.
transformer secondary 12, the input 27, 26 and 15. By choosing the resistor
This system was developed in the laborsimpedance across the transformer secondary 15 of a proper value, such as 56,000 ohms, tories of the Radio Corporation of America.
is well known

.
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Reversed": Valves
Several Unusual Methods of Using Valves for
Experimental Purpöses

QUITE a number of valves can be used
in positions for which they were
originally not intended.
This is
useful to the experimenter, because with a
given set of valves many more circuits
and layouts may be attempted.
Perhaps the classic example of this is in
the use of an ordinary three-electrode valve
as a diode. This is accomplished by strapping the grid and anode together and using
this combined electrode as the plate of the
diode. No H.T. is used with the valye when

which latter is of open grid construction.
The Mazda L2 DD may be cited as an
example of the latter class. Now, this form
of construction is identical with the conventional form of screened-grid valve.
That is, we have the filament, two grids,
and beyond these two small plates which
serve as the anode. From this it follows
that we can use the double-diode valve as a
screened-grid valve.

Fig. I (Left).Method of using a
three - electrode vdve
as a diode.

Fig. 2 (Right).Modified method of
using a triode valve

..__.

LI

as a diode.

...

±

it is employed in this way.
is shown in Fig. 1.

The alteration

Makeshift S.G. Valve

The control grid comes out at the top
of the valve, so that there is no likelihood
of interaction within the valve setting up
Using the same valve, we can obtain a uncontrollable oscillation. When using this
modified form of diode which uses a nominal as a screened-grid valve the two halves of
amount of H.'].-usually from about 4 to the diode should be strapped together,
9 volts. In tlu the anode of the valve is and this implies that the centre pin, and one
used as the plate of the diode, and the grid
is given a slight positive potential to disperse the space-charge. This form is a
little more efficient than the plain diode,
and the layout is shown in Fig. 2.
For a more ambitious form of "hightensionless" valve, however, we really
need a four-electrode valve. In the Osram
range there i.s a four-electrode valve which
detects and amplifies on a very low value
ofH.T., but the same result can be achieved
with an ordinary pentode (LP.) valve.
We transfer the control grid to the auxiliary
grid which normally goes to the maximum
H.T. point. The original control grid is
given a positive potential, usually of 6 to 9 Fig. 3.-Using a pentode as a four-electrode
volts, and the anode receives a potential
valve,
of from 9 to 24 volts through the usual
coupling devices-which may be head- of the side pins, should be joined. Fig. 4
phones, transformer, loudspeaker, etc. The shows the course to take when converting
scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3. It is worth the double-diode valve to function as a
mentioning that when using an L.F. pen. screened-grid valve.
tode in this manner, a pentode should be
If you have a conventional pentode valve
chosen which has the normal control which sounds harsh and screechy, it may be
grid connected internally to the outermost softened down, but only at the expense
grid; in some valves this latter is connected of the pentode characteristics. This may
to the filament, and these are not so efficient be done by regarding the auxiliary grid as
when used in this way.
the anode, the auxiliary grid being, of
Some double-diode valves have their diode
Aux-

Modified Diode

Fig.

5.

-

Modified QP.P. Valve
It is arranged to operate on

a much
reduced H.T. voltage, of the order of 30 to
50 volts. As will be seen from Fig. 6, the
valve operates without any grid-bias, the
HT. voltage being such that only a small
standing anode current is passed. The grids
are driven into the positive region by a ClassB driver transformer, and the system
partakes of the Class-B type of reproduction rather than the Q.P.P., though a
double Q.P.P. valve is used. This system
make
good loudspeaker reproduction
possible on a house lighting plant of 54) volts,
the output being in the neighbourhood
of 500 milliwatts. Normal precautions are
necessary as to the matching of the centretapped output transformer, or choke, with
the loudspeaker.
Finally, for the benefit of those to whom
economical running costs are a consideration, I give the circuit shown in Fig. 7.

Double-diode.triode Modification
The two halves of the diode operate es a
full-wave detector, but instead of developing
the voltage in a resistance, the load takes
the form of the primary of a transformer.
The secondary of the transformer goes to
the grid of the triode section of the valve in
cric,

Nè,,

0v

no

120-150
V

c'id
(nOrp,aI

Fig. 4.-Method
lo operate

of

utilising

as a

a double-diode volve
screened-grid valve.

the normal way. By this means there is
a useful step-up from the diodes to the
triode section, and within a reasonable
distance of a. transmitter the valve will
provide quiet loudspeaker signals.
HZ
LS.

¿2

o
o
o
o

Altered

connections to
pent ode valVe

a

for

converting it to a
no r

course, the one to which a positive potential
of 120 to 150 volts is applied. This grid,
and the anode, may be strapped together
if desired. The valve then becomes a noimal
power valve or super-power valve, aceord.
ing to the rating of the pentode, and its
amplification factor is, of course, altered.
The necessary few alterations are shown in
Fig. 5.
One form of" reversed " valve with which.
you may be familiar is the Class-B valve,
in which one section functions as a detector
while the other operates as a straight
amplifier. You may not be familiar, however, with an ingenious modification of the
double-pentode or Q.P.P. valve, shown in
Fig. 6.

mal

power

Npw

cì

Grids
(noi.ma/)C/öe

(norm./)

-a

Valve.

plates close to the filament, from which
they derive their supply of electrons
directly. Others, have the plates placed
on either side of the anode of the valve,

AuX grid
la-24

Fie.

6.-A

LIe..

i

I

k

novel modification
Valve.

of

o

Q.P.P.

FiR.

7.-Method

çg

modifuin
iriode valve.
of

a double-diesig-
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Problems of Amateur Receivér Design-5The Method of Determining the Corret Values of Resistor for the Two Arms
of a Fixed Potentiometer:- Details are Also Given Concerning the Choice of
By FRANK PRESTON
Grid Leaks and Other Resistors.

r

AST month we dealt with the "easy"
resistors in the typical circuit represented by Fig. 1. The choice of the
resistors marked R.3, R.7, R.S and R.l0
was explained in simple terms, but we
ignored the two marked R.l and R.2,
which together form a fixed potentiometer
for supplying the screening grid of the H.F.
pentode. It would appear at first glance
that the choice of values for these is a
very shuple matter, but the little calculation involved often proves difficult to the

average constructor.
To simplify the matter to a certain extent
the skeleton circuit of this potentiometer
is shown separately in Fig. 2. Arrow s
are added to show that there are, in fact,
two separate current paths one straight
through the two resistors in series between
H.T.+ and H.T.- ; and one through the
upper arm of the potentiometer and that

should have a value of approximately
33,000 ohms, and R.2 of approximately
66,000 ohms.

"Bleeder" Current
In practice, this simple method of working
i
completely "washed out" because of
the higher current flowing through R.I
as compared with that through R.2. We
must first know the.maximum H.T. voltage,
the S.G. voltage, and the current passed by
the screening grid at that voltage. After
that we must decide on what shall be the

totalvalueofR.laiidR.2. Itisnotpossible

to give any absolutely definite ruling with
regard to the last-mentioned point and,
theoretically, it does not matter in the
least what the resistance value is. It is
a reasonably good rule, however, to take
as the total resistance a figure stich that
the current passed through the resistors

1.- The

Fig.
circuit

simple
relerred to last month is
again used in dealing
with the choice of the
resistors not previously
considered.

diagram

portion of the valve which is virtually
in parallel with R.2. At this point it should
be explained that the arrows are not necessarily drawn to show the direction of current
"
flow (I am not going to be drawn into an
argument about that at this juncture),
---but merely jo show the path along which
current does flow.

Potential Dividing
If there were no current passed between

the screening grid of the valve and earth
(or if this current were extremely small
in relation to that passed through the
potentiometer), the choice of resistance
values would be very easy, for they would
bear a simple relation to the ratio between
the maximum H.T. voltage and the voltage
to be applied between the screening grid
and earth. Thus, if we were to suppose
for the moment that there is no current
taken from the tapping point between the
resistors, this point supplying a potential
only, such as might be used in the form of
bias, the simple calculation would be as
follows: Assume that the total H.T.
voltage is 120and that 80 volts is required
between the tapping point and the earth
line. This means that the required voltage
is two-thirds of the maximum voltage or
that, of the 120 volts, 40 must be" dropped"
across R.! and 80 across R.2. From this
it is obvious that R.1 should have a value
of just half that of R.2. Thus, if it were
known that the total resistance should be
100,000 ohms, it would be clear that R.1

(without taking the S.G. current into
account), is not less than twice the average
S.G. current required. For example, if the
S.G. current werc known to be i mA,
the "bleed" errent, as it is called, should
be not less than 2 mA. If the total H.T.
voltage were 200 the combined value of
the resistors could therefore be in the
region of 100,000 ohms. As a simple ruleof-thumb arrangement it is reasonable to
allow for a total value of 100,000 ohms
for a battery set and 50,000 ohms for a
mains set, in each case assuming that
the potentiometer will feed only one valve.
If it were to feed two valves, these valves
could be halved, although it will be appreciated that the resistance should be kept

Fig.

as high as practicable with a battery set,
in the interest of H.T.-current economy

Working It Out

Now we can revert to our example,
taking it that the total value of the two
resistors should be 100,000 ohms, that the
SG. current taken is i mA at, say, 80
volts, which is the voltage required by the
screening grid of the valve to be used. We
will also work on the assumption that the
maximum H.T. voltage is 200.
It will be seen that the current flowing
through R.! in working conditions will be
3 mA, although only 2 mA will pass through
R.2. Therefore, we have to find the value of
resistor which will drop 120 volts (200
minus 80) when passing 3 mA. From
Ohm's Law this can be found to be 40,000
ohms. By subtracting this figure from
100,000 ohms, we see that the correct value
of R.2 would be 60,000 ohms (see Fig. 3).
It is interesting to5 compare these figures
with those which would apply if no current
were drawn from the potentiometer; in
that case R.1 would be 60,000 ohms and
R.2 40,000 ohms-just the reverse of the
correct "working" figures which we have
obtained!
In many instances the figures would
not prove to be as convenient as those
which we have just used, but the values
of R.1 and R.2 are not often critical and
therefore it is in order to use the neareat
convenient component values. This is often
simplified by disregarding the precise total
resistance and choosing values such that the
total is somewhat greater or less than that
originally taken as a guide.
H.F. Anode Resistor
It was mentioned, in passing, last month
that the value of R.3 would be modified
if the top of R.! were connected to the
lower instead of the upper end of R.3.
This is simply because the total current

would, in the example taken above, be.
increased by as much as 3 mA. Consequently, the volt4e drop would be appreciably greater per 1,000 ohms than if the
value were estimated when taking into
account only the anode current of the
first valve.
By-pass

Resistor

When we come to R.4 we are dealing
with an entirely different type of resistor.
(Continued on next page)

o

(Left).-Thís simplified

skeleton diagram shows more
clearly the fixed potentiometer
included in Fig. 1.

c'

0

Fig. 3 (Riglst).-The Various 0.
values shown in this diagram O
(which is otherwise similar to
i/sat in Fig. 1) are those ta/en
in the example given in theO
text.
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To all intents and purposes it does not pass
any current, and it is included in the circuit
primarily as a means of earthing the lower
ends of the two coils comprising the bandpass filter. In fact, the resistor could be
removed from the circuit illustrated without
greatly affecting the behaviour of the set.
The position would be quite different,
however, if the band-pass circuit were
placed immediately before an H.F. valve,
as is perhaps more usual. - In that case
the resistor would be the means of supplyIng the necessary bias voltage (even if it
were only that provided by making the
grid return to the earth line) and if it
were omitted the receiver would show a
marked loss of efficiency. In practice, a
value of 1,000 ohms is generally suitable,
but it may be found that no appreciable
difference can be observed if the resistance
is doubled or even quadrupled. It should
not generally have a value below 500 ohms,
however, or it may affect the behaviour
of the "bottom-capacity" condenser in
the band-pass filter.

derived from the higher resistance 1,000 ohms is better, but if such a high
value is that reaction control is smoothed resistance is called for it is often a sign that
out to a certain extent.
the reaction circuit could, to advantage,
be improved in design.
The determination of the most suitable
Improving Reaction Control
The resistor included in series with the value for R.9, which is the grid leak for the
reaction circuit (RO) is not generally used, resistance-capacity-fed output valve, is
but it is often beneficial when reaction con- similar in aIl important respects to that in
trol is otherwise inclined to be "plonky" connection with R.5. It is, of course,
possible to calculate the theoreticallycorrect value, butin practice it is generally
sufficient to make it about ten times as
high as the anode coupling resistance which
precedes it. The most generally-used
value, which is perfectly satisfactory in
Fig. 4.-In almost every case, is .25 megohms, althis diagram though double this value may be better
figures are in conjunction with a comparatively highgiven to show impedance L.F. valve-as opposed to a
lue method of small-power or other output valve.
obtaining the

I
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A.C.-Set Bias Resistors
Now that we have dealt in general terms

value of a bias
resistor wired
in the cathode
lead of an in-

,__

with all of the resistors used in a simple
battery receiver we may consider the most
important of those used in, say, an AC.
mains set. First of these is the biar
resistor shown in Fig. 4. It is in series
with the cathode lead, and can be considered in the same light as R.lO, shown in
Fig. 1. The only difference is that it
passes only the anode current of one valve;
its value is calculated from Ohm's Law.
When variable bias is obtained by using
a variable resistor in the cathode lead the
maximum value can be determined from a
knowledge of the maximum bias voltage
required by the particular valve in use
and the combined anode and S.C. current
passed by that valve at that GB. voltage.
Thus, if the voltage vere 15 and the
current 2 mA the value would be 7,500
ohms. It is of practical importance that
a good "graded" component be used for
this position so that smooth control can be
obtained round the setting which gives the
normal G.B.-probably about 3 volts.
When a potentiometer of this kind is used
to apply the variable bias to two similar
valves, the maximum resistance mentioned above would be halved, due to the
current pasing through the component
being doubled.

4irectly-heated
valve.

"r.

The Detector Grid Leak

I am afraid that it will be necessary to
take the grid leak, marked R.5, very much
for granted, since to appreciate its precise
function it is necessary to study in some
detail the complete action of a leaky-grid
detector. And even when that has been
done the calculations involved in obtaining
a theoretically correct value are rather
involved. What is more, it is most unlikely that any constructor would notice
the slightest difference in an ordinary
broadcast set if the value used were
reduced to one-quarter or increased to four
For present
times its calculated value.
purposes, then, we can take it that the
average value of 2 megohms, in conjunction
with a fixed condenser of .0002 mfd., is
good enough for all ordinary purposes.
With a short-wave receiver, especially
if a high-impedance detector valve is used,
it is often found better to use a value of
3 to 5 megohms in conjunction with a
.0001-mfd. condenser. The chief advan-

Book s

ri

HT-

or when there is a tendency towards
parasitic oscillation ; the latter is indicated
by distortion, and sometimes by a form of
very-high-pitched whistle not unlike that
heard when a receiver is forced into selfoscillation and reaction pressed to the limit.
The reactance of the reaction winding
increases with increase in frequency, and
vice versa. But when the resistor is in
series (the resistance value of this remaining unchanged regardless of frequency)
the overall impedance of the reaclion circuit
is kept within narrower limits, and this
tends to obviate the form of trouble outlined above. It is in nearly every case
necessary to find the most suitable value
of R.6 by experiment, although it is worth
remembering that the figure will, in almost
every instance, lie between 100 and 500
ohms. Very occasionally a value up to

IRec e ive cl.

RADIO - FREQUENÔY MEASUREMENTS.
BY BRIDGE AND RESONANCE METHODS.
By L. Hartshorn, D.Sc., A.R.C.S., D.I.C.
Published by Chapman and Hall. 266
pages. Price 21s. net.

E progress inadein the realm of electri-

FH cal engineering during the twentieth

century has been amazing, and during the
last few years the allied sciences of highfrequency and electrical communications
technique have moved forward with such
gigantic strides that it is not very surpr sing that the electrical engineer whose
college days are some yeais behind him
finds it absolutely essential to devote a
considerable amount of time to reading to
keep his knowledge abreast of modern
developments. Unfortunately, however,
the comprehensive and voluminous literature covering the revolutionary advances
which have been made, is so scattered that
the student or engineer had to waste, so
to speak, much valuable time on intensive
,iterary research.
So far as radio-feejuency measurements are concerned, this
unsatisfactory procedure no longer applies,
s the author of this most comprehensive
work has succeeded to the full in presenting,
not an encyclopaedic account of everything

that has been written on the subject, but

a systematic account of the basic principles
and general working ideas that form the
tools of the practising technician. To give
an idea of the scope of the book it may be
mentioned that included amongst the subsects covered in its twelve chapters are
Impedance and Related Quantities; General
Principles of Screening and the Radio

-

of the underlying theory. Later, he deals
briefly with servicing equipment arid
concludes with a chapter entitled" Tack1in
the First Service Job."
There are 106 line illustrations.
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Frequency Bridge; Generators; Standards
of Capacitance; Standard Inductors; Resistance, Power Factor, Decrement by
Resonance Methods; and Bridge Methods.
This useful book, which is illustrated with
numerous diagrams, also includes a full
index.
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ground between elementary radio
theory and the practice of radio engineer.
ing. Thus, the scope is wide, and the
difficulty of treating it adequately must be
admitted. The author has started by giving
a general outline of the operation of a
wireless receiver and of the simpler aspects
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ON
The New Year
IAM necessarily writing this, the first copy

to be issued in 1941, some time before

tue abbreviated Christmas holiday, but I
wish every reader the happiest possible

New Year, and I hope that superlative
degree of happiness will be consummated
during the year by peace. As I write.
there seems to be a crack in the Axis, which
lacks a little grease, if you will oxcuse the
pun. Further evidence of this crack is
evinced in the broadcasts from Germany
and Italy. The swashbuckling blacksmith
ceases to work himself into a frenzy or .t,o
obtrude his diabolical physiognomj. The
speeches by the little house-painter have
lost their self-complacence.
It seems,
indeed, that with the collapse of Italy
there may not be a focal point upon which
the Axis may revolve.
You have only to listen to Haw-Haw's
broadcast, and then compare it with the
German version intended for home consumption, to detect the weakness. What a
tragedy it is that the ether should be used
for the propagation of lies.
However, we can still hope that there
will be a Wireless Exhibition in 1941. It
does not seem possible at the moment,
but in this quaintest of all wars anything
is possible.
When peace is declared we shall revert
to weekly publication, but naturally this
may take a little time, because the paperproducing industries u ill not immediately
get back to their pee-war stride.

On

Active Service

MANY hundreds of our icaders are on

active service, but they are able to
find the time to write interesting letters
to me. I have received a large number
of entries for. the "How War Has Affected
My Radio Hobby" competition, and it is
noteworthy that many of them are from
readers on active service whose names
have already appeared in our Roll of Merit.
A point which emerges is that they maintain
a keen interest in radio and that this
journal is sent to them eaeh month. Some
of them plan circuits in tIiir spare timé,
and send them for criticism. Most of
them pay tribute to our library of technical
books which has helped them to obtain
pronotion. I shall publish a selection
of the winning entries next month.

New Designs
ALTHOUGH the *ar has necessarily
stifled enterprise and design, I know
that there are many ingenious new components, valvçs, and circuits in cold storage
awaiting production when peace returns.
One of the greatest developments which
will take place is in connection with
television. Whe±i the last war finished
wireless telephony suddenly descended
on the world to cheer, mystify, and interest
us. It provided the antidote to the war,
and caused memories of it rapidly to recele
into the background. It is my view tiìnt
television will do the same when this war
finishes. I am privileged to know sorne-

giVen a fair trial. Perhaps when this war
is over it will be, and the public left to

k

judge.

By Thermion
thing of the development, and experiments
which have taken place, and which are
being pursued. Radio has lapsed into the
order of accepted things, like the aeroplane,
the telephone, and the gramophone. Television has yet to be born, but it is inevitable.
In a few years we shall wonder how it was
we were able to listen to a wireless programme without being able to see those
providing the entertainment.
No one
to-day wishes to see a silent filin, and
no one a few years hence will tolerate a
blind broadcast programme.
It is also my view that the large cathoderay tube, costly to make, difficult and slow
to produce, will vanish, and in its place
will be a small tube no larger than a
wireless valve. Onesuchtelevisionreceiver,
of course, has already been marketed, but
I think that system will be general. The
replacement of a cathode-ray tube, which
has a comparatively short life, is too
expensive at present, and there is always
the danger of an implosion.
It is one of the tragedies of the war
that television fell, an early casualty. It
was getting into its stride and high definition
was showing us the way. It was still,
however, imperfect. I a!ways felt. that
the Cossor velocity modulation system was
a better proposition. I well remember
witnessing some experiments late at night
at the Cossor factory when Bedford and
Puckle demonstrated the velocity modulation system. It was as near porfèct as the
cinematograph is to-day. The Television
Advisory Committee, however, recoipmended that the Baird system should be
used, and finally abandoned this in favour
of the E.M.I. iconoscopc system. It
seemed to me that the Cossor system5 on
which so much had been spent, was never

Ou
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Our

.Readr-e.

«n Ac'itre

Senke-Teni,

N.L. Foster (Gar., R.A.).
Ireland.
R. Burns (Ordnance Artificer),
Haylng Island.
E. A Reed CpI., Royal SigoaM.
f.

Glouce,te.

- Ludbrook (Signxlman,

A.F. Signals).
Ongar. Essex.

A DOUBLE DEMAND
'CU5tBAT "and

Jiespit"

Get our Thermion's goat.
And with much Indigusution
He aat us to note
A subject at which
lie's determined to hammer,
The horrible state
Of the B.B.C. grammar.
Nos,, we liiow, as a rule,
That our Tiiermlon Is right,
And rarely, if ever,
Is pronipteul by spite.
But may see point out,
Wills tise greatest respect.,
That more than good grammar
We really expect
lIad graunmiars annoviuig,
We freely admit,
Bad prograinuies aro wors'
And our laugua iiitfit
For polite conversaliot
When both are combined.
So In kindly indulgence,
Fr'aps our Tberrni'.ui wont win'l
If we press a demand
-

Li.,!..

Home Forces.
Kecnan (Driver, R.A.S.C.).
Duffield, Yorki.
E. Woodcock (AIC.i, R.A.F.),

Whether television will ever be possibe
as a hobby for constructors is a matter
which cannot, at present, be considered.
Before the war started there were a few
experimenters, and the editor of this
journal
founded Pradical Teieviicni
which, however, suspended publicrtion
because it was found that the market was
top small. Those were the days of mino!
screws and mirror drums and synehronising
gears, and I early formed the opinion that
they were too crude and unmeehanical to
achieve the object in view. The Baird
30-line system had been made as perfect
as its crudeness permitted, but it had not
progressed very far beyond time experiments
of Nipkow towards the end of the last
century. I also formed the opinion t hat
many of those toying with television land
I use the «oid advisedly) had not sufficient
knowledge or training to enable them to
understand what they were doing, and
that is why so much of it had the appear.
ance of being built by schoolboys from a
well-known constructional outfit. Tah
one example-the 30-line disc machinc
The disc was driven by a toy motor whicl
suffered from sporadic, changos of speed
Rather than design a motor which had a
constant speed (a fairly simple matter:
complicated synchronising gear waa
attached, but even this failod to keep th
motor steady. Sonic experimenters found
that they could control the speed bettet
by holding their finger against the periphery
o! the disc. The mirror screw does not
look right, and neither does the mirror
drum. The cathode-ray tube, however,
solved the problems. Much has to be done
at the transmitting end, for there was little
depth of focus in the transmissions, also
there «ere far too many knobs on the
receiver. Still, we have some interesting
times to anticipate when scientific brains
can be diverted from the production of war
materia t.

.
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Criticism

Outline òf Musical. History-15
WAGNER spent the years immediately following the revolution in
prose writing, chief of which was
a remarkable treatise, "The Art Work of

the Future." The defeat of the revolution
haçl not shaken his belief in the desire that
had given rise to it. In fact, his belief only
strengthened that music, like government
and all other things, needed thoroughly
re-casting and placing on an entirely new
economic basis. One of his strongest
prejudices strongly savours of modern
German thought: he was a most violent
anti-Semite. Every ovil that Germany
then suffered from he attributed to the
gentlemen with the wrong-shaped nose.
He had the firmest faith in the "folk"the German folk legends. Again like modern
Germany, ho believed that the Germans
were like the Greeks with their wonderful
mythology-" a nation of high-souled
dreamers and deep-brained thinkers." Ris
study and research into German mythology
have certainly enriched the world with a
cycle of the most stupendous music dramas
that it is ever likely to see.

Music Dramas
.This cycle, which ultimately comprised
the four operas, "The Rheingold," "The
Yalkyrie," "Siegfried," and "The Twilight
of the Gods"-known collectively as
"The Nibelung's Ring "-had long been
turning round in his brain, and when
Liszt commissioned him to write an opera
on the young Siegfried for 1,500 marks,
the whole plan further matured.
The whole gigantic plan always depended
on an adequate presentation. No existing
theatre or opera house came anywhere near
Wagner's -requirements, with their huge
symphony orchestra and enormous settings.
The full story of the construction of the
world-famous Wagner Festival Theatre at
Bayreuth cannot be told here. But even
to-day, it alone presents the only perfect
production of the immortal operas.

A Great Conductor
During these years of exile he established
. his reputation as a great conductor, and
appeared all over Europe, including
England. He gave memorable performances
of the classic -orchestral works, 'as well
as special concert arrangements of excerpts
from his own operas. He lived in Zurich
as an honoured exile, fêted and banqueted.
He had never known such prosperity.
'rhiee special concerts vere given for his
benefit, and at last, in spite of very indifferent health, and a mind roaming
over all sorts of problems, he reached that
mental state which allowed him to plunge
into the completion of the Ring.
Ris energy at this time appeared to be
inexhaustible, and he completed the scores
and libretti of these monumental works at
He may have been
incredible speed.
inspired by a remarkable woman he met,
Mathilde Wessendonck, whose husband had
financed the Zurich festival just mentioned.
A typical Wagnerian affair where the
harassed musician borrowed money from
the husband whilst ho made love to the
fe with acumen and aplomb.
A larger flat, a de luxo publication of his
operae at his own expense, and other
oxtravagances, made him jump at an offer
of the London Philharmonic Society to
conduct a series of their concerts. mit
Mendelssohn was the rage in England then,

and poor \Vagncr was practically reviled.
A chanco hero for some slashing attacks
on the Jows, which was seized with both
hands. Hopes,that Covent Gardon would
mount his, operas were also frustrated, the

Continuing the Life aiid Work
of Wagner, by Our Music
Critic, MAURICE REEVE
management then being slaves to the
Italian vogue.

Return to Zurich
He returned to Zurich and experienced

a bad attack of his old complaint, erysipclas.
However, a birthday present of 1,000 francs
from Liszt enabled him to take a cure,

and a complete rest at Mornex. The great
work that had been engaging him must
have beena colossal strain, but by complete
rest and a rigid diet he returned to Zurich
cured.
Wagner's second wife was the eldest
daughter of Liszt, Cosima, the wife of
Hans von Bulow. Few moro remarkable
affairs than this one are to be found, even
in the annals of great people. Not only
was Bulow-a great pianist and musician
-the intimate friend of Wagner by virtue
of the master employmg him to transcribe
his orchestral scorès into piano arrangements, but his worsbip of Wagner and o
Wagner's art was of such a quality that he
accepted the loss of his beloved wifo with
a stoicism and a fortitude which one reads
of rarely and never sees.
Bulow's

Sacrifice

The nobility of Bulow's sacrifice in
putting aside all personal feelings for
what ho considered were the imperious
needs of one of the world's master minds,
is a classic example of calm resignation
and devotion to the highest iaeals. On the
other hand we see the great musician, himself the servant of his art, who would
stop at nothing where a stimulant to his
creative genius was concerned.
I am unable, owing to the exigencies
of military service, to detail the entrancing
story of the foundation and construction
of the world-renowned Wagner Festival
Theatre at Bayreuth, and of the master's
amazing relations with the young, and later
insane, King Ludwig of Bavaria. Here
again the tyrant and egoist had his 'way.
No existing theatre or opera house was in
any way competent to stage the mammoth
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principles of every type of wireless receiver.
includes definitions, explanations, formulae
and complete Instructions on the making
and testing of various wireless components.
Iilustrøtions include a corn p'ete serles of
Circuits for every type of modern receiver.
392

pages. Over 500 illustrations.

Of a!! Booksellers, 7/6 nel, o bu posI 8/- from George
Newnes, Lid. (Book Depi.), Tower Hoore, Soothompioo
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Return from Exile

-

-

When Wagner returned from his exile,
it was to a "young" Germany flushed with
the Bismarckian victories that culminated
at Sedan in 1871. 11e was, in fact, witnessing the birth of that Germany which, during
the present century, has been the scourge
of mankind. It is not surprising that his
music should, almost at all times, have a
nationalistic flavour stronger than in any
other of the great masters. Triumphant
young Germany breathes in every noto.
It is not German in the sense that Beethoven or Bach are-by culture, temilerament and historical development-but it
is German deliberately, as it were, because
he gloried in Germany and in being a
German. Wagner's music breathes the
spirit of the dominating, militant Germany
of his and our own day, just as so much of
Shakespeare glorifies England, whether
right or wrong. But the music would not
be what it is if there was no more in it than
that, any more than our own illustrious
Swan of Avon would be where he is if he
were solely judged oil Henry V's speech
at Agincourt, or his scandalous decrying of
Joan of Arc, just because she was French.

Wagner at the Proms.

THE PRACTICAL

A complete guide, in alphabetical order, to
the construction, operation, repair and

works which Wagner was either planning,
or which were in actual composition,-the
mighty "Ring of the Nibelungs" (four
works which he demanded performance for
on four consecutive nights), "Tristan and
Isolde," "The Mastoisingers of Nuremberg," " Parsifal," etc. Not only were
the stages inadequate to the theatrical
side of the works, but the most important
point was the. necessity for the provision
of an orchostral pit capable of seatine
seventy or eighty musicins forming th
Wagnerian orchestra, at the samo time
blending acoustically, and artistically, with
the stage presentation. The Bayreuth
Theatre, built at Ludwig's personal expense, fulfilled every requirement.

-

For this reason it may not be so strange
as it would otherwise seem that war with
Germany and a righteous hatred of all
things Teutonic make no difference whatever to the public's demand for -Wagner's
music. Monday's Wagner night was ts
firmly established in the last series of
Promenade Concerts as it was in the last
war. I say "Wagner's music" as apart
from "Wagner's operas" purposely. I
have no doubt whatever that any attempt
to mount any of the operas at the pr9sent
moment would meet with organised resistance. The compulsory witnessing of stage
action and the listening to the spoken word
-especially in its native tongue-would
completely destroy any illusion which we
may be under when engrossed in the
abstract and uncontaminated language of
music
Wagner's death in 1886 marks the end
of 200 years of domination of music by
Cerman masters. Brahms lived a few moie
years, and only Richard Strauss, among
subsequent writers, can be classed in the
top flight. Unique among the musicians
of all time, his legacy to the world is indeed
great, judged from any angle. His poeti,',
qibretti, works on music, literature and
other subjects, and his voluminous correspondence, together with his amazing, if
dishonest autobiography, are an ordinary
wan's lifetime in themselves.
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Tuning-up Your S.W. Receiver

"Oriep,ece
Aer,.I

Apart from Experimental Considerations, it is Essential in the
Interests of' Economy to Secure the Maximum Efficiency from
the Minimum Number of Valves and Components
By

L.

O. SPARKS

ONSIDERABLE interest has been
shown, in the last two or three issues
of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, in what has
been described as" hotted-up" one-valvers.
Numerous opinions have been expressed by
readers, concerning what constitutes the
processes embraced by the rather, ambiguous
'term ' hotted-up," and it would seeni that
the majority of them miss the essential
considerations. Quite a number of those
who had been carrying out experiments,
appear to have concentrated solely on the
reaction circuit; others have devoted all

who appear to be content with hideous
contraptions waving about in the air, which
.Sand-9r
N.
can neither be efficient nor safe and can,
therefore, only form a permanent eyesore
set
to their neighbours and a source of poor
Le.d-n, Tube)
results to the owner. It seems obvious.
that any attempt to tune-up an installation
must start at tho input, or otherwise the
aerial. If constructors will try and appreEarth Tube
ciate that the high-frequency currents
Eart#
Or
Onset
developed in the aerial circuit prefer
Water P/p0
travelling on the surface of and not in or
through a conductor, and that it is practs.
caily imposrible to imagine the minute value
of such currents, then they will be taking a
step in the right direction, provided that
they allow such appreciations to govern Fig. 2.-A neat and efficient inverted "L" type
of aerial.
Noie' the three insulators, continuous
their treatment of the aerial.

Fig. l.-One form of well-known low-loss insulator. It has great strength and a very long leakage

Losses

length

of

wire and good earth connection.

Loss s can be incurred through any part When designing an erecting the aerial,
of a eec eiver, including the actual construc- endeávour should be made to use a
tion and wiring. It is of vital importance continuous length of wire for the horizontal
their skill on the tuned circuit; whilst an- that such detrimental factors ac eliminated portion and the down-lead (Fig. 2). If cirpther group apparently thought that the or reduced, and this applies in particular cumtances prevent this, then the junction
values of the grid-condenser and its to those parts of the circuit carrying high: formed between the down-lead and the
aerial should be well and securely soldered
associated leak held the solution to all their frequency
and finally bound with insulating tape. On'
problems. Whilst each experimenter is currents. It
no account shonld a simple twisted joint be
tackling an item which would directly must be realmade; the wires are bound to become
effect the performance of a receiver, they ised that the
coated with a film of oxidisation, and a
miss the main issue by taking too much for higher the
high resistance and intermittent contact
granted, so far as the whole installation is frequency of
will result.
Many weird noises can be
concerned, and allowing their own par- an
ternatraced to such joints, and they are a recogticular theories to govern their activities. ting current
nised source of loss of efficiency. If it is
Let us examine the subject under the the more
possible to bring the down-load straight
term "tuning-up" rather than "hotting- difficult
it
into the room through an insulating tube,
up," as this puts a different aspect on the becomes to
so much the better, but if a lead-in tubo
whole matter and suggests more suitable
fitted with terminals is used, do see that
lines of approach. We speak of tuning or satisfactory
the contact between wire and terminals
tuning-up musical instruments; tise term insulation.
is good and that the metal parts are bound
is also used with relation to high-efficiency Forexample,
with insulating tape or other suitable
engines, accurate timepieces and many when erectmaterial to protect them from the atmosother items where so much depends on the ing an aerial,
phere.
Lightmng switches are another
final adjustments. In no one of the.se in- especially if
possible source of loss; they also should
stances does the term suggest the adoption it is intended
be covered to prevent any moisture 01
of some drastic expedient to obtain a tern- foruse on the
deposits ieaching them, the contacts
1orary increase in efficiency at the sacrifico short-waves, Fig. 3. -Examplçs of a cornfrequently examined and cleaned and a
of some other vital factor. Rather does it careful con- mercially produced adjustable
periodical examination carried out to make
convey the impression of the application of sideration bracket and an insulating pillar.
great skill, unlimited patience and line should be Bolli very useful for S.W. work. sure that the associated wires are not
craftsmanship, and it is in these very given to the insulation at the points of sus- fractured or corroded. The earth Systew
important details that the term differs from pension. It is far better to use, say, three is equally impertant. No trouble should be
"hotted-up."
small insulators in series at each point than spared in securing the best possible earth
one large one, as the latter tends to offer connection. The earth wire should be kept
The Aerial
a much shorter path for leakage when as short as possible. It is preferable to u.se
This vital part of the average insta!- effected by moisture or deposits from the insulated wire of reasonable gauge, say.
lation is sadly neglected. Too many listeners atmosphere. Insulators are cheap enough, 7/20's or 7/22's and, if it is not feasible.
and construcior.s choose to starve the input and practical tests have proved that a
to the receiver, rather than go to the remarkable increase in efficiency can be
trouble of erecting a simple but efficient produced by their inteffigent use. There aie
aerial. They are encouraged in this lax certain proprietary types specifically depractice by the high gain obtainable from signed to provide a very long leakage path
a modern receiver. It is, perhaps, under- (Fig. 1) and constructed from material less
standable in the ease of the ordinary effected by atmospheiic conditions than the
listener, but it hardly seems credible that original porcelain models. Although they
a genuine constructor would wish to put are slightly more expensive, the extra
forward that plea as an excuse for (a an cost is well worth while.
inefficient outdoor aerial, or (b) an equally
inefficient but more unsightly external Aerial Wire
aeriai system. PRAcTICAL WIRELESS has
Bearing in mind the characteristics of
already stressed the value of a good aerial, H.F. currents, the diameter of the aerial
and it is apparent in some districts that wire is also important. For normal work,
endeavours are being made to make 7/22 S.W.G. wire is quite satisfactory, but.
outside aerials businesslike and neat, but, with many SW. aerial Bystems it isbettcr Fig. 4.-When good use ù made of brackets a
in spite of what has already appeared in to use a single wire having a gauge of, say, p:lars, wfring can be 5implitÇed end eçiin,.
these pages. there are still far too many 12 to 14 S.W.OE, the material being copper.
incrassd.
i
path.
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owing to local conditions, to use an earth
tube or plate buried in moist ground, then
the next best thing is a connection to the
rising main vater pipe. For this purpose,
use should be made of the special clips or
bands which are adjustable to suit various
diameter pipes.

Tuned Circuits
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satisfactory placing of the components as
suggested above,

Wiring
It is not sufficient to keep all wiring as

short as possible. Each constructor must
acquire, by experience, the knowledge about
which components can be brought close
together, just how close they can be and
how much wiring can be shortened withoid
introducing an undesirable form of interaction. A few experiments with a simple
S.W. receiver will soon show many interesting snag s which are likely to arise if the.
"ail wiring as short as possible" statement
is taken too literally.
As stressed before, use wite having a
diameter which will form rigid self supporting wiring and cut down 11.1. losses. Thin
wiring, straggling all over the assembly, can
introduce serious losses. instability and
inconsistent performance. The same applies
to poorly-made connections, presence of
soldering flux on component's and faulty
earth returns. Wherever possible, solder
all connections and see that a perfect joint
is formed. Earth every part which has to
be 'connected to the common negative.
earth line with stout wire, taking all such

connections direct to the earth terminal
by the shortest way. The earthing of the
frame and the moving vanes of a variable
condenser, when such is called for, is usually
a point sooften treated with scant O)flsideration. Don't assume that any individual part is earthed because it is m.king a
mechanical contact with another part which
is. Connect all such parts together electrically by 18 S.W.G. or, in certain cases, it is
better to use the metallised sleeving used
for screening conductors, pressed flat and
well soldered to the part concerned.

Careless planning of the layout, use of
unsatisfactory connecting wire and the
selection of components without due regard
to their low-loss properties, all contribute
to the overall loss of efficiency. The location
Layout
of the coil-holder, variable condenser and
associated valve-bolder--with relation to
While a pleasing layout is usually
each :other-forms an essential considera..
desirable, especially so far as the panel is
tion. A tuning condenser mounted on a
concerned, it must not be made an overpanel several inches from the coil and valveruling consideration. It is far more
holders, can introduce sufficient unwanted
important to study component location in
wiring to cause H.F. losses, additional
the light of associated wiring than armearcapacity to earth and across the tuned cirances. With a little thought and s.Tll, it
cuit, and pick-up or break-through of signals
is often possible to arrange matters so
at frequencies other than that to which the
that a satisfactory compromise is secured
circuit.is tuned. lt is not possible to illusbut, to achieve this,one must be prepared
trate all flaws in a layout, but Fig. 5
to devote a good amount of time exbad arrangement of
shows a good and
perimenting with the layout on a dummy
the components just mentioned. It will
baseboard or chassis, bearing in mind all the
be seen that one layout necessitates long
time the necessary interconnecting wiring
inter-connecting wires, one of the things
-to avoid. The other diagram shows how the
Coil holder
components have been re-arranged to reduce length of wiring to a minimum. The
use of brackets (Fig. 4) for holding variable
Def
F. 5-These two
condensers, raising the coil holder by means
Det
examples of componen!
of insulating pillars, until its terminals
R
R
.placing will show how
are on the same level as those of the conunnecessary Wire can.
denser, are but two items which will do a
be eliminated by the
________
great deal towards reducing losses. All
Coil holder b
suggested layout on the
tinned-coi4per wire used for connecting
right.
The one on
components on the H.P. side of the detector
¡Ile left
is a poor
should have a gauge of, say, 18 S.W.G, as
8racke'rr Condenser
runing
________
arrangement.
such diameter wire not only tends to reduce
Condenser
H.F. losses bu it also makes rigid wiring
which, in itseLf, is an important item.
It is not usually necessary, unless one is
concerned with the reception of the 56
me/s band, to raise the valve-holder, as the
length of the grid-condenser invariably
the British Red Cross Society at the address
permits a straight-line connection to be
given above.
made between the coil and the valveG.E.C. Radio Sets in the Wars
holder when they are arranged as shown in
the diagram. The band-spread condenser "Personal" Parcels to Prisonérs of
DURI1NG the past few weeks several
War
letters have been received by The
should always be mounted close to its
"tank," similarly, HF. chokes and anode yJE are informed by the G P.O. that the General Electric Co., Ltd., bearing news of
by-pass condensers should always be so VV arrangements for the despatch of radio sets that have stood up to the Luftlocated so that the wiring to the anode "Personal" parcels to prisoners of war waffe with what might be called typical
interned in enemy territory which were Eritih fortitude.
terminal is as short as possible.
suspended last July have now been restored.
One visitation by Goering's staff which
Under, these arrangements the next of kin Londoners will remember occurring near a
Reaction Components
When capacity-controlled reactioncircuits of a prisoner will be allowed to despatch railway station caused the roof of a Salvaare used, don't assume that any type of a parcel once every three months. Each tion' Army canteen to be lifted several
variable condenser will do. Remember that parcel must bear a special label which will inches, most of the goods on the shelves
it is carrying H.F. currents, and choose one be issued by the British Red Cross Society inside consequently being thrown to the
of the air dielectric type of good make and, and Order of St. John of Jerusalem, 14, ground. A G.E.C. B.C. 4040 was among the
preferably, fitted with a slow-motion drive. Finsbury Citcus, London, E.C.2, otherwise casualties. All "injuries," however, were
Quite a good deal of erractic reaction can it will not be accepted for transmission at of "superficial" nature. The Adjutant
reported that after making a couple of conbe traced to a poor condenser; always a Post Office.
Full particulars of the arrangements are nections which came away in the fall, the
make sure that the fixed vanes are connccted to the H.F. side of the circuit, given in a Post Office leaflet, number set now performs as well as it did when new.
Another note from a Midland branch of
i.e., anode, and that the condenser is placed P.2280E, which contains the general reguso that the connection between anode and lations for communication with prisoners of this company tells a similar tale of a battery
plates is kept short.. As it is desirable to war interned abroad. Copies of this leaflet set which successfully survived the damage
keep the completh reaction circuit as com- may be obtained at any Head Post Office. caused in a private house by an aerial
pact as possible, without, of course, bringing Copies will also be sent by the British Red torpedo. "Apart from a few scratches," the
correspondent says, "and a broken highthe actual controlling condenser so close to Cross Society to the next of kin.
It should be noted that the British Red tension lead, no serious damage seems to
the grid or aerial winding as to introduce a
degree of permanent reaction, it is well to Cross Society is preparing complete lists have been done, and the set is now working
'
devote some little time in the placing of the of prisoners of war and their next of kin, again in good order."
associated parts and, in this direction, it is and special labels for use on "Personal"
often found that a chassis construction parcels will be issued to all concerned as
lends itself to an easier solution of the soon as possible. As these will have to be
LATHE WORK FOR AMATEURS
problem than when the parts aie mounted issued in rotation some time may elapse
byF.J.CAMM
issued.
In
the
meanare
all
the
labels
before
tank
tuning
and
with
As
baseboard.
on a
refrain
to
from
are
asked
of
kin
next
time
of
using
be
afraid
1/or
1/2 by post from
don't
condensers,
variable
extension rods for control purposes, not applying for the labels, but if they bave
George Newnes, Lid., Tower House, Soughsolely from the point of view of reducing recently changed their addresses they
amptoss Sireel, S:ra,d, London, W.C.2
hand-capacity effects but to allow the moit should notify particulars of the change to
I
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Pactica
Simple Continuity Tester
¡N constructing a bench with aerial, earth,
I amplifier, etc., I devised a dodge which
may be of interest to other readers. It is a
simple continuity tester on the following

lines.
A small pocket compass was countersunk
into the bench, leaving the glass level with
its surface. An old I{.F, choke was then
mounted with its axis at right angles to the
field of the compass. Through the choke
may be passed a current, the strength of
'which will depend on the choke resistance
and the thickness of the wood. In my case
l volts sufficed. The choke was wired up
in series with a switch añd a pair of test
prods. After a little use the device gave a
rough idea of resistance values, etc., and
acted quite well as a continuity kick meter.
The compass response can be improved,
and its position" off" reading standardised
ly putting a bar-magnet in a position
toughly at right angles to the choke and at
a distance best found by experiment.
The inclusion of the bar magnet below the
desk serves to balance the compass, and if

WIRELESS
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THAT DODGE OF YOURS!
Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRELESS" must have originated somelittle dodge

which would interest other readers.
Why
not pass it on to us ? We pay Li-10-O for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item
published on this page we will pay half-a.
guinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,
"PRACTICALWXRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion
sent in must be origino!.
Mark envelopes
"Practical Hints."
DO NOT enclose
Queries ,,ith your hints.

SPECIAL NOTICE
All hints must be accompanied by the
coupon cut from page 136.
..00

..4,4
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tints
sketch, and which has since proved incuspensable.
Though the basic circuit is not original,
one or two of the details are. A single headphone is permanently mounted on the unit.
For morse practice and testing of highresistances this may be removed and 'phones
used. The 3-volt H.T. battery is mounted
inside the box. Note that the negative
lead goes to L.T.+, so connecting both
batteries in series.
A pre-set condenser is mounted on the
panel, by means of its terminals, to vary
the tone, and a valve-holder is mounted on
the panel with the filament terminals across
the output, for testing filaments for con-

tinulty.

-s
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-

the dial is held securely. The magnifying
glass is lin, in diameter and is taken from
7it
LT
PhonesJ
an old torch. This is mounted over a
i o-o
hole jin. in diameter cut in the plywood
panel. It is held in posi.
Test
tion by a square of plyPt Ods
wood having a central
hole of in. diameter cut
Conress_..
in it, and screwed to the
Bench.
panel. Washers may have
to be interposed between
the panel and the holder
to prevent undue pressure
on the glass.
For best effects the
back of the protractor
Choke
Switch
should be painted over
Mounting Bloc
ny
with white enamel. Tisis
does not affect the markDetails of o simple cotìtinuity testing op para!us.
ings which are black and
well placed, gives it a surprising sensitivity sunk in giooves. A vertical wire should be
placed behind the magnifying glass, but a
-R. KEARI'EY (Belfast).
hair dipped in adhesive and stuck to it
will suffice.-J0HN BnIDGES (Gateshead)
A Slow-motion Dial
Circuit diagram and pktorial view of au
HERE are details of an illusa mated A Valve Oscillator Unit
easiig.made oscillator unit.
S.W. dial I made recently and which
the neon oscillator is very
gives me very satisfactory service. The THOUGH
i
popular as a circuit tester, morse
I sometimes use this oscillator for feeding
actual dial is composed of a celluloid
protractor, the other half being a semi- practice oscillator, etc., I have always a resistance.capacity bridge, in which case
circle of stiff cardboard the same size as preferred a simple valve oscillator, as no high the headphone is shorted out. This is also
the protractor. At the junction of the voltage D.C. is required, and the necessary done when testing transformers, the 'phones
being connected to the second winding,
marked angles on the protractor is a small parts are usually to be found at hand.
After much experimenting I finally thus testing both windings at once.-R.
semicircle. This is cut out with a razor
the
unit,
as shown in the BUCKERr1XE (Radford).
blade. Treat the cardboard likewise. The made up
two semicircies are then, by means of
another piece of cardboard and eyelets,
Consructional details of an
made into one complete disc with a central
illuminated sloW.motion dial.
hole for the spindle. This central hole is
A New Book
occupied by a brass bush with a *in.
hole drilled through it. The condenser
NEWNES
spindle also has a in. hole drilled through
¡
it.Put the dial on the bush, leaving the
SHORT-WAVE
nut slack. Then put tise bush on the
spindle of the condenser and insert a splitMANUAL
pin in the ,in. hole. Turn the condenser
to maximum, turn the dial round .on the
Complete
A
1reatise
bush until it. reads 180', then tighten the
on the Design, Connut holding the dial on the bush. The pin
struction and Operaprevents the dial turning on the spindle,
tion of all Short-wave
and the dial is now set to show the correct
Equipment.
values.
The rest is fairly simple. A brass bush
Price 5/- or 5/6
is fixed in the panel so that the top of the
by post.
i-od turning in it is level with the bottom
of the dial. A washer carrying a spring is
from George Newoes, Ltd..
Tower House, Southampton
slipped over the driving spindle, the end
Street. Strand, W.C.2.
of it resting over the panel bush. Between
this washer and ari adjustable brass collar.
t
t
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MOdern Factory Prodúction Methods
Details of

Assembly Work, and Wirinçf Operations
By

the test engineers are
designing their test equipment
which was dealt with in the last
article, the production planning engineers
will be working out details associated with
the actual assembly of the components on
to the chassis, and the wiring-up of them
into the receiver circuit.
WHILE

-Methods of Assembly
There are two main methods of assembly,
one being the continuous belt system which,
however, is generally only worth while in
very large establishments, and the second
system in which each operator as she
finishes her particular job on the chassis
passes the chassis along to the next gui
on the line. As this is the more general
method among most manufactúring conceins we will describe its functioning more
-

-

fully.
The accompanying chart conveys the
general idea underlying the aerage
assembly line.
TIme first eight stages along the line are
shown, but it will be appreciated that time
amount of work done at each stage will
depend upon the production Ier hour
required. As stated above, each operator

passes the chassis to the next operator
when she has completed her job, but this
passing along has to be carried out by all
operators at the same time. Therefore,
the first 'consideration of the production
plasining engineer is to arrange that each
operator will take the same amount of
time to do her qwn particular job as all
the other operators.
For example, let us assume that he works
to a period of three minutes for ali operation,
he will have decided that this ¡eriod is the
shortest time in which any single operation
can be done. In the accompanying chart
the first operation on the actual assembly
line is to fit a mains transformer to the
chassis. This will entail putting the
transformer bolts through the chassis,
fifing the required washers and nuts, and
tightening these up with aim electrically
driven tool.

Second Operation

4

The second operation is the fitting of the
smoothing condenser', but as this may only
comprise driving a couple of P.1(. screws
through a flange of a condenser block or,
in the case of tubular condensers, fixing a
clamping ring to the chassis by means of
one nut and bolt, the operator willobviously
have time to spare. The production
planning engineer will, therefore, arrange
for some other work to be carried out at
this stage, such as the fitting and connecting
up of certain lengths of wiring to the
condenser or transformer so that the total
time of three minutes is expended in working
on the chassis.
The third stage. as will be seen from the
chart, is the fitting of the wavechange
switch and variable condenser.
It will be appreciated, therefore, that the
chassis will be coming off the end of the
line at the rate of one every three minutes,
and if the iroduction planning engineer
wishes to double the output from the line
he can do so by halving the amount of
work done by each girl and doubling the
number of girls. Thus. eali one conipletes

"SERVICE"

her operation in one and a half minutes.
This cutting-down of the time may
necessitate the increasing of the amount of
work done by groups of girls working on
sub-assemblies The question of subassemblies, however, will be dealt with
later.

Timing

increase of efficiency with its proportionate
increase in output they are often paid a
bonus based on the production from their
line which, naturally, encourages them to
maintain as much output as possible.

Protecting Cradles
The pasing of the chassis along the line

when the signal is given is rather a rough
Reverting back to the timing of the process for a radio receiver, nd they are
various operations, the moment at which generally fitted with protecting steel
the chassis is being passed from one cradles which are shaped so as to hold the
chassis in a position
that will not allow
any harm to come to
it, no matter how
roughly the chassis
cradle is handled
These cradles may be
seen fitted to the
chassis in the accore-
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panying photograph,
and it will be noted
that not only do they
protect the chassis,
but they also form
runners like those on
a sledge by means of
which the chassis is
easily slid along the
bench from one operator to another.
With regard to the
actual passage of time
receiver down the line,
for illustration 1rposes in the aceompaimying

chart the

operators are shown
seated next to each
other, but where a

f

large output

is required a correspondingly larger number
"
of girls is needed.
Where the facilities for
long assembly shops
are not available, the
ß
L
passage of the receiver
chassis down the line
The start oJ an assembly line. Note how ¡he chassis are safeguarded
may be arranged as
by the protecting steel cradles.
shown in the insets at
operator to the next is often indicated by a A and B on the assembly line chart.
bell, or klaxon, operating in conjunction
with a large clock fitted ïth a single hand. Awkwardly Placed Components
The hand travels roimd the circular scale
One of the chief considerations which the
with zero at the twelve o'clock position. production planning engineer has to keep
and the klaxon or bell is arranged to sound in mind is that the work on the chassis must
as the hand of the clock reaches the zero progress so that the awkwardly placed
niark.
component or wiring are assembled first.lt is obvious that as the gir's become more Components and leads which lie close to the
expert at their individual jobs they will be chassis must be put into position before
able to carry out their operations more complicated arrangements such as wavequickly. This will be evident to the obser- change switches and multiple condenser
vant enginéer in charge of the floor, because blocks are fitted to the chassis. If this
the guIs will be waiting for the bell or point is not looked after time will be
klaxon to sound so.that they can pass the wasted in trying to make soldered joints
chassis along. When all the girls have in practically inaccessible places, and there
become so efficient that they are all finish. will also be the danger that such joints
ing their jobs before time, the production will be bad ones and adjacent wiring or
engineer will often arrange that the clock components damaged by the hot soldering
runs more quickly, and he may cut off a irons.
quarter minute so that the signal is given
This problem is one that really should
every 2 minutes instead of every three be taken caie of by the chassis layout
minutes, as previously, and he may be engineer as he generally compiles the
able to do this again when the girls have sequence of operations, but it may be that.,
got used to the new conditions.
due to an oversight on his part, or to
So that they will not be oenalised by the modifications effected on the chassis at the
I

I

-

i

-
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last minute, that the production planning
engineer has to rearrange the sequence of
operations when he finds that some of the
operators experience difficulty in carrying
out their jobs efficiently.
Therefore,
although for explanatory purposes the
accompanying assembly line chart shows
the major operations carried out and
coml)leted in one sequence, it may well be
that in actual practice some of the fixed
condensers or resistances referred to in
a later stage may be wired into the circuit
m earlier stages along the line.

girl.
When the whole of the assembly line
planning has been completed a small quanStart.

A glance at the assembly line chart will
show that there are other operations being
carried out simultaneously with those per- _
formed by the girls on the line. These suboperations, as they are termed, are for

'J
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MAIN

to

SUB
ASSEMBLY.

Chassis fitted with protecting cradles.

Mains transformer fitted
chassis.

-

Valveholders and terminal panels riveted to
chassis.

Wires Cut and formed
for heater circuits, etc.

out.

-

'

-

Tuning toils fitted.

Wires prepared for fit.
ting to switch and con-

Wires soldered to switch

Wavechange switch and
tuning condenser fitted.

and condenser

.4__

denser.

Wires fitted to bottor

tags of coils.

Wircs prepared for fit
ting to coils

.4-

s-

5, I

6

,

Wiring between above
components carried out.

2<

_.-

-

.s

i

I

-

and
Small condensers
fitted and
resistances
wired into circwt.

ß

2 --z- -

3_...___
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-
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Volume Control fitteci
and wiring completed.

---.-.----'5
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will

take the saine path when they are finally
assembled in the chassis, and the layout
engineer will, wherever possible, have these
wires made up as a sub-assembly.
After they have been cut to length,

pperly

shaped on a jig comprising a
jcngth of wood with wood or steel pegs
driven into it, and bound together to make

f

-

Wiring and mechanica

InspectIon.
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Assernl,ly line chart of operations

Artists'

MANY of the American radio artists
heard over the air from station

which was also the age he found he liked
to jig-dance in front of an audience.
(Cincinnati)
were
clever
WLW
Billie deVore, of the sweet-singing trio
when theywere children. Presumably,that's on" Moon River," made her blushing debut
why they're performers to-day. Forinstance, in the first grade-in a school dance, dressed
Arthur Chandler, Jr., veteran organist for as a rose and dancing to the strains of" To
WLW, made his entertainment debut at a Wild Rose." Paul Arnold, baritone, was
the age of seven, playing the piano in a no chicken, comparatively speaking, when
dramatic skit. The conversation exchanged he brought his talents to the publio. He
Arthur's mother said, got going in high school when he wrote,
was notable.
"Arthur, will you play that charming directed and took part in a modern version
piano selection you-have been practising?" of " Don Quixote. ' Shortly afterwards he
And Arthur, acting just as if he hadn't gave a unique delivery of Marc Anthony's
expected the request, cavalierly replied, address-with laryngitis.
"With the greatest of pleasure, mother!"
Burt Farber, orchestra leader and nimTo-day; Chandler is embarrassed when he ble-fingered pianist, was coy. Not until
remembers those elegant words.
gitduating fi-orn high school did he emerge
from the obscurity of small-boydom by

Piano Recital at Five

nnouncer, played the triangle in a kinderartcn rhythm band at the, same age.
Younger still was Jim Day-just turned
three, when he discovered, he could walk,

8
I

..

Appearances

Anit.a, the new WLW song stylist, also
started her career at the piano, giving a
recital at the age of five. John Cornell,

--

oa

Finai'
Stages

American Radio
First

-

-

ASSEMBLY.

Smoothing Condenser
fitted. Wiring to V/holder.
and transformer carried

2

Dealing with Long Wires

In large receivers several long wires

will be ordered, say about
fifty, and on the production of these the
girls will he taught and shown what to do.
Any difficulties experienced by the operators
can be rectified, and a generai (dea of the
job can be obtained by the engineer in
charge of the assembly floor.
This early trial production is very
important, and in the next article the te'ts
carried out on the chassis, and the information gleaned from this early work,
will be discussed.

tity of chassis

what is called a cable form, they wifi be
supplied to the operator on the assembly
line, who merely places the cable form in
position and solders the ends of the wines
to the various terminal tags, which should
automatically be adjacent to them.
In the accompanying photograph supplies
of cut and prepared wire may be seen in
the cardboard boxes in front of the first

Sub-assemblies

purposes of making up sub-assemblies
which are being constantly fed to the girl
whose job is to fit them to the receiver
chassis.
For example, the production line cannot
be expected to remain stationary for the
length of time needed by operators to cut
wires to the right lengths, fit them with
systoflex, and bend them into position
before finally soldering them into the
circuit. One of the girls at a bench near the
assembly line will be given this job. It will
ipt be skilled labour and, therefore, the
Coat will be reduced in addition to the
general speeding up of production.
Another reason for sub-assembly operations would be the fitting of wiring to the
bottom tags of the tuning coils, because of
the fact that when the tuning coils are in
position on the chassis such wiring would
be difficult to carry out.

119
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modern radio factory.

playing a piano solo. He has been doing
the same thing since, but better and better.
Roy Fields also entered the entertainment
ranks with a piano solo, albeit nowadays
he plays the accordion.

A Singer at Four
At the age of four Drummer Tom
Richley, of the WLW orchestral stufi,
sang-not for his supper, hut for his first
drum. It wasaChristnias prize, and Richlcy
must have liked it, for he made his car'er
amid the tympani. Jimmy James, the
WLW maestro, danced in a neigllxurhood show at the age of four. This performance had no discernible influence on
his later rise in the world.
Charlie Wayne, M.C. of the "Time to
Shine" programme, was a cute kid at five.
The Elks thought so when he appeared in a
minstrel sl?ow at that ago. Tom Fouts"Stubby,' of the Buccaneers-likewise
was five, and likewise sang. It was at. a
farm gathering, and for his eflòrt he got
all the hot dogs and pop he wanted.

Saxophone Player at Twelve

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SERVICE MANUAL
By

F.

J.

CAMM.

From all Bookoellera, 6/- net, or by poet 616 direct
from the Publishero. George Newnes, L'.d. (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, London. W.C.2.

Joe Lugar, the orchestra leader, turned
at the outhet, though he had to wait
until he was 12 to show the public what he
could do-which was to play saxophone, to
player piano accompaniment, in a demonstration of the latter m a home-town musio
store. For this he received one dollar.
pro.
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not

waste time by elaborating on the theoretical
considerations.
The metal chassis, obtainable from
Premier Radio, has the following dimensions: 15m, by 9m, by 2in., and it will be
seen when the plan drawings are examined,
that there is some space to spare. This is
intentional; we mentioned in our Noveniber
issue that tho design lends itself to conversion to a superhet circuit, therefore full
use will be made of the space left available.
If it is desired to keep the receiver as a
three-valver, it would be permissible to

i

with the moving vanes, and
while this is quite useful in many circuits,
it so happens in this design that the
condenser comes between the anode of
is common

the detector and the reaction winding, thus
making it vital for the spindle (fixing nut,
cte.) to be insulated from the chassis
which is connected with earth. This is
not a difficult matter, as it only calls for
the use of two insulating washers (Bulgin
or. Premier), or, as an alternative, the
mounting o the condenser on a small strip

r

i

The Constructional and \
Unavoidably Held Over.
Fully Explained
layout plan should make all connections
quite clear, and it is only necessary for us
to remind constructors of the great need to
make good soldered connections to the
tags indicated. For ordering purposes, the
type numbers of the various sections whieh
go to make the complete switch are:
One S.I54, one 3.153 and one S.150..
All being Bulgin products.

4

Condensers
The J.B. (Jackson Bros.) two-gang
variable condenser is mounted in the centre
of the front of the chassis. It is set back
sufficiently from the front edge to allow
the mounting of the slow-motion drive
specified. To bring the condenser to the
height required by the S/M drive, it is
necessary to raise it off the chassis by
suitable distance pieces, these being made
from metal or ebonite tubing or the in

I

1

L

T»

C56
I

ce

A ¡ron! view

of the assembled
receiver, showing the clean layout

o/Id

the available

spacejor future

conversion.

r-

reduce the length of the chassis by, say,
3m, and its width by lin.
The specified coils, one type 52 and one
type 56 (Bulgin) are mounted on separate
moulded bases of insulating material, the
long connecting tags projecting downwards
through the bases. To avoid any misunderstanding, each coil unit has two
cylindrical screening cans, and this may
create the impression, on looking at the
layout plan, that four coils are required,
u hieb is not the case so far as individual
components are concerned. Ten holes,
each having a diameter of 5116m., have to
be drilled through the chassis for each coil
unit, plus two 6BA clearance holes
for fixing. The 5116m. holes are for the
connecting tags, and we h;ave purposely
made them on the large size to allow
ample clearance. For the sake of safety,
we would advise slipping a short length of
insulating systoflex over each tag to prevent
the possibility of short-circuits. Each
piece of systofiex should be approximately
tin. in length, thus leaving the end of the
tag clear for soldering purposes.
For the valveholders, two lin. diameter
snd one lin, diameter holes are required.
rhe two larger ones for the HF. and
output pentodes and the smaller for the
5-pin detector valve. On the front runner
of the chassis, three holes have to be
drilled for the mounting of the volume
control on the left, the wave-change switch
in the centre and the reaction condenser
on the right. A word of warning is essential
about the mounting of the latter. The
spindle of the specified reaction condenser

41

of insulating material, ebonite or fibre,
and bolting that to the runner after making
sure that the hole is sufficiently large to
prevent any contact being made between
chassis and condenser fixing.

Tt1

The Switch
Because of the four wavebands, we have
liad to use a multi-contact type of switch,
and although at first glance its associated
wiring might appear to- be complicated,
ve can assure you that such is not the case.
The complete switch assembly consists of
two separate units, each having twenty
contacts and two rotating contacting arms,
insulated from each other. The units are
nothing more than double-pole switches
of the five-way type, but owing to their
design they lend themselves to various
arrangements according to the system of
wiring adopted.
The necessary rotating action is obtained
viâ a lin, square bar which gangs the two
units together and forms an integral part
of the positive locating assembly which is
fastened to the front runner of the chassis
by the usual single-hole fixing- method.
It will be noted on examination of this
part that it is provided with a small
projecting lug to prevent the front unit
from rotating during operation. A small
hole must be drilled, in line with the fixing
hole, to take the lug. The rear switch
unit is provided with a bracket which
bolts to the underside of the chassis, thus
making the complete assembly thoroughly
rigid. The small drawing inset on the

,IIeee,e ea
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Theoretical circuit diigram of the A.C. F&ir,wave'1
omitted to avoid complications iì,hen

sulating parts taken from spade connectors.
Bolts must, of course, be used to anchor
down the condenser at its three fixing
points. It is advisable to spend a little
time locating the drive and the variable
condenser, otherwise one or both of the
components will be subjected to strain due
to malalignment.
The Dubilier block condenser, type
number 307, which consists of foui'

j

Mains transformer, type W33 (Heayberd).
Rectifier, type H.T.16 (Westinghouse). Fixed condensers: three .0001 mfd. (4601/S);
two .03 mfd. (4602fS); one .1 mId. (4603/S);.
three 4 mId. (307C); two separate 4 mId.
(B..335); one 50 mIti. (3004) (Dubilier).
Resistances: One i watt 5,000 ohm; three
I watt 50,000 ohm; one i watt 300 ohm;
one i watt 190 ohm; one j watt i megohm;
one watt 50,000 ohm; one oatt 500.000
ohm; one watt 10.000 ohm; two j watt
50 ohm; one potentiometer, 10,000 ohm with
switch (Erie).
Variable condenser, one bar-type 2-gang .0005

,_aalleaaOa
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'iring Details, which were
from the Last Issue, are
in This Article
--

electrolytic condensers of 4 mfd. each, is
held in position by a simple metal strip,
6m, by in., bent to the shape shown in
the plan and bolted to the chassis. While
it is necessary for the clamping strip thus
formed to hold the condenser securely,
eaie should be taken to sce that the metal
does not cet into the cardboard container
which houses the condenser units.
The black lead is the common negative
for tuo three 4 mfd. sections, and as such,
it must make good contact with the chassis,
i.e., earth. Owing to the flexible nature
of tue red leads, it is necessary to sec that
the connections made with them are insulated after the soldering has been donc,
so that there is no possibility of them
short-circuiting to the chassis, etc. For
this reason, it is as well to use stiff tinned
copper connecting wii'e for wiring associated
components-thus making the wiring as
rigid as possible-and make the connec-

a wire may be shown with one,
two or even three bends in it and not
taking the most direct path to its connecting
point. When wiring the receiver, a
constructor with a little experience will
take the wire by the most direct route
and likewise make a neater and cleanerlooking job. This is quite permissible in
the majority of cases, but what we do ask
is constructors not to add length to connecting
wires and not take them by longer and more
circuitous l)athS.
This has already been described in
detail (see previous issue), therefore, it
now only remains for us to consider the
dearness,

'
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arrangement would be to house the mains
equipment underneath or at the side of the
chassis. With the former, no holes need
be drilled in the rear runner to allow the
connecting wires to pass through. They
could be taken straight down to the unit.
The two wires for the heater circuit should
be heavy gauge workshop flex, to reduce
resistance, but the two for the HT. supply
can be ordinary good-quality lighting flex.
One side of the mains will go direct to the
mains transformer, whilst the other side
will pass through the switch-on the
volume control-before terminating at the
appropriate tapping on the primary of
the mains transformer.

Wiring Diagram of the A.C. Fourwave Three
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Three. Switching arrangements have
.sIudying the circuit details.

J.

't

j
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f

been

tions close to the condensa, cutting
off the flexible leads to the desired
length.
While speaking about wiring, there is
one little but important point we would
like to make clear. We always ask for
winng to be carried out according to the
winng plan given, but it is hoped that
constructors will appreciate that circumstances do arise when, for the sake of

MPONENTS

-
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Variable condenser, one Dilecon, .0003 (J. B.).
Tuning dial, Square Airplane (J. B.).
L.F. choke, type 60/400 (Premier).
H.F. choke, two, type H.F.15 (Bulgin).
Coils, one type 52, one type 56 (Bulgin).
Switch, type (Bulgin).
Valve-holders, one 5-pin, two 7-pin (C1x).
Socket strips one Ai, Ai, and E, one L.S.
(Clix).
Chassis, metal (Premier).
Valves,
V.M.P.4.G.; M.H.4; M.K.T.4.
(Ostam).
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ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
HM.V. Foctory Concerts

IT

is interesting to note that, following its
practice during 1914-18, the Gramophone
Company, of Hayes, Middlesex, is arranging
a series of lunch-hour concerts in the
canteen for its factory staff.

Swiss S.W. Transmissions
THE broadcasting authorities in Switzerland recently announced that its new
short-wave broadcasting station at Schwarzenburg, which has been operating expeiimentally, is now heard regularly from
noon to 1.30 p.m., and from 10.0 to 10.30
p.m. (B.S.T.).

B.B.C.Adapted

Customs returns, for four months ended
New TelevIsion Station for
July, 1940, the yield from the imports of
wireless apparatus and instruments regisManhattan
tered an increase of nearly 29 per cent.
THE Federal Communications Commisas compared with the figure for the sanie
sion of America has granted a conperiod during the previous year.
struction permit to the Bamberger Broadcasting aerv ice tOr a new
television station m New
York City to use a freof 96,000-102,000
kilocycles with a power of

7'--

1kw.
Íquencv

Radio in Shelters

F

ROYAL AIR FORCE pilots have discovered several ways of adapting the
B.B.C. announcers' preamble-" Here is
the one o'clock news, and this is So-and-so
reading it to you." One heavy bomber
squadron which has amusing emblems
drawn by the Padre on most of its aircraft,
displays one showing a wireless announcer
with the caption: "Here is a bomb, and
this is No. 842 Squadron handing it to

- \JE
understand
VV

A

the Ministry of Home

Security, who has been touring London shelters for
several nights, is of the
opinion that portable sets
are xot suitable for big
shelters, as only the people
near them can hear. She is
therefore considering the
installation of relay sets with
loudspeakers.

you."
Even in the Inteffigence Room, where
crews are interrogated after a raid, the
joke is carried on. In the early hours of a
morning recently, the captain of an aircraft
back from Berlin marched brightly up to
the interrogating officer's table followed
by his crew, and announced in an imposing
voice: "Here is the 3 a.m. line, and this
is Flying Officer Jones shooting it."
Tax on "Magic Eyes"
E British Radio Valve Manufacturers'
Association has approached HM.
Customs with a view to securing an official
ruling regarding the position of the " magic
eye" cathode-ray tuning indicators in
relation to the purchase tax. The ruling
has now been given by H.M. Customs to
the effect that such "magic eye" indicators
are to be regarded as valves for the purposes
of taxation.

'P

-

University Course

Television
ACCORDING to news from America,
New York University is to launch a
television programme course during the
winter months, under the direction of
Thomas H. Hutchinson, manager of the
N.B.C. television programme department.
The lectures will be offered in the school's
famous Radio Workshop which offers a
full course to student's desiring to make
good in radio.
Television is already a
classroom subject at other America(n
umversitics and colleges.
in

Australian Licences Soaring
AUSTRALIAN wireless licences for the
month of July, 1940, reached remarkably high figures, particularly compared
with July of the previous year. New
licences issued throughout the Commonwealth last July totalled 29,992, as compared with 15,601 in July, 1939. The new
monthly total of sets in use in the Commonwealth reaches 1,257125, and the population ratio is now 17.63 licences per 100 of
the population, as compared with 16.36
in July, 1939.

India Imports More Sets
REPORTS from Júdia provide evidence
of the growing interest in broadcasting
in that country. According to the Indian

that the
installation of wireless
receiving sets in public airraid shelters is being considered by the Government.
Miss Ellen Wilkinson,
Parliamentary Secretary to

Baird Television
Companies Court,
London, recently, a
scheme was sanctioned providing for the merger of
Baird Television with Cinema
Television, to preserve its
goodwill and retain the technical staff unti] television
transmissions are resumed
in this country. Subject to
the sanction of the Board
of Trade, it is proposed to
retain the naine of Baird.

-J

IN the

j

Th telegraphist in one of the Navy's fasi mo/or torpedo-boats
works in a wireless room no larger than a cupboard. Details of his
set are secrei.
In these quarters at nigh!, orders and warnings are
flashed oui and received to guide the li/Ile ship on her dangerous
business.

¡f

Training Girls for Service Work
Radio Industry Wages in U.S.A.
RECENT statistics show that the
SPEAKING at the annual general meeting
broadcasting industry
American
of the Scottish Radio Retailers' Association, held at Glasgow recently, the maintained its position during 1939 as the
president, A. Redpat.h, referred to the best-paying industry. The average weekly
difficulties now being faced by the trade wage of its 19,873 full-time employees
owing to the shortage of skilled men, and including executives, was $45.96.
suggested that dealers should consider the
Blind Workers in Radio Industry
possibility 'of training girls to undertake
service work. It was also suggested that
AN apal to the radio industry was
the education authorities should be
recently made by Captain Sir Ian
approached w ith a view to starting classes Fraser, C.B.E., chairman of St. Dunstan's,
to afford his committee the opportunity of
for
visiting their works to study the production
methods with a view to obtaining openings
for those who had lost their sight, but whose
senses of touch and hearing were often
THE SUPERHET MANUAL
much above the average.
by
F. J. Camm
Edited
Morse Speed Tests
L
ASERIES of Morse speed tests is being
This impQrtant new book devoted to
conducted by the American Radio
f'lodern Superhets deals with fundaRelay League, to bring the receiving speed
mental principles of radio problems of
of American amateurs to 20 w.p.m. or more.
selectivity, valve fundamentals, the prinReaders desirous of improving their speed s
ciples of the Superhet, general design,
may be interested to learn that practice
aeriaL design, variable selectivity, noise
speeds are transmitted by the A.R.R.L.
suppression and A.V.C. tone control,
headquarters station W1AW every day,
servicing Superhets with the Cathodeexcept Saturday, at 4.15 a.m., B.S.T.,
ray tube, etc.
simultaneously on 1,761, 3,825, 7,280,
14,254 and 28,510 kc/s. These transNET
(By
Post
5/6)
5f..
missions should prove most valuable to the
Of all Books:llcrs, or by post from the Publishrs:
keen amateur, as they provide an opportunity for Dx listening combined with
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.)
Morse practice under true reception condiTOWERHOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON STREET,
STRAND, LONDON. W.C2
tions, the only snag in the scheine being the
hour at which the broadcast takes place.

girls.-
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*1NistcRers1CIu

are Devoting These Columns
to Correspondence from Those Members who
Have Opinions, and Items of Interest to Discuss
This, Month we

ference and weather conditions. Good
work, 6,732. In his letter he says: "I was
very interested in the super one-valver in
the November issue of P AcrIcAL W1REL1ss
in the Club columns. I have often wondered, when readers sent in their excellent
tion to all those members who are still DX. logs heard on one-valvers, say, for
able to find sufficient enthusiasm, even example, such transmissions as VK's, how
during these days of war-time activities, they hear them, i.e., how loud and clear
to give active support to the Club and to are the signals. I note that one one-waIver
carry on with their experimental and correspondent says that to bear many of
general radio work. The numerous letters the cnuhtries logged, he had to pin his ears
I receive arc most encouraging; they are to the-'phones, and be ven' patient. Still,
but another striking nroof of the determina- it appears that he had done much extion of all of us to get on with our jobs ' penmenting to attain such results .....
and enjoy. as much as' our spare time The new column entitled 'Items of Inpermits, the hobbies and pastimes so terest' is very useful. It makes up. to a
closely associated w'ith our normal lives. certain extent, for the absence of Leaves
Much experimental work can still be done, from a S.W. Log.' I noticed that in the
and all that is done now will help to make issue giving details of the SW'. Threefor greater and quicker progress in the valver (September) you gave a list of the
science of radio u hen we return to days of principal stations that the set would
receive. Were the two following station
peace.
-

A Word from the Hon. Sec.
BEFORE handing .over this page to
those members who have been good
-enough to send in letters and details of
general interest., I would like to take this
opportunity to express my keen apprecia-

Membrs' Opinions and Activities
\JOU will remember what we said last

I
month about the world-wide membership of the Club. WeU, we open these extracts from members' correspondence with
a few remarks from Member 6,520, who
resides in Swellendanu, (IP., S. Africa.
"Apart from listening, I have been trying
very hard to build a loudspeaker. I have
tried to re-assemble a broken-up balanced
armature unit, but it was not within my
ability. I then tried to fix a cone to an
earphone diaphragm. With this I had
little success, so I then tried to improve
the device by fitting a strong permanent
magnet to it, but the additional magnet
caused a 'sucking' (attraction) effect,
which prevented a free movement of the
diaphragm. After this I made another
cone and experimented with fitting to it
a small ' speech coll'in conjunction with a
strongly magnetised piece of iron, but when
connected to the radio output., results
were not too satisfactory." After mentioning other expeiiments, No. 6,520 goes
on to say: "You might smile at my
attempts, but all these failures of mine
have sbowim tue that the making of loudspeakers is a very fmely developed science.
Allow me to congratulate the Editor
on the continuation of PRACTICAL WIRELESS'S publication. Even though I shall
now receive it at longer intervals and at
an increased price, this does not, in the
least, worry me. I believe I can offer some
support to Britain's war eflort by buying
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, and as -long as
Britain has a Navy, I shall receive and
enjoy my copy regularly." That's the
spirit, 6,520, keep at it.
To Member 6,732 we offer a word of thanks
and praise for his last two letters. They
both contain very fine logs, and what
impressed us was the detailed report on
each station, covering, for example, time
of reception-using the 24-hour system,
which so many amateurs still fail to appre.
ciate-strength of signal, state of inter-

A Neat Den
reproduce on this page a copy of a

\X/E
't
photograph sent in by one of our
London members, No. 6,472, and apart
from the fact that it. shows a corner of his

shack, it also shows that members in this
area are still carrying on with the good work,
\\'PIT, 16.87 metres, in spite of war-time conditions. We read
in the member's letter:
"In t.he centre can be
seen the O-V-2 Rx, the
line up nf which is Cossor
H.F.210
transformer

details wrong?

-s

the opinion of several of my friends.
That reports of readers' sets should be
given in far greater detail, and not just
1-V-I or O-V-O, etc., and that in exceptional eases, a circuit diagram should
also be published. More complete details
are also very essential when members
are describing their aerial arrangements,
such as height above sea level, direction,
type and points about the general construction. If readers send in logs which
include transmissions from the more
distant countries, they should give full
data concerning time, frequency, weather
and condition of moon, etc., as this infopnation would prove invaluable to other
readers trying to emulate their performances. Finally, I should like to ask any
other members in my district, about my
own age (17 years), to get in touch with
me at my QRA."
Whatdo the rest. of
you think about AC. gear? \Ve try to
meet all requirements but, as we have
mentioned before, we cannot know what
you want nalc&s you write lo us.
Re
aerial data; we stressed that in the last
issue, ajid as regards circuit details, vell,
that is up to those who do write to make
their letters as descriptive as possible,
without, of course, sending in several pages
or crosery written copy.

t,

A corne rol the dcn, situated
75 feet above sired level,
owned l'y Member 6,472,
who has been scu ring some
,line logs willi i/le use of indoor aerial syslems.

coupled to an L.F.210,
which is again tiansformer coupled to a P215
output valve. On the left
of the RX is the oneand WGEO, 48.47 metres ?...Would you valve TR.F pre-amplifier, which I have
please insert for me a request for corre- found invaluable on frequencies below
spondents? I would like to hear from any 10 me/s. Also visible are the 'phones, logmembers interested in S.W. logging and book, power-pack,, QSLs, call-book. and
general SW. work. I would like to exchange 6- and 4-pin plug-in coils, etc.
letters with such members regularly, and
"The station here consists entirely of
if any reader who has built tb W.M:391 home-built gear and the aerials in use at
A.C. Four-valve Short-waver would write present are : (1) 66 foot e1o; (2) 45ft.
to me regarding the performance of the E. to W. e/o; and (3) l6ft. 'V, type
set, I would be very grateful."
beam directed on the U.S.A.
Well, regarding WPIT No. 6,732, our
"The DX is 86 countries 'phone/C.W.
records show that this station operates on and 43 States of the U.S.A. The main
13.39 metres, 16.87 metres, 19.72 metres, reason why results'have been fairly good
25.26 metres, and 48.86 metres. WGEO at times is probably due to the fact that
operates on 13.39 metres, 31.48 metres and the QRA is situated at the top of a hill,
48.47 metres, so this time we don't think and the shack is about 7flft. above street
we are at fault. Vhat did you thihk was level.
I am particularly interested in
wrong?
aerial systems, although, at the time of
writing, I have been unable to erect an
A.C. or Battery
outdoor arrangement. I will close by
EMBER 5,698, of Sunnyside, Mount stating that I am always willing to coRoad, Prestwich, bancs., makes operate with or aid any fellow member or
some very useful suggestions
'hen he short-wave enthusiast."
says: "More space should be devoted
Many thanks, No. 6,472, for photo,
to A.C. operated receivers. This is also letter and your offer of co-operation.
-
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PR O TE CTIN G YQ UR HEADPHONES
Failure to Observe Certain Essential Considerations cari Cczuse Serious
Damage to Headphones and Passible Harm to the User
eoidítioris are bringing headphones into more general use, and
PRESENT
as few modern receivers (those of the
communication type excepted) make pro
vision for their use, satisfactory methods
for doing so are given below.
The electro-magnetie circuit of headphones consists of' one or two coils of very
fine insulated wire wound on suitible
bobbins, and in view of the restricted
size of the bnbbin. it is necessary to use,

H.F. volume controls (preferably the latter),
the quality of the reproduction might
suffer due to the output valve not operating
under the best conditions, or the 'phones
being overloaded. One exception to the
above statement is when a very weak signal
is being received from a distant transmission. If the output is not sufficient to
operate the speaker, then it would be
reasonable to use 'phones but, on no
aceounJ should they 1e connected 4iiectly

frT+

H.14

]III*

4'

9Phones

-

*

Fig. 1.-Three arrangements which enable headphones to
receiver. That on extreme right is the

be

best

connected in the output çjrcuil

for A.C.ID.C.

of

a

sets.

for the normal 2,000 and 4,000 ohm types, in the anode circuit of the output valve.
wire of a very fine gauge. It is the crossIf it is still desired to use 'phones in the
sectional area of a wire which governs the loudspeaker circuit, then the arrangements
maximum current it can carry. The value shown in Fig. i should be adopted. That on
of the current is greater for a single free the left of the diagram indicates how the
length of wire than for a wire of the same
S HT *
gauge wound in a compact coil, and without
free circulating air to keep it at a safe temperature. It is usual to employ wire as fine
as 40 S.W.G. for the winding of the
bobbins; so the current flowing in the circuit must be kept within the specified maximum. An average maximum current value,
for a good make of 'phones, is 7 mA's. For
this reason alone, although there are others,
it is desirable either to prevent any direct
current flowing in the windings or make
quiLe sure that its value is well within the
limits specified by the makers. As the first
precautionary method is the better, details
are given showing how to apply it to those
OPhone,
sets in most general use.

"universal" class of receiver. All the circuits shown are suitable for mains or
battery-operated sets; it is essential, as
mentioned 'before, to see that the receiver
has a volume control capable of bringing
the volume down to a level satisfactory
for headphones.
-

Intermediate Stages

The most pleasing method of introducing
'phones into the majority of recèiver
eircuits, is to connect them across thè
output of the detector or one of the inter.
mediate L.F. valves. The volume thus
obtained is more in keeping with that
rcquired, and the quality of reproduction
is likely to be better. With a superhet
receiver, one would be concerned with
the second-detector or subsequent valves,
but as it is now usual to use a doublediode.triode in the detector position, it
must be remembered that a stage of L.F.
amplification is provided by the triode
section of the valve, thus ensuring good
'phone strength. The inclusion of a volume
control m the double-diode-triocle circuit
allows smooth control of the output to be
obtained. The majority of the methods
shown in the diagrams can be applied.
Fig. 2 shows the connections for 'phones
to a detector or L.F. valve which uses an
ordmary L.F. transformer in direct and
parallel-feed methods of coupling. The
quality of response with tise first system

FC.

L

j'

The Loudspeaker Terminals
Except in certain circumstances, 'phones
should not be connected in the output
stage of a receiver which is capable of giving
loudspeaker volume. While the output can
usually be reduced to something approaching headphone strength, provided that the
circuit Incorporates efficient L.F. and/or

j LP

Co,,p/i.,g

----j

I____.__J

Phon e

Ö
S

LjL.T1-

Fig.
save

3.-With

sets it is often advisable to
The switching system shown
the unwanted valve.

battery

L. T. current.
culs out

Fig. 2.-Showing how 'phones can 6e connected to intermediate stages.
than connectin' them in the output stage.

primary of the output or speaker transformer is used, in conjunction with a
i mfd. or 2 mfd. condenser, to form a simple
choke-filter system. The condenser should
have a voltage-rating in excess of the
maximum HT. being applied to the set.
It will be seen that it prevents any direct
current from flowing through the 'phone
windings and gives, therefore, protection
to both 'phones and user. The second drcuit, Fig. 1, indicates how use can be made
of the tapping points on an Output transformer having a tapped-primary, whilst the
third arrangement is, from an electrical
point of view, the best as it completely
isolates the 'phones from the receiver. For
this reason it is to be recommended for
mains-operated receivers, e8pJÑJlly those
of the A.C./D.C. type; in fact, it is the
only safo method for using 'phones *ith a

This procedure is bet!g,

the quality of the L.F.
trans1rmer. If it is of good make and the
primary has a high inductance value, then
will depend on

results will be quite satisfactory. The
second arrangement does not depend on
the characteristics of the L.F. component,
as it is parallel-fed, and really becomes a
resistance-capacity coupling, so far as the
'phones are concerned.
For the sake of clearness, switches have
been shown which allow the headphones
to be brought into circuit when desired.
These should, for trouble-free operation,
be replaced by suitable jacks of the single
or double circuit types, accordmg to the
method used. Switches or jacks are not
absolutely essential, but if it is desired
to mute the speaker when 'phones aie in
use, then they will have-to be used in one
form or another.
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of the circuit is common with one side of
With mains rceivers, the question of AC./D.C. Circuits
the mains, and rather than take any risks,
cutting out unqsed valves on the scoie of
A final word of warning ooncernig theRe use the choke-filter-transformer system
econonly does not come into the question;
with battery-operated sets, however, 'phones circuits. Always remember that one side shown in Fig. 1.
are so often used for the dual purposes
of saving acumulator and H.T. current,
and individual listening, that it is usually
Spe:h Coil
advisable to use switches or jacks having
ll
a spare contact to break the L.T. supply
to the valve ol- valves not being used, as
shown in Fig. 3. If, as is often the case
with an A.C. receiver,one wants the speaker
out of action while the 'phones arc in
circuit, the two diagrams in Fig. 4 show'
alternative methods. The one on the left,
by using a single-pole change-over switch
Ganged
Phon5
or jack, allows the signal to go to the
-6.8.
-c,e.
output-or previous L.F. valve-or to the
Y
'phones, whilst the circuit on the right
Fig. 4-The loudspeaker becomes dead w/Ienl/.e phones are brought into circuit when these
shows how the 'phones are tapped across
forms of switching are used. The grid-leak musi be returned to G.B.- or earth.
the grid circuit, and the speaker muted
by connecting the switching system in the
secondary of the speaker transformer.
With the first method, it is very important
to remember to leave the grid of the valve
connected, as shown in the diagranP(Fig. 4),
to the common-negative line in the case
of mains valves, or tise source of grid-bias
with battery types, by means of the usual
grid-leak. Failure to observe this will
result in harm to the valve, and in the
To achieve Victory we must be
be Officient
case of mains valves, on no account must
we must be trained.
one attempt to silence the loudspeaker
can
help
your
country
and
You
a
good
career
write to
In
by breaking the anode circuit of the output
same time it
do

-

THIS'YEA.R
WE CLI B T
ICTORY
-

ecient-to

valve.

H.

T.

+

Speech

Coil

II

-.-.--ii.--.oP/,oes

u

Fie.

Class

5.-A simple method suitabl,o for use with
A. Class B, or Q.P.P. push-pull circuits.

Where push-pull circuits are in use,
and these cover ordinary Class A, Q.P.P.
or Class B, and it is required to connect
headphones or an extension speaker, quite
reasonable results can be obtained by using
the system shown in Fig. 5. The condensers
should be of reliable make and, as stressed
in the choke.filter arrangement, their
operating voltage rating must be in excess
of that applied to the anodes. The capacity of each should be the same, but the
actual value used is not critical; in fact,
it can vary between .05 mfd. and i mfd.,
and some interesting results so far as
frequency responso is concerned can be
obtained by experimenting with various
Capacities.
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FR0144 T H E T ÑA DE.
Size: 94m, high 134.
wide x 6in. deep.
Finish: Handsome
black leatherette-covered cabinet fitted
with carrying handle.
Price, complete with combined full-size
all-dry 90 volt H.T. and L.T. battery-

New All-dry Battery Portables
THE introduction of low.voltage battery-

station names.

.

.

operated valves has made it possible

for set designers to produce receivers which
are no longer dependent on a two-volt
accumulator for their filament current
süpply. The true significance of this progressive step in valve development is more
important than it would appear at first
sight. I creates new considerations for the

accumulator and battery manufacturers;
it has already been responsible for the
production of several interesting batteryoperated receivers, and it might well be
the forerunner of revolutionary changes in the design
and operation of receivers for
those listeners who are
unable to make use of elecV
tricity supplies.
One of the most obvious
advantages, and one which j.
we feel sure will be welcomed
by the majority, secured by
(
the use of the new valves, is
the elimination of the accumulator in portable receivers.
While admitting that this
accessory has, and still does,
receive more than its fair
share of abuse, it cannot be
denied that it is, to say the
least ot it very mnoymg
when, on switching on the
portable to receive some
particular transmission, one
V

'

V

£8 5s. Od.

The circuit follows the most satisfactory
arrangement for a compact portable, the
valve sequence being: Variable Mu penta
grid frequency changer (1A7VG), I.F.
amplifier using an H.F. pentode. having
variable Mu characteristics (1N5VG), diodetriode as second detector, L.F. amplifier

V

-

.

V

V

findstheLT.supplydefunct.
Te use of an all-dry battery

V

V

I
J

--.-,
-

V
-

---V

V;

V

i

ossor All-dry battery Portablç A.D.41 combines pleasing
The
jspply does not, of course,
lines.with high efficiency.
eliminate this possibility
entirely, bt it does seem
that one gets a little longer warning when and A.V.C. (1115G), and a pentode output
the battery is approaching the end of its using a 1C5G. The wavebands covered
useful life, thus allowing a replacement to are medium waves 190.560 metres, and
be obtained. Circuit details are worked out long waves 830-2,000 metres.
On actual performance, one is inclined
so that the L.T. section is capable of giving
the same period of service as the H.T., so to overlook the fact that a self.contained
that when a new battery is purchased both aerial is being used, excepting r directional
s9urces of supply are renewed, and the properties, as the overall sensitivity is
Selectivity is good,
question of having to replace the H.T. at most satisfactory.
some intermediate date does not crop up.

Correcting Waveform

The

new Celeslion-Amphenol valveholder, which
possesses

many distinctive features.

One of the latest examples of an All-dry
battery Portable, utilising to the full the
advantages of the new valves, is the Cossor
Model A.D.41, which is illustrated on this
page, and reviewed below.

4-Valve All-dry
Model A.D.41.
Portable Superhet
General Specification
SELF-CONTAINED aerial with provisio
for extei-nal aerial and earth. Perme.
ability-tuned iron-cored IF. transformers.
Combined on-off and wave-change switch.
Manual
Slow-motion tuning control.
Automatic
volume control and A.V.Ç.
grid-bias. High sensitivity P.M. Moving
coil speaker. Dial calibrated in metres and

-

---

--

tuning a pleasure, whilst the sexitivo
permanent-magnet moving coil speaker is
fully capable of handling the generous
output with a remarkable degree of fidelity.

-

General Remarks
THE A.D.41 represents a sound investment on the score of entertainment,
news and views for everyday use, and
owing to its compactness, and the fact that

it is completely self-contained and independent of external sources of current
supply, it is an equally valuable asset in
times of emergency.

Aniphenol Valveholders
ANEW method of valveholder construction is used in the design and
production of the Celestion-Amphenol valveholders, claimed to be the strongest in the
world.
The part-sectional view of a
standard 7-pin holder, shown on this page,
gives a very good idea of how the exclusive
Celestion-Amphenol method of mouldedin-plate construction ensures maximum
strength, rigidity and a high degree of
efficiency. The sturdy contact plat-es are
so designed that they are actually keyed
into the moulding, thus making it impossible for them to rattle loose. The plates
are pressed from specially-treated phosphor.
bronze and are shaped to ensure smiform
contact on all prongs. Such vital factors
become increasingly important, when one
considers the modern multi-pin types of
valve especially those having octal base
fitting. In addition to the engineering side
of these new products, considerable attention has been given to their electrical
characteristics, and exceptional insulation
is assured by the special properties of the
moulding powder used for their construetion.
The holders are available for all standard
valve bases, British ansAmerican, and are
intended for chassis mounting, the holding
or fixing plate being so located that it can
be secured to the underside of the chassis,
thus allowing the neatly moulded top of
the holder to come practically flush with
the upper side. When mounted in this
manner they add a neat and well-finished
appearance to the chassis assembly.
-

-

r

-
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To deflect the stream of electrons in a
cathode-ray tube a time-base generator
is employed which produces a risc and fall
voltage
of
and current simulating in its
characteristic a saw tooth formation.
Unfortunately, all the simple circuits used
for this purpose are non-linear in relation
to time, except fir very small values of
timo, and to obtain adequate deflection
under these conditions the voltage used
has to be of a high order. This may be
dangerous or not commercially practicable
for some installations, and breakdowns in
the windings r condensers may occur
unless due precautions are taken. Many
expedients have been tried in order to
achieve the required degree of linearity of
deflection, and in some cases this has'
necessitated complicated circuits or expensive time-base generators. As an alternative to this, however, it has been found
possible to use waveform correcting networks to eliminate the exponential curvature of the deflecting voltage. Accurate
mathematical calculations are necessary to
derive the values of rèsistances and condensers employed for this purpose, and
another factor which must be taken into
consideration is the phasing of the harmonies. This can be catered for by the use
of a specially wound transformer which is

-

-

adjustable in just the same way as other
components of the correcting network.
These networks also provide a possible
solution to the provision of special forms of
deflecting voltage characteristic.s, whether
the cathode-ray tube is to be employed for
oscillographic or television picture reconstitution.

Hugh Ferguson has now joined the board
C. Cossor, Ltd.
Sir Louis Sterling has accepted election

of A.

as Vice-President of the British Institution

of Radio Engineers.
The death has occurred of Sydney E. Smith,
Chairman of Varley, following a short
illness.
We regret to record the death, at the
age of 58, of Capt. R. L. Nicholson, D.S.O.,
R.N., which occurred on November 1st.
Capt. Nicholson was appointed Fleet
Wireless Telegraph Officer of the Grand
Fleet, on the staff of Admiral Jellicoe, in
September, 1914, and in 1917 he became
Director of the Signals Division of the
Naval Staff at the Admiralty.

-

----------

-
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understandable in addition. The 13
and 16-metre bands were practically
non-existent at the time. The set is an allwave with plug-in coils, and an eliminator.
The loudspeaker is a very early moving coil,
about 1928, and the L.F. transformer is 12
years old. Some of the valves are seven
years old, the detector being three years old.
The aerial is an ordinary Post Office 100feet type. The set does not howl and oscillates perletly down to *ç5 metres. I often
)vonder how it would work with new valves.
I

I

Upen J°a. Vicuiiíon
-

The Editor si e not riere sicily g et ith the opinioni expre si by hi
correspondents. All letters most be accompanied by 1h. name end address
of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

aerial is coiled up and rests on a piece of
plywood 1in. below the second hinged lid.
have never looked forward to
There is room in the battery corn iartSIR,-'
PRACTICAL WIRELESS so eagerly bement for six grid-bias batteries as
fore in all the years that I have had the or a 60-volt HT. will do equally well.
pleasure of reading it. I enclose two photo- Two No. 800 cycle batteries coupled tographs of my shack; it is the first attempt
that I have ever made at inside photography, thanks to 2DTX, of Sheffield, for
writing to tell me what to do. My Tx is
in the safe hands of the G.P.O. (I hope),
and my Rls are a FAW2 and a S.W. converter, fed into a three-valve BC Rx.
Since the %var started I have increased my
morse from 5 v.p.m. to 15 w.p.m.
In closing, if this letter is read by G5LP,
I would like him to get into touch with me,
as our correspondence was broken off so
abruptly.
FinaUy, I hope PRACTICAL
WnsELEss will continue until such time that
peace prevails once more.-J. Moss
(Mytholmroyd, Yorks).

A Reader's Den

'.

-W.

H. LAWLEY (Penzance).

An Appreciation from Iceland
SIR,-Man thanks for the " Radio Train-

ing Manual" which undoubtedly will
be very useful, and will pass many interesting hours away for me.

-

I still receive the monthly issue of
out here in Iceland,
as i did in France, and it gives me much
pleasure to see it in the post bag. I shall
endeavour to obt.ain more of your books,
and I hope in the near future to send you a
further order.
Thanking you again, and hoping that
PRACTICAL WIRELESS,

will continue publication for the duration of the war.W. L. FOSTER (Iceland).
PRACTICAL. WIRELESS

On Active Service

IR,-I

am the reader who had his arm
amputated after an army lorry crash.
The officers kept their word and I am still
in the Army on home service.
After my arm had healed up I went on
L)

From a Reader in the Navy

SIR,-I

have been a regular reader of
your very fine paper for more than a
sick leave. I camo back and was stationed
year now, and have enjoyed every page.
I
at
ori an army WIT station.
Iii that time of reading, I have witnessed
afterwards got my stripe and went on a
many changes in the paper, but the change
course. I returned here as a superviser in
which I have enjoyed most among all was
the signal office. I afterwards returned to
when the weekly issue was converted into a
the W/T section, where I am at the present
monthly. 1t gives us a better chance to
time. I have still one Or two of my old
digest its rich contents. It is a marvel to
pals here. Les Dymond (G3HW) is still
-:
me how you can carry on under the conhere and is also a lance-corporal. Bert
ditions. you have 'to work in, and I admire
Tupaman (G3ID) has been away some time.'
the pluck of many of the London readers,
He is a cadet and should get his commission
whom I have met with in the Service. I
very soon. Bill Watson (G6JL) is still in
Two views of J. Mo:s's radio den.
am in the Royal Navy, as an ordnance
section, but is 'in another city. . .
artifleer, but I still get PRACTICAL WIRE- gether are used for L.T. with a resistance to the
We have another barn with us here, Dave
LESS sent from my home in Scotland, and I drop the volts down to two.
Patton of Coventry; he is a sergeant. I think
certainly look forward to it.-R. BURNs
With a 20-foot wire around the picture his call was G3YO. If any other readers
(Hayling Island).
at
night.
rail I have logged 23 stations
want to join the Signals as wireless operaSeven or eight can be obtained in the day- tors, get going on the S.W.'s and speed up
Heard on 20 Metres
over
a
couple
of
the
aerial
time with
thrown
the Morse. The keys vet red hot bere at
QIR-I append a report of my log for Chairs.
times. I really believe after this little scrap
regulation
same
as
the
The
set
is
the
size
i..) the last two months. The stations
is over there won't be so much R/T on the
suitcase,
which
gas-mask
box,
and
the
received were as follow: Wi, 25; W2,46;
bands and not so much rotten keying.measures
can
be
bought
15m.
x
I0in.
x
41m,
W3, 20; W4, 22; W5, 5; W6, 4; W8, 18;
J. E. BOWDEN
(B.L.D.L.C. 618,6, late
(Bournemouth).
for
2s.
6d.-D.
K.
0'S.
W9, 23; K4, 3; HC4USA, K6NYB. PYIFN,
2AYQ)7 Salisbury.
VUD3, and TAP. All the W and 1104, K6,
PY, K4 stations were heard on 20 m. I On the 10-metre
must thank you for carrying on the good
work as a monthly, and hope you will conBand
tinue to do so till the war is won, and then
QIR,-Recently,
on a Cose
forward
to
having
weekly
be
looking
a
will
it
was
Sunday,
a /5x/Oi 4'S
again.
would
like
to
correspond
paper
I
particularly
good
night
reader
living
in
or
any
Scotland
with
Wales with a view to comparing reception for the 10-metre band.
on amateur hands-C. J. &irm (Stanmôre). It was wet and boisterous.
About 30 stations
Portable Set for Air-raid Shelter were in evidence some
SIR,-The accompanying sketeh might very loud and clear.
interest other readers who may be
At 7 p.m. B.S.T.
considering building a small set for the air- W1IYE, YoungEdward,
raid shelter. I have used this idea for some was calling CQ1O.
months now, and find it very useful.
At 7.15 p.m. B.S.T., a
The circuit is very much the same as lady, W2NSI,
New
the one given for your recent "Gas Mask York City, was also
Space for
Box Receiver" ; the construction is very asking for CQ1O. These Cas
Mask
simple, being a two-valver. A single 'phone two stations were the
is connected direct to the plate, and fits star performers, both
into a circular hole cut into the plywood coming through loud
panel so that it lies flush with the condenser and clear on the 'oudknobs, the panel being recessed about 1in. speaker, R7, and steady.
A novel portable set for an air-raid shelter b11 D. K. 0'S.
below the hinged lid.
The throw-out Many were perfectly
(Bournemouth).

L-

I

'J
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A. Service Eriginçer's Log
A Further Selection of Simple Faults and Remedies Encounteréd in the Coursé of a Serce Man's Routine Work
TE otlierweek I was asked to carry
out soin tests on a mains superhet
s fairly now, and which
which
had behaved extremely well until .the
beginning of autumn. Since then the
owner had been troubled to a marked
exte,jj by intermittent crackling noises.
The noises were sometimes so loud that
they completely drowned reception, while
at other times they were merely a "mushy"
background. One thing which annoyed
the owner of this set was that he had had
it "serviced" recently by another firm,
the set having been returned as in good

condition.
I went along to see the receiver early one
evening, taking the usual simple test gear
which I carry with me on such occasions.
It appeared that I was lucky, for the
crackling was even worse than it had been
before. The usual tests for continuity
and checks of wiring did not reveal any
fault. The noise was rather less pro.
Connecting wire loose

rubul

lixed Condenser

Soldered

joint

Fig. i .-Jnle,mittent crackling Was traced to a loose
wire connection on an S.C. by-pass condenser.
The Wire had been loosened by applying too much
heal When making ¡he soldered point.

January, 1941

.

generally came to life. A bad contact had
evidently developed within the switch, of
the Q.M.B. type, and this had caused so
much drop in L.T. voltage to the valves
that they were being seriously under.
run. A new switch was fitted, since it is
seldom possible to repair a switch of this
type. It should be mentioned in passing
that the set had been out of use for some
time, and had evidently been stored
in a damp place; the dampness was prob.
ably responsible for the switch trouble.

fill *in. toward and away
from the end of the condenser. It had,
no doubt, been loosened in the first place
by the application of excessive heat to the
lead when soldering a length of wiring to it. No
Reaction
When doing this, it is important to use a
A rather comparable case was recently
hot iron and to keep it in contact with the
solder and lead only just long enough to encountered, although this time reproducallow the solder to "rim" neatly and tion was not unduly weak and there was no
suggestion ot distortion, as in the example
make the joint (Fig. 1).
described above. The main trouble was
be moved a

that movement of the reaction control had

Choke Connections
constructor was very disappointed to
find that a three.valve H.F..Det.-Pen.
receiver whioh he had just made was
very unsatisfactory. Reception was weak
even on the " Home Service" transmission,
whilst tuning seemed to be excessively
sharp-probably due partly to the very
low volume level. Since the receiver had
just been built, however, it was considered
best to cheek over the connections before
carrying out any "instrument" tests. A
start was made at the J.I.F. end, and the
fault was soon discovered. It was due to
the H.F. choke in the anode circuit of the
H.F. pentodo (tuned-grid coupling was
used) being connected as shown in Fig. 2.
It will be seen that the pigtail was correctly
joined to the anode of the first valve, and
one terminal to H.T.+ ; but tise lead to
the detector grid condenser was also taken
from the same terminal instead of to the
other one, marked X in Fig. 2.
With chokes of this type, the pigtail
and one terminal are together joined to
one end of the winding, the second terminal
going to the other end. This is shown
diagrammatically as an inset in Fig. 2.
A

scarcely any effect. Readers may remember that in these notes a short time ago I
mentioned a similar fault, where it was
found that the cause was a bad contact
within the reaction H.F. choke or in the
detector anode coupling component. This
time the correct HT. voltage of about 50
was reaching the valve.
After making a few other tests it was
decided to try the effect of disconnecting
the fixed condenser between the detector
anode and earth when that was done
reaction behaved as it should.. Obviously,
the condenser was not opei-circuited or
disconnecting would not have any effect;
equally obviously, it was not short.cireuited
or there would have been a short-circuit
of the H.T. supply-and of the valve!
When the condenser svas tested on a capacity
bridge later it svas found to have a capacity
of .003 mfd., instead of .0003 mId., which
was stamped on it. The excessively-high
capacity had the effect of virtually shortcircuiting the reaction circuit.

-

z

nounced when tise aerial lead was removed,
but still continued. After coming to the
A Speaker Fault
conclusion that there must be a fault in
In the case of a high-class mains receiver
the mains leads, I replaced there, and made
which had suddenly started to give trouble
sure that the plug made good contact with
it was found that reproduction from the
the socicet. But the troublo continued.
built.in speakcr was very raint, although
should
be
taken
the
set
suggestion
that
an extension speaker gave excellent reproA
point
did
another
mains
test
on
fòr
away
duction. This applied uhether working on
not meet u ith approval in view of the
radio or gramophone, and it seemed pretty
earlier experience, so I suggested that we
lights
the
various
switching
off
try
might
r,flin/
and other electric points in the house, one
at a time. Fortunately, it did not then
:1!
take long to find the cause of the trouble.
Fig. 2.-An HF. Dei-LP.
As soon as the light in the room where the
,eceiver gave Very poor results
was
switched
off
the
was
installed
sot
because ihe HF. choke in hie
the
mains
switching
off
ceased.
After
noise
anode circuit of the H.F. valve
at the master switch, the room switch and
wa connected as shown.
The
lamp-holder were oxamined in 'turn; the
miel dia'rain show5 the proper
switch ivas in order, but the lamp-holder
cor, nechions,
/::'F4Connector
was quite warm, and it was soon seen that
the bulb had been making poor contact,
This was due mainly to the fact that one
clear that the built-in speaker was deof the springs behind a contact plunger Poor Reception.. with Battery Set
had weakened due to over-heating-the
A fault v.hich is not very unusual was fective.' The question was to find exactly
over-heating no doubt resulting from recently found in a simple battery set. of what was wrong with it, and to put it
previous imperfect contact. However, the "straight" type. Reception had be- right. It was unlikely that the cone was
replacement of the holder set matters come very faint-after having been normal incorrectly centred or that there was some
right, and also taught the set owner the -reaction control was practically imposs- dirt between the moving coil and the pole
foolishness of using cheap, unbranded ible. and there was a feeline of "deadness" piece because distortion was not noticeholders.
about the control of the et as a whole, able, and there were no "scratching"
The owner attributed the fault to a de- sounds.
Condenser Connections
Careful examination showed that there
fective detector valve, which could easily
The above brings to mind another case have been responsible, but replacement of was a "dry" soldered joint between
of crackling, where it was practically this did not have any ejiect. I was just the speech coil and the speaker transcertain that the trouble originated in the going to take sorne voltage readings for former. This was at the point where the
set itself. Ordinary simple tests of wiring H.T. and L.T. at the valve-holders, after leads from the coil were brought out to
*nd components did not bring the exact finding that both batteries were well two soldering "pipi" on the cone. After
,ause of the fault to light, but a simple "up," when I had an idea to try a simpler re-soldering the speaker was as good as new.
"mechanical" test soon revealed that a preliminary test. The on-off switch ter- It will be appreciated that a few ohms
wire connector from the tubular condenser minais were short-circuited with a short of additional resistance in the speech-coil
used as a by-pass from the SG. of the length of wire. When thatwas doyle signai circuit can have a pronounced effect, since
1F. pentode to earth was loose and could streneth returned to normal and the receiver the total resistance of that circuit is seldom
-

.
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more than five or six ohms, although it
does vary with different speakers.

Ideal War-time Gift-

Receiver
Pronounced motor-boating was noticeable with an old "straight" three-valve
receiver of A.C. type.
Normally, it
oçcurred only when reaction was pressed
above a certain setting of the reaction
condenser. If the mains switch was turned
off and then on again after the motor-boating had started, the trouble would cease
until reaction was again altered. The fault
was put down mainly to "senile decay"
and poor original design, but the owner
was anxious to overcome it in an inexpensive manner, and therefore without altering the design of the set.
Additional
detectoranode-cirouit decoupling had little
effect, and new valves did not set matters
right. After a certain amount of experiment,
however, it was found that if the S.G. valve
was screened and a 250-ohm fixed resistor
connected between the detector anode and
the reaction winding the trouble was
cured. It is not suggested that this was
the correct method of stopping the objectionable noise, but it has often been
found to work and was therefore considered
to be ítood enoueh in the circumstances.
The falt is sometimes due to the need for
a new detector valve, and is often traced
to the use of a poor earth connection,
whilst extra decoupling is sometimes helpful
although it should not be necessary. The
extra decoupling may consist of connecting
a resistor between 5,000 and 10,000 ohms
in series with the original decoupling
resistor and connecting a l-mfd. fixed condenser between the junction of the two
resistors and earth.

MUSIC WHILE

-

Cabinet

,nceh frcm

THEY WORK

1ìL
l.p.
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& SHELTER
«

I

Shrnloraú
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THE PERFECT EXTRA SPEAKER POR ANY SET
RADIO CO., LTD., MANSFIELD, NOUS
ELECTRICAL

WHITELEY

AYLOY

ETE:

I

RANGE

Group Abridgments ran be obtained from the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.2, either sheet by sheet as issued on payment
a subscription of 5s. per Group Volume or in
bound volumes price 2s. each.

Sensitivity 1,000 ohms
The set testing
functions of this
instru- f"
precision
ment covers all "S
ranges essential fo,
carrying out acelectrical
Curate
measurements for
Radio and General
test work.

NEW PATENTS

volt.

STILL AVAILABLE FOR
CASH or EASY TERMS

A.C.

butplease orderat once,aI stockt ara being rapidlyreduced
RADIO RECEIVERS
WATCHES

-

\
i '

ê
I

Specifications Published

-

Specifications may be obtained from the
Paient Office, 25, Sont hampton Buildings.
London W.C.2, at the uniform price of

i_J
ç

A.C.

Volts

,
.

to

000.

(5)

D.C.

Current

mA. up to 2.5 amps. (4) Ohms from
to lO
(4) AC. Current 0-1 mA. up to 2.5 amps.
I

megohms.

SOCKETS. There are 4 on the front panel.
"Common." "Test."
"Output."
1,000v " and
ACCURACY. A high degree of accuracy Is assured, as
everyinstrumentis carefullychecked againstour standard.
'

A

fully descriptive technical Brochure

of

this instrument,

free on request.

BRITISH MADE.
I

TAYLOR
t

GUARANTEED 6 MONTHS.

Electrical Instruments Ltd.
419-422, Monti-ose Avenue,
SLOUGH Bucks.
Tetephone

VICEROY
SON - ELECTRIC
SHAVERS (made by Tollo
Bacera, Ltd.). A ,relveseo

O-S

present

£2/10/-,

SIdUGH 20061.

IIORPHY RICHARDS IRONS.
.Aarto-contrei Saiety. 51.151-.

post

'

01/15/O.

Pieuse Include 2/. entra for peat
and pankiug for Sin, uniti and
310 Ive largor Ire,. S.S. Aaditorlom 5/- extra for roue,

£11716.

Plerne stale 1olloge sehen ardor/o9
aczd lad,ale 1/- fa, paslaqe.
MARY ANN DO13BLE-WAY
AUTO IRONS. AC. mOd.(

ARMSTRONG

We have very lImIted ,tveks

ARMSTRONG

Chaoois

sod

EXP

Li/io!-.

48

Speakers-trot

Unis'eroul A.C./D.C.. 5112/6.
Please stole leStage «ed Include

orders will secure.

CLOCKS

SMITH'S ELECTRIC CLOCKS
Walout. of plrualne des/aa.
£1/10/.,
Ajaren,
£1j17ja.

lì..

MORPH'! RICHARDS FIRESTubular Ma/vr, 1 KW, £l/716.
Tubular Tecla Bean:, 1 or 2
KW. £1/IS!-.
Cray, Twin
Beam, 5 or il KW, ti/l/-.
Senior Talo Beam, loo 2KW

Le

al

Service.

DOMESTIC
ELECTRICAL GOODS

°

W.B. LOUDSPEAKER UNITS

Ijunler model),

ter the

REHINGTOiS RAND AC. ELECTRIO SHAVERS. £2/IS!-.

Cslestla loin. PM Li/lS/O
Cele,Ilea Sise. P3.1, el/lo!-.
Sound Salen IS/se. ma/aa encre,
Super Auditorium, £11/hfRoergiatag Unit for above.

t

.

0-2.5 up

A

MODEL

enrreS1ui/-.

METER. 44' square type Taylor moving coil meter.
Sensitivity of 900 microamps. SCALES. The large
dial has 3 dearly engraved scales for measurements of
Resistance, AC. and D.C. volts, AC. volts and amps.
RANGES. Thu 32 ranges include -(7) D.C. Volts
0-0.25 up to lOCO. (6) Output Volts 0-2.5 up to .000.
(6)
0-1

nook I/al.)

SHAVERS

-

STUDY THESE FEATURES!

ceiving system.
527626.-Maguire, I. L.-Radio . amplifiers and the like.
527526.-Dierks, C. H.-Tuning devices
for radio apparatus.
527967.-Poole, R. B.-Television apparatus.
527912.-Browne, C. O. Systems
for televising or producing a
photographic record of a scene.
Printed copies of the full Publis/ted!

Other Modela In stock.
(lIrik fa, cos,p/ele ,,eIrh aid

B,attvryChruger,Westioghease
2-12 volta at 2 .anp,., £5.
LOUDSPEAKER UNITS:
Geodmoos S'SI. 10/a.. £1.00!Sound Sale, lila. P11 £5/10!Bayanos Sto. mnine ener2

V

r

LADIES' HIGH-GRADS 15.
SEWEL
SWISS
MOVEMENT WRIST WATCHES,
CHROME. 51j15/-.

vn receivera

.1,

ex-stock.

527292.-Rudkin, E. P.-Wireless re-

Battery 4-vr:lve alltupvrhet, £8/S/-.

HEAYHERD

is

8115/-.

£10/SI-.

31,

-

(No

¡

,,ll-v-aw,

W.B. all-wave Soperhet, AC..
111
VIDOR all-dry AR.?. reeels-er
320. £7/if-.
EVER READY all-dry Ssperhet

£9.9.O
I

Supvrl,et

HIGH-GRADE

JEWEL CHROME WATCHES.
isles mevemeat (wrist),

COSSOR 48, A.04D.C., S-valve

COSSOR

,

purchase tax
payable)
Complete with, leads,
test prods and cornprehensive book ol
operatinginstrUctiOnl.
Delivery
at prestiti

(lENTS'

SLOS-SO, 4-valve
all-wave Superhet A.C., £9151-

MULLARD
r

PRICE.

£2 lOs.).

GOOD STOCKS of
TAX-FREE RADIO
& ELECTRICAL GOODS

METER
UNIVERSAL.
per
and D.C.

These particulars of New Patents of interest
j to readers have been selected from the Official
Journal of Patents and are published by
permission of the Controller of N.M.
Stationery Office. The Official Journal of
j Patents can be obtained from the Patent
Office, 25, Southampton Building,, London,
¡ W.C.2, price is. weekly (annual subscription,

Latest Patent Applications
15457.-Lyons, W.-Control of wireless
sets. October 19th.

2!/Ó

Nothing can form a more useful or practical
gift 5cr the family these harassing days than
the means of conveniently enjoying bright
and cheery radio entertainment. A famous
Stenturian Extension Speaker will make
your asdio instantly available at any part
of the home. The womenfolk can listen-tn
whilst they work or take it into their refuge
room when the need occurs. And you will
readily açpreciate the brilliant reproduction
does justice to the finest receiver. Thou-it
sands of listeners are getting the fullest
enjoyment from radio by. this means. Why
not YOU ? To avoid possible disappointment, you are urged to place your order
immediately with your local dealer.

iL

-

LATEST
PATENT NEWS

t
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Here's the family's

"Motor-boating" with Old A.C.

'e.

WIRELESS

I

1/- peeloge svhe,o ocdrring.
MARY ANN uPRIGHT VACOU)! CLEANERS. £8/NI-.
ACME "LION" WEISIBERS,

18m., £2/if-.
Postige 1!' eXtrS.
I
Many other ines available, ,inclgding Electric Pumps, Electric
Troia Set,. Please mad Shit. stomp tor illuotrated Price 5,1,. Term-I
Cash with order or C.O.D. Prompt Delivery. Easy Term, arranged.
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SUPPLY
LONDON RADIO COMPANY

"Winden,"

AreW!y

Road,

Bakonibe,

Sussex.
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All-clear Detéctor

IO". Loi'g

A Novel Device which Automatically

Superimposes the Sound of the "AÏ!-.
clear" Siren on the Broadcast Programme
device will prove invaluable to
those who wjh to use their radios
during air.raids in dug-outs or
shelters, but who dare not work them at
their normal volume for fear that the
sound of the all-clear siren will be swamped
by the broadcast programme being received,
With the device described the sound
of the siren is automatically superimposed
on the programme by an electronic mixing
system. This system, originally designed
for P.A. work, uses a double-triode valve
in place of one of the triode L.F. valves of
the set. This valve gives perfect mixing
with independent gain control and full
amplification of two input channels,
in this case the broadcast programme, and
the sound of the siren picked up by a
microphone.
TÏS

T
7b

0p,f

l'o

s'

-Circuit diagram of the compie te apparatus.
snd R4 ore each twice the AC. resistance
of a single triode.

Fig. i
R3

Circuit Arra nements
The circuit digram is shown

in Fig. 1.
The microphone, onergised by a small
battery, is coupled by a microphone
transformer to a triode L.F. stage. The
output from this stage is fed through a
volume control RI to one grid of the
double-triode mixer MX. The input of the
broadcast programme, controlled by R2,
is mixed with it and the combined output
passes to the output stage of the sot.
The microphone is switched on and off by
making or breaking its L.T. energising

Rsoiw,ce Adjws ring

The principie of
working is the same
for all.
The cathodes of the
two triodes are tied
Cot?o, Wool
/
externally, and input
Box
Sound
channels are fed into
Exre,nal Size 6x66
2 Oiam
the separate grids
Fig.
2-Pari sectional view showin' construction of sound box and
through their own
gain controls. The
directional resonator tube.'
mixing takes place in
the common anode circuit, and the mixed elevated position, not blocked by near
output is taken from the anode resistance obstacles. The directional tube must point
and fed into the next stage.
accurately in the direction of the nearest
Varying one input control cannot inter. siren. The aerial pole or the side of the
fere with the volume or quality of the house will do to support the housing,
other channel, as occurs with mixing provided that the tube is not "blocked"
methods using only potentiometers. The by nearby obstructions.
two inputs are entirely independent
The anodes of the two triodes must not Wiring
be tied directly together externally. A load
The wiring from the microphone to the
impedance on each triodif of about twice transformer must be made as short as
its A.C. resistance is used. The character- possible. Tough flex will do, but it nust
istics supplied by the makers will give be weatherproof. Screened wire will be
the details required.
needed if the wiring goes near any other
If automatic bias for a double-triode is electrical wires or apparatus. Microphone
obtained by a resistance shunted by a transformer, battery and the switch conlarge-capacity condenser in the cathode- trolling the. energising current are all
earth lead, remember that the anode mounted together near the set, so that the
current passed is twice that for one triode, microphone current is eaily controlled.
so that the biasing resistor has half the L.T. and HT. for the preamplifying L.F.
value of that for one triode alone.
The stage are drawn from the main set.
makers usually give values for each. triode.
It is suggested that this L.F. stage is
built into the main set and a plug provided
Details of Construction
foi it's input. A pick-up can then be used
The microphone used need not be an with the set in place of the microphone.
expensive one. A carbon telephone instru- The mixing system works just as well with
ment obtainable from any one of the pick-ups as with microphones.
radio stores advertising in this journal costs
only a few shillings, and serves exse1lently. Resonance Improvement
We may improve the effectiveness of the
It is mounted on tough rubber bands or
small tubing and is protected from the device by using the directional tube on the
weather by a well-made wooden box. microphone housing as a resonator to the
This is shown in Fig. 2. The measurements frequency of the siren sounding the "All
given may be modified slightly if neces- Clear." This is done as follows. First find
sary. The interior of the box is loosely what note the siren sounds, by means of a
packed with cotton wool except, of course, piano or other instrument.
Suppose the note is the D a ninth above
for the space immediately in frçnt of the
middle C, that is, D an octave above the
microphone.
This
From the front of the box protrudes a D immediately above middle C.
metal tube 2ins. diameter and lOins, long. correspondsto a frequency of 576 cycLes
This is easily cut from tinplate, bent into per second.
If our tube is of such a length that the
a cylinder and riveted or soldered along
the edges. The end of the cylinder is natural frequency of oscillation of the air.
screwed to the inside of the box by small column it contains is 576 cycles, resonance
flanges. The object of this tube is to will occur, the air in the tube will itself
render the microphone more directional, vibrate and the volume of sound picked up
so that it does not pick up unwanted noise. by the microphone will be greatly increased.
Here again the diameter is not critical, but Only sounds of 576 cycles or multiples of
it should not be less than l2ins. The tube 576 cycles will have this effect.
The connection between the length of
should be painted to protect it from rusting.
The microphone housing is mounted as tube L, and the frequency n, is given by
(Coniiniicd on neal page)
near to the shelter as practicable in an'

-

current.

Double.triode Mixing
The double-triode consists of two electrically separate triodes within one envelope. Double-triodes on the market are all
American types, 6C80, 6F8G and 6N7G
having octal bases, and 6E6 and 6A6
American 7-pin pases.

L--__

Valve.

6A6
6N7G
6C8G
6F8G
6E6

Base.

Filament.

Anode.

Load
Grid
Anode
Resistance. Resistance. Bias.

7

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

.8
.8
.3
.6

.6

300
300
250
230
200

7.0
7.0
3.1

9.0
11.3

-

iriode type

Volts. Amps. Volts. mA.
7

Octal
Octal
Octal

Table of typical ope,ating figures for double-

11,000
11,000

26,000
7.700
4,300

20,000
20,000
50,000

6
6
3

15.000
10,000

8
20

valves.
common,
otherwise Values given
are for each separate

Filament

is

triade.

-
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Thus the length of tube required for
resonance at 576 cycles is
1100
= .9ft. or 11in.
-

f

I

M. Squire

By E.

the ideal handbook for radio
Handy and
service engineers.
concise, it gives readers a sound knowledge of receiver operation and construction in the briefest time. lt will
help in the initial training stages and
will be of invaluable assistance later on.
lt wastes no time on unnecessary theory,
but gives you the practical information
that helps you to do the lob-almost
does the job for you ! Lose no time.
Order this book to-day. 100 pages.
Illustrated
HERE is

2 X 576

The adjustment of the length of the tube
is best made by having another 3m, of tube
of slightly larger diameter to slide on the
outside of the directional tube. A rough
fit is sufficient, but excessive looseness must
be avoided. When the position of resonance is reached a sudden increase of
volume will be noticed. The sliding outer
tube must then be firmly fastened with
insulation tape.
The adjustment is made with the aid
of the same instrument used to find the
note of the siren.

-

Noise of Gunfire

Published by

The noise of gunfire and bombs is mainly
of low frequency and is not picked up by
more than a very small amount by any of
the cheap microphones used by the author.
The rubber suspension of the microphone
and the cotton wool packing also help
to make this amount even less.
If a better microphone is used it may be
necessary to fit a low-frequency ifiter.
As bug as gunfire can be heard in the
shelter in spite of the radio the microphone
is switched oli to economise in energising
current, since the "All Clear" is hardly
likely to go then.
The microphone is switched on as soon
as the gunfire ceases to be audible in the
shelter, and the radio programme can then
be enjoyed until the sound of the siren
is automatically superimposed upon it.

PITMAN
6/4

t

i

t

f

T.

J. CAMM.
400 pages, 6/- or 6/6 by post from

j

$

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton Street.

413.

for

(post in unsealed envelope, Id. stamp)
Please send me free details of your Ilome-Study
Radio Courses.

NAME.....................................
$

¡A.DDRESS

.............................

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
CABI NET AND
ÇOMPONENTS FOR

--

P.W.

.

.e'

As detailed

THREE.
3 lin.

by 7in. by 7in.
Fitted
.0005 S.M. and sernier

.

-

-

30f-

Tudor Oak Cabinet

-

-

microdenser.

---

3-wane

-switch,
sal neholders,
wiring, three condensers
and lO terminal panel.

--

ONLY lOf- to callers

or 141- Post and Packing.

COMPASSES.
W.D. Marching Compass, ewelled,
course setter, etc. Mahogany case 3m. a 31e. x lin.,

IO?-.
Mariners 6m. Binnacle Boat Compass, portable.
gimbal bases, etc.. 45!-. Kelsin Ship Compass, pattern
14, liquid type.
Mahogany case, lOin. a bun. a lin.,
601..
Plain lin. Pocket Compass, Il..
IS.DAY TIME SWITCHES. Veneer I amp., 5 amps..
SO amps., lOO amps., 200 amps., cheap.

ANOTHER RELAY RELEASED!
Work. A 2 m.a.

° For Radio

Table Relay. Compact vertical
type, enclosed. Screened 3,000
ohm coils. Platinum contacts.
Single pole change-over.
amp.
contacts. Wood base. Metal

/

j

-.

case.
k

diam.,

Size

3in.

2in.
high.

The G.P.O. glass
¡

i
i

e

Price
only

-

top 8. Relays are

larger, twice the sIze and have massIve
platinum contacts, are lOI-. Some
chIpped, lOI-. A few without contacts,
SI-.

6d. postage.

OTHER RELAYS. TELEPHONE TYPE.

1940.

Problem No.

Market Place, READING.

I

I

I

!

SINGLE BLADE RELAYS. No. la is a new
special high resistance, 42,000 ohm,
Price 1216
works on I ma.
No. I type SOD. 1,000 ohms "on-oft" sp. 6 volts,
8 ma., 7f..
No. 2 type 832 sp. 2,000 ohms "off" only,
IO volts 5 ma., 8f...
S.P.C.O. RELAYS, No. S type 309a. 80 or 450 ohms,
polarlsed. 3 blade 2 volts. 20 ma., 7I6. No. 6 type 194a,
325 ohms 2 bobbIn, polarised, 3 blade, 6 volts 25 ma..
816. DIcto, No. 7, 0,000 ohms,
volts, 24 ma., 1216.
No. Sa. type WE. on lits, ebonite panel 40 ohms.
6 y. 30 ma.. lOI..
MULTI-BLADE RELAYS-No. 9 type A.G., 300
ohms, 2 coil D.P. ' on-of' 816. 22 volts, 150 ma.
-

solution was received

I

Strand, W.C.2.

Solution to Problem No. 414
Whitworth had sumado a mistake whIch is by no means
uncommon. Although ho paid every attention to the
assembly of time receiver ansI, a.s ho thought, the wiring,
he suade tile simple bist very detrimental mistake of
not connecting the negative LT. to the common
negativo earth line, thus break-111g the anode current
return circuit, i.e., anode through HT. battery to
fila nient.
No correct
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PROBLEM

Kingsway,

St...

ç.

gc Ñanzs
THOMPSON had at last completed his
de-luxe version of an AC. operated
receiver. During the initial tests, he was not
quite satlelied with the background level, a
very slight, trace of hum still being present.
11e checked everything, and no apparent
reason could be found, but to Un on the safe
side lie decided to fit the quite common arrangement of two fixed condensers In series across
the primary of the transformer feeding the
rectiller. the uuctlon of the two components
being taken' to the chassis. All was then well,
and results were most satisfactory. J.,ater on.
however, hc moved into a hast where he could
not use an external aerial. Teste with short
Indoor types gave him all lie required but,
owing to appearance, he fiuially decided to
try a " nains" aerial, so proceeded to connect
the aerial terminal of the set, via a mica fixed
condenser, to one side of the mains. The
systens was quite standard, but he could not
get a trece of a signal. Thompson still wishes
to kimow why I ' Can you tell him? Three
book-s will be awarded for the first three
correct solutions opened. Entries must be
addressed to The Editor, PRACIaCAL WIRELESS,
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Rouse,' Southamidon Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Envelopes must be marked Problem No. 415
In tise top left-hand corner, and must be
posted to rendi this office sot later than the

net

-

cat

from 39 Parker

post free

an
a
job waiting for you ; or you can earn good
money in your spare time.
Are you hable for military service? The R.A.F.
is appealing for radio men, and many of our
students have already been accepted as Radio
Mechanics, Operators and Instructors.
They
hke the work and the pay is good.
You can study at home in your spare time
and become a qualified Radio Engineer. Even
it you know nothing about radio, we can
train \)u
Hundreds of our students who had no previous
knowledge or experience of radio have secured
well-paid employment or spare-time work as
a result of our training.
Our Home-Study Courses are praised and recommended by leading Radio Authorities.
Our fees are reasonable and cart be paid by
casy monthly instalments.
Wherever you live you can study at home
without interfering with your ordinary occupation.
Do not delay, but post coupon now
for full details of our Courses.
We katie moved froue Landoss and Ealing;
our new address is
before has there been such
NEVER
demand for trained radio men. There's

I

j

NO INCREASE
IN

PRICES

type AH., 1,30012.000 ohms 2 coil, 3 cIrcules,
6 blades "on-off" F5 volts, lOO ma., 91..
No. II type
831, 1.200 ohms, 8 blade, 3 cIrcuits, "on-off" 3 circuits
S.P.C.0., 2 nolts 2 ma., 1216. No. 12 type 27B Spare.
1,000 ohms coil, no contacts, 216.
L.R. SERIES RELAYS.-No. 13 type L.A., I ohm,
2 on I off, 12(6. No. 14 type LB. ditto, IO ohms, 1216.
HAND RELAY-No. IS type 1,950 coli, 1,300 ohms.
trip contacts " on " hand reset, 121.. No. 16, ditto,
but renerse, contact set "on " by hand, trip-off coil.
1.500 ohms, 14 softs, IO ma., 12f-.
SPECIAL LIGHT S.P. RELAYS for model control.
No. 3 typa D 4 one blade "on-off" 0,000 ohms,
20 solta, 2f ma., 1216.. No.4,2.000 ohms, IO solt.s, 5 m.a.
lOI-. 40,000 ohms, I ma., 1216. No. 4A, 5 ohms, 2
solts, amp., 7(6. Heasier Current Relays. Sounder
type S amps., 151-. American Relays, 716. Ship Magnetic
Key Relay, 15l-.
Creed high-class polarised 2-way

No.

IO

Relays. 251-.

SUPERSENSITIVE MOVING COIL RELAYS.Work on really tiny currents (rom photo-cells, etc., a
small rectifier can be used for AC. Impulses. (t) The
famous Weston Relay, open type, model 30, SOl-. List
prIce. 50 do!lars. Mounted in mahogany tase with glass
top. SOI.. For panel, the 2m. meter type WI works on
50 mIcros, wIth 50 mIls. on maIn contact, 601..

LIGHT AND RAY CELLS. -Seieniurn, 1016 Electrocell, Self-generatIng, 251Raycraft outfit svlth relay
and amplifier. 551-. Photo-Cells for sound on Film,
Television and Ray work, R.C.A., 25!-. Beck. Angle
Prisms, mounted in carrIer, 516.

SPECIAL DESIGN
IN AUTOSWITCH ES with time-lag tripping on2 to 3.
A

amps. Safety thermo switch with quick-break
auto overload trip, for back of panel with
front indicating knob, compact, 4m. X 2m.
x in. deep. Any voltage
Only 5/6
up to 1,000 v.
Worth a Guinea
SWEET AIR IN YOUR SHELTER, with a Lesdix
Neron Ozormizer, Cost almost nothing to run on A.C.
maIns and can be hung on the wall
IO watts 1716
25 watts 251-.
Stomped envelope must lac enclosed for Free
Bargain List" N "or for replies to enquiries.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON,E.C.4
- _______
21E,

--I
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January, 1941
These Blueprints are drawn (aU size.
Copies of appropriate issues conta1nln descriptions of these sets can In some cases be supplied
at the following prices which arc additional to the
cost of the Blueprint. A dash before the Blueprint
Number indicates that the issue is out 01 prInt.
Practical Wireless (Issues dated prior to June
ist. 1940).
4d. Post Paid
(Issues dated June ist to
Jul5 2711e, 1940. 5d. Post Paid
(lssue dated September, 1940
and arier)
7d. Post l'aid
Amateur Wireless
- Wireless Magazine
114
'l'be Index letters which precede the Blueprint
Number Indicate the periodical In which the desCriptIon appears Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, AW, to Amateur Wireless, W.M. to Wlruleus .tfaazine.
Send (preferably) a postal Order to cover the cost
or the blueprInt, and the Issue (stamps over 66.
unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept.. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower llouse, Soutieampton Street. Strafld. W,C.2.

Practical Wireless

LUEPRINT SERVICE
No.0!

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Blueprin1.

Dale of iwle.

CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, 6d. each.
1937 Crystal Receiver
..
¶L'lse " Junior" Crystal Set

-

PW71

27.8.38

PWO4

..

..

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve
Blueprints, le. each.
All-Wave Unipen (Pentode)
PW3LA
Beginners' One-valver ..
PW85
.. 19.2.38
The "PyramidS' One-valver (HF
Pen)
27.8.38
PW93

-

.........

Two-valve
Blueprint, Is.
The Signet Two (1) k L)?)
:

..

PW7S

24.9.38

.........

Three-valve
Blueprints, is. each.
Seleetone Battery Three (D, 2 LT
(Trans))
SL'rt.y Shilling Three (D, 2 LT
(RC & Trans))
..
..
Leader Three (SG. D, Pow)
,,
Summit Three (HT Pen, D, Pen)..
All Pentode Three (HF Pen, D
(Pen), Pen)
29.5.37
Ball-Mark Three (SO, D, Pow)..
Hail-Mark Cadet (D, LP, Pen (
)) 16.3.35
F. J. Camm's Silver Souvenir (HF
Pen, D (Pen), Peu) (All-Wave
'Three)
13.4.35
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LP
(Trans))
1936 Sonotone Three-Four (LET
Pen, HF Pen, Westector Pen),
Battery All-Wave Three (D', 2 L
(RC))
'The Monitor (HF Pen D, Pen)
The Tutor Three (EF j'en, D, Pen) 21.3,36
'The Centaur Three (SO, D, P) ..
F. J, Camus's Record All-Wave
Three (RI' Pen D, Pen)
.. 31.10,36
The "Colt" All-tWave Three (D,
..
18.2.39
2 LF(RO & Trans)) ..
The " alde" Straight 3 (D,
.,
..
4.12.37
2 LP (R & Trans))
F. J. Comm's Orac e All-Wave
.,
28.8.37
Three (HF, Det. Pen) ..
1938 "Triband" Au-wave Three
22.i.38
(11F Pen, D, Pen)
F. J. Camm's " Sprite " Turco
26.3.38
(HF Pen D, Tet)
The" HurrIcane 'All-WaveTliree
(SG, D (Pen, Pen)
3O.4.3
F. J. Camm s " Push-ISutton «
3.9.38
Three (11F Pen, D (Pen), TeL).
Four-valvi Blueprinte, la. each.
I.5.7
Sonotone Four (SO, D, LF, P)
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pein)
8.5.37
Beta Univeral Four (SG, D, L?,

I'WlO

-

........

PW34A
PW35
PW37
PW3O

-

PW4E
).'W48

........

,

PW4G

.........

PW51

Pw55
witi

PW62
PW64

-

'

PW6O

PW72

.

PW87

. .

I'WSO

.

PW92
PW4
PWI1

.

cl.

B)

-

.

Fucleon Class D Four SO), D
(SG, LF, CI. B)
Fury Four Super (SG, SO, D, Pen)
Battery Hall-Mark 4 (HP Pen,
D, Push-Pull)
F. J. Camm's Limit " MI-Wave
2d.9.36
Four (HF Pen, D, LP, P)
Acme " All-Wave 4 (11F, Pen, D
1.L38
(Pen), LF, Cl 13)
The " Admiral " Four (HF Pen,
3.9.38
- HF Pen, D, Pen (ItC)).

PW34B
i'W340

.

'

.

'

PW41

.

.

PWS7

.

.

.

.

.

.

........

-

PW23
PW25
PW2O

PW350
PW35B
PW36A

11F
-

......

:

......
......
......

PW38

.

.

.

. .

.

. .

.

.

Blueprints, Is. each.
(50, D, Trana)
. .

£5

.

-

:

PORTABLES.

-

-

-

-

-

PW34D

-.

PWI5

PW2O

FW47

Class B)

-

.
.

-

LP, Trans)

Aug. 33

'35
-

Feb.

The Auto Straight Four (HF J'en,
.. Apr '36,
HF Pen, DDT, Pen) ..
Five-valve: Blueprints is. 6d. each.
Super-quality Five (2 F, 1, Mc,

-------Class B Quadradyne(2S0,D,L}',
Class It) ........
New Class B Five (2 SG, D, LP,
Trans)

Class B)

.......

I

,

-

WM386

-

WM375
\VMt9&
WM407
WMil7U

-

.

.

.

.

.

Pen)

AW393

.

Feb.

.

'36

WM402
AW440

:

.

.

Four-valve Blueprints, i s. Sd. each.
LW. Short-wave World-beater
(HF, l'en, D, RC, Trane)
Hmpire ShorT-waver (SO, D, Mci,

AW35
AW438
WM8ÇuO

:

-

AWI3G

Trans)
Standard Four-valver Short-waver
22.7.39
(80 D, LF, P)
Superlet Blueprint, le. ed.
Simplified Short-wave Super
Nov. '35
.

AW435

WM3L3

.

:

.

. .

AW437
WM271
WM327

WM397

Mains Operated.

......

Two-valve Blueprints, Is. eich.
Two-valve Mains Short-waver (D,
:

13.1.40
Peni AC.
WM." Long-wave Converter
Three-valve Blusprint is.
Hmlrator (SO, D, Pen)'A.0 ..
Four-valve
Blueprint, is. 6.
Standard Four-valve AC. Shortseaver (SG, D, itO, Trans)
Aug. '35

Vl337
\V43i1

AW453
WM3iIO

-

:

WM371
WM389

.

.

'

WM354

WM352

:

WM31J3

.

W31396

WM3D1

MISCELLANEOUS.

SW. One-valve Converter (Price

WM400

fid.)

Rntlsusiast'e Power Ampllßer
Listeners 5-watt AC. Amp

AW370
AW421

6)

er

........

Aw329

-

WM387

(1/6)
Radio Unit (2v.) for WM392 (1/-) Nov. '35
Harris Electrograin battery am-

WM331

...... Concert A.C. Electro-

pll3er(1/-)

WMI.30
WM3S1
WM384

-

-

-

.

-

........
Trickle Charger (Od.)
(If-)

.,

..

-

-Short-wave Adapter (If-)..
..
Superhet Converter (1/-) -B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter
May '36
(1/-)
.June '36
Wilson Tone Master (II-)
The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Con-

........
-

verterC

.

1f-)

......

WM3ll2
WM3DS
WM3DD

De Luxe
.. Mar. '36
gram (1/-)
New Style Short-wave Adapter

W31340

___________

-

.

Home-made Coil To (D l'en) 11
Three-valve Blueprints, Is. each.
World-ranger Short-wave 3 (D,
ic, Trans)
}xperlmenter'v 5-metre Set (D,
Trane, Super-regen)
30.6.34'
The Carrier Short-waver(SO, D, P) July '35

AW422

WM344

-

.

.

WM320

-

-

......

.

.AW412

WM404

WM359
WMS6ß

.

:

,

.

-------------

WM329

......... ........

Class B)

-

.

.........
.

WILIOl

Family Portable (HF, D, RC,
Trans)
AW447
Two H.P. Portable (2 SO, D,
QP2l) ..
WM863
Tyers Portable (SO, D, 2 Trans)..
WM367'
SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Opiratad
One-valve
Blueprints, is. each.
SW One.valver for America
15.10.38
AW42
Roma Short-Waver
AW452
Two-valve Blueprints, le. each.
ultra-short Battery Two (SG, dot,

PW86

PW4SA

........
.

AW383
WM374

.

Four-valve Blueprintu, Is. ed, each,
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LP,

-

-

.........
......
.

WM.J94

'Varsity Four
Oct. 35
Tise Request All-Waver
June'36
]935Super-FlveBalterv(Superhet) Mains Sets
Blueprints, Is. each.
Eenlodo Super Three AC.
Ma7r'34
"''H." itadiograus Super AC..... -

:

-

-

-

.

:

-

Pen, Westcctor Pen)
Maine Record A'lI-Wave 3 (HF
Pen, D, Pen)
Four-valve Blueprints, Is. each;
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG D, l'en)
AC. Fury Four Super (S&, SG, D,
..'
Pen)
A.C. Hall-Mark (HF Pen, D,
Push-Pull)
Univerval Hall-Mark (flit Pen, D,
Pusli-l'UlI)

:

.

.

-

.........

LF (lic)
LC. 19313 Sonotone (HF Pen,

-

£5 5v. Battery Four (HF, D, 2 LF)
The HR. Four (SG, SG, D, Pen).

PW1O

-

-

Three-valve

,,

-

.

. .

PW77

pw5
Pv7o

PW31

:

.

3.6.39

.

:

. .

Pw65

Licerne Straight Four (SO, D,

PWOO

Mains Operated.

s

-

PWS4

PWS3

......

:

AW403
WM246

:

pwso

.

Two-valve Blueprints, Is. each.
Twin (D (Pen), Pen)
A.C.-D.C. Two (SG, Pow)
Selectone AC. Jtadiogram TWO
(I), Pow)
Blu.prints, is. each.
Threv-valve
Double-Diode-TrlOde Three (11F
-Pen, DDT, Pets)
Ace (SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen)
7.1.39
AC. Leader (11F Pen, D, Pow)
D_c_ Premier (HF Pen D, Pen)
Pen).
(Pen),
Pen,
D
(HF
Unique
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D,
Pen)
F. J. Camm's AC. All-Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (HF Pen. D Pen)
All-Wave" A.C. Three (1), 2

:

......
......
....

:

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve Blueprint, Is.
AW387
H.B.C. Srwcial One-valver
Two-valve Blueprints, Is. each.
AW385
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trane)
AW392
Full-volume Two ßt det, Pen)
AW425
Lucerne Minor (D Pen)
WM4OS)
Modern Two-va'lver

.

. .

.

-

.

--

15s. 1936 AC. Itadioejram
(HF, D, Pen)
Jan. '36
Four-valve Blueprints, is. 6d, each,
All Metal Four (2 SG D, Pen)
July '33
Harrla Jubilee Ilud'logram (HF,
Pen D, LP, P)
May'35
SUPERHET.
Battery Sets Blueprintu, is. 6d. each.
Modern Super Senior
£15

MISCELLANEOUS.

.

........
......

D,Pen)

PORTABLES.

Three-valy. Blueprints, Is, each.
F J
anima ELF Three-valve
Portable (Hi? Pen, D, Pen)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
(SO, D, Pen)
Four-valve Blueprint. Is.
"imp" Portable 4 (D, LP, LT
(Pen))

Lucerne Ranger (SO, D, Trans)
6. Three De Luxe Version
10.5.34
(SO, D, Trans)
Lucerne Straight Threc(D, RC,
Trans)
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
Simple-TuneThree(SG, D, Pen). June '33
Economy-Pentode Three (SO, D,
Od. '33
Pee)
W.M5" 1934 Standard Three
(SG, D, Pen)
Mar. 34
£3 3v. Three (SO, D, Trans)
3935 £6 Cs.
ttery Three (SO,
i) Pen)
PTF Three (Pen D, Pen)
3rinty Three '(SG, D, Pen)
Oct. '35
Minitube Three (SG, D, Trans)
All-Wave Winning Three (SO, D,
Pen)
Four-valve Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.
05v. Four (SG, D, lIC, Trans) ..
211F Four (2 SO, D, Pen)
Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF,

.'

S

PW95

........

. .

PW17

.

PW73

:

.

. .

Mains Operated.
Two-valve
Blueprints, la. each.
Consoeiectric Two (D, Pen) AC...
Bconomy AC. Two(D, Trane) AC.
lieuicorn A,C.-D.C. 'l'wo (i), Pen)
Three-valve : Blueprints, le. each.
Rome Lover's New All-electric
Three (SG, D, Trans) AC
Ìslantovani AC. Three (HF, Pen,

PW6O

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprtnts, Gd. each.
FourstaUon Crystal Set
.. 23.7.38 AW427
AW444
Crystal Set
150-mije Crystal Set.
.
.
AW4SO

. .

.

PW44
PW59

PWB4

.

.

:

'

W43

PW42

Blueprint, lu.
S.W. Converter-Adapter (1 valve)

.

.

j

:

PW52

PW78

.

.

-

PW4O

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated.
One-vale. Blueprint, le.
Simple S.W. One-valver
23.12.89 PW88
Two-valve Blueprintn, le. each,
Midget Short-wave Two (D, ren)
PW38A
The "Fleet" Short-wave Two
(D (HF Pen), Pen)
19V91
7.8.33
Three-valve Blueprints, lu. each.
Expeimenter's Short-wave Three
(SG D, Pow)
P30A
The Prefeet 3 (D, 2 LP (RC and
Trans))
PWO3
The Band Spread S W Three
(HP Pen,D (Pen), Peoj
1.10.38 PWS8

PW82

.

.

.........

PW53

........ -

a

-

..

.......
...... 4'l..,,.

)

SUPER H ETS.

Battery Sets Blueprints, le. each.
£5 Superhet (Three-valve)
.. 11.6.37
F. J. Comm's 2-valve Superhet ..
Mains Sete Blueprints, le. each.
A.C. £5 Superliet (Three-valve) ..
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve) ..
Universal £5 Superhet (Threevalve) ..
F. J. Comm's A.C.iupert
F. J. Camns'o Universal £4 Super.
liet 4
"Quajitone" Universal Four .. 16.1.37
Four-valve Double-sided Blueprint, lu. Od.
Push Button 4,Bottery Model ..
Pusb Button 4, AC. Stains Model 22.10.38

-

WM4(13

WM3SS

AV462

AW456

AW4'7

-

WM4tJS
WM4OI>

WMIOS

S
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
Broadcasts to North America

Radio and Gramophone Industry an4

NIGHT after night, while gunfire barks
in the London streets and the London
sky is full of the beams of searchlights
and the drone of enemy aeroplanes, broadcasting goes on for six consecutive hours to
North America. Listeners on the other
side of the Atlantic hear the voice of Britain
from the bombarded heart of the British
Empire. Programmes of every type are
now aent by the B.B.C. to the North American continent. "Britain Speaks" is a
nightly feature given by such broadcasters
as J. B. Priestley, Air-Marshal Sir Philip
Joubert, Leslie Howard, the Hon. David
Bowes-Lyon, and Philip Noel-Baker, as
well as, from time to time, members of the

FROM the outbreak of war the radio and
gramophone industry turned vith
marked success to munitions production, at
the same time making a valuable contribution to the war effort with an intensive
campaign to develop export trade. Some
familiar overseas markets have naturally
been lost., but others, from which Germany,
Italy and enemy-occupied - countries are
eut off, are being opened up. British
radio sets, gramophones and records arc
going in great quantities to Mediterranean,
and even Central European countries. For
other markets throughout Africa, India,
the Far East, South America, British

-- -

Export Trade

reliable

FUSES
and

HOLDERS
NATIONAL
EFFORT

t1

these times, In many
directions, needless to
we are directing our
main efforts and supplies
towards the requirements
the Government Services.
However, some supplies of
components are still available
for Radio Servicing, but
should delays occur we know
our friends will appreciate
the difficulties which at
present arise from day- to
say,

.'.

-

-

day.

-

We would point out that
delays can be minimised and
often avoided if alternatives
are, wherever possible, sped-.
fled when ordering.
Price are being kept as low
as possible despite Increased
costs In every direction.
Meanwhile you stili have the
best and largest range of
radio products in the United
Kingdom to choose from

-

4

-,

r
r:!

-.,9
j

THANKYOU!

I

J

A Selection of

FUSEHOLDERS
One of the shops where the machines s/art with small parts and finish up complete wireless
sels for export. Each section is responsible for a particular section. Note ¡he overhead trolley
with completed wireless sels en route to the pacling department.

British Cabinet. Nightly also comes the
cream of vaudeville in the "Starlight"
programmes. and later "To-night We
Present ." does just what it says, bringing to the microphone music and personali.
ties of stage, screen and radio. There are
request programmes, a series on "The
Music of Britain," as well as the series
called, "\Vithin the Fortress," and newsreels both in English and French.
While Britain is broadcasting to North
America, tise United $tates are also broadcasting to Great Britain. A new series of
short-wave radio transmissions under the
title "Friendship Bridge" has recently
been inaugurated. Coming from Boston,
U.S.A., the programmes may be hoard
nightly from Monday to Friday at. 9 p.m.,
G.M.T., on the short-wave frequencies of
Station
25.4 metres and 19.6 metres.
WRUL, the source of these broadcasts,
means to carry across its "Friendship
Bridge" the admiration and comradeship
of the United States as well as messages of
encouragement ind comfort to the British
people from those of Amenca.
The broadcasts are being presented in
co-operation with the American-British
Ambulance Corps, and the World-Wide
Broadcasting Foundation.
.

-

0,

-

Dominions and Colonies, where results are
proving most satisfactory, many radio
receivers are specially designed to suit local
climatic and other conditions. This export
trade is fostered by the Radio Manufacturers' War Export Group, and the
accompanying illustration shows great
activity in progress at one factory in the
Industry's group.
Here the machines
start with small parts and finish with
complete wireless sets for export. Note the
overhead trolley with completed sets
en route to the packing department.
$

¡

A

.
I,

CAMM.
Edited by F.
This book is a handy and straightforward compilation of salient and useful
facts regarding all the knowis metals, and
nearly all Ike known commercial alloys.
Chapters are a/so included on polishing,
metal spraying, risstproofing, snetalcolourcase-hardening and plating snetals,
as well as numerous iøstrsectil.'e tables.
The book costs 5S., r bj' post 5s. 6d.,
and is obtainable from all booksellers or
LTD. (Book Deptj,
Tower House, Southampton Street,
London, W.C.2.

GEORGE

!

Û

Fuseholdors

List No. P.10 1/3
Baseboard Freeholder(Triple)
List No. P.50 1/3
baseboard Single Fuseholder

List No. F12 1/3

's

}'aael Mounting Single Fuseholder
List No. P.24 2/3
Baseboard Twin Fuseholdei
List No. P.11 2/3
Safety Twin Model with
cover
List No. P.14 2/6
Safety Twin Mala Puseholder
List No. F.19 3/-

'-.

-

ALL PRICES SUBJECT
+161% War increase.

--

FOR ALL -RADIO

iing,

jthe publishers:
NEWNES,

-

DICTIONARY OF METALS
AND THEIR ALLOYS
J.

S

-

Baseboard Fuseholder(Single)
List No. F27 6d.
Baseboard Fuseholder(Double)
List No. P.26 Sd.
Accumulator or Flex-Wire

COMPONENTS
U

Advert, of A.
BY-PASS

BULGIN & CO., LTD.,
ROAD, BARKING.

F.

Tele: RlPplewaf

3474(4

lInes).

--
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ReIies to Queries
S.W. Reaction

"I have

a two-valve short-war which,
until recently, worked very well. Now,
however, on switching on and t&rning the
reaction condenser right ¡n, the oscillation
gets lower and lower until it finally disappears and I seem to get no reaction at all.
I have tried dillerent valves and, on test,
the batteries show full voltage. Can you explain the trouble P "-G. F. (Woodhall Spa).
As you did not enclose a theoretical
diagram of the circuit we assume that
you are using a conventional two-valve
arrangement, having a triodo detector and

ordinary capacity controlled reaction. From
your remarks, we are inclined to think that
you are obtaining reaction, but the set
itself might be a shade unstablo or else
you are pushing the reaction feed-back to
such an extent as to produce oscillations
This would
above audible frenuency.
account for the effects produced and for the
apparent absence of the more usual whistle.
We would suggest that you try a small
capacity, say, .0001 mfd., fixed condenser
as a by-pass between detector anode and
earth and, at the same time, make quite
sure that no trace of instability, }I.F. or
LF., is present when the reaction control is
at its minimum setting.

Reducing Bass Response
" Having just completed an ordinary
'straight ' type of A.C. operated receiver,
find that the bass response is a little too
I do not think i4 is due to any
error In the matching of the output valve
and loudspeaker, as the makers of the
latter supplied the correct transformer for
the valve I am using. Could I fit a simple
tone corrector to enable me to eliminate
I

heavy.

some of the bass? "-S. B. T. (Woking).
is a pity you did not enclose a

-

IT

theoretieal diagram of the receiver, to
enable us to see what L.F. couplings you
are employing and what values you have
selected for the associated components.
If you are using resistance-capacity
couplings, some of the trouble might be
duo to high capacity of the fixed condenser
or, in the detector stage, to the use of an
anode by-pass condenser of a high value.
It would be advisable to carry out experiments round these items,' but, if you wish
to fit a tone corrector, for the reduction
of the bass, then the following arrangement
is quite simple and reasonably efficient.
variable
resistance
a
Connect a
potentiometer u ill do-across a good. fixed
condenser having a value of, say, .25mfd.
The resistance should be in the neighbourhood of 20,000 ohms-25,000 ohms. Tise
combination should then be connected in
series with the L.F. coupling going to one
of the LF. valves. The purpose of the
resistance is to by-pass the condenser,
to., with the resistance at its asinimumn
value, the signal will flow through it and
not the condenser. When set at maximum,
the reverse will be the eflèct, the current
will pass through the condenser, and by so
doing the lower frequencies will be choked
back or cut-out, owing to the fact that time
reactance of a condenser is higher at low
frequencies. In other words, the condenser
will offer greater resistance to the low
notes. By virtue of the variable resistance,
it will be appreciated that the total effect
of the arrangement can be varied to suit
individual requirements.

-

-

Conductance or Slope?

"I am trying to secure a better understanding of valve characteristics, but when
reading various valve-makers' specifications
I come across the terms
Mutual Conductance ' and Slope.' So far as I can
trace, they appear to be used in the same
sense, but I am not too sure, and as the
matter has caused a little argument between
a fellow enthusiast and myself, I would
welcome a ruling on the problem."-If. O.
(Teddington).
BOTH torm3 are used to denote the samo
characteristic of a valve. Mutual
conducLance r slope is usually expressed
in ternis of ma/V which, written in full,
means milliamps-per-voit. The expression
tells one what chango in anode current will
be produced-with the anode voltage kept
constant-when the arid volkiae is varied
by one volt. For example, a valve might
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the QuerIes Service Is intended only
for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing
in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons(1) Supply Circuit diagrams of complete

multi-valve receivers.
Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers desCribed in our Contemporarles.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant interviews to querists.
A stamped addressed envelope must be
enclosed for the reply. Ail sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department.
(2)

take as being the fundamental; well, that
means nothing more than 7.5 mo/s x 1,
which is still 7.5 inc/s or 40 metres, the
original fundamental. The second harmonic..
however, will be 7.5 mo/s x 2, which cqua's
15 mo/s or 20 metres; therefore, it is
obviously incorrect to refer to the first
harmonio when one really means the

second.A Short-wave Design

"I

have been trying to design a shortwave four-valve receiver for batteri' operation, but after making several attempts,
helped by articles and diagrams from
Practical Wireless,' I still find myself
unable to make up my mind about certain
components and circuit arrangements.
Would you, therefore, please help me by
suggesting a design which has appeared in
past issues and which has received good
reports from those who have made it?
I do not want a superhet, as I think I ought
to get moro generai S.W. experience before
handling anything too complicated."P. T. (Glastonbury).
WE have given your requirements our
careful consideration and, bearing
in mind your remarks about superhets,
wo think you could not do better than
construct the "Kestral " SW. Four, which
is fully described in our issues of August
12th and 19th, 1939. This receiver was
so designed that it could be constructed
as an 0-V-2 or as a 1-V-2. A simple
switching arrangement was incorporated
to allow the H.F. stage to be used as n
tuned or untuned circuit. The numerous
reports wo received proved, beyond doubt.,
that the claims of high efficiency made by
the designer were the result of practical
proof. No blueprint ha been issued, but
the diagrams given in tho articles are so
clear that no trouble should be experienced.
-

.
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have a mutual conductance of 4.3 ma/V.
This would indicate that the anode current
will vJy by 4.3 milliamps when a grid.
voltage change of one volt takes place.
The term is used to create a mental picture
of one of time main characteristic curves
of a valve, i.e., the grid-volt anode current
curve, and thus enables one to select the
correct type of valve for some particular
purpose.

Harmonics. First or Second?
Would you be good enough to settle
a debate on the question of whether it is
correct to refer to the first multiple of a
fundamental as its first or second harmonic?
Two friends and myself differ on the matter,
so we shall be pleased to receive your
verdict."-M. T. (New MaIden).
WELL, we don't know which of

the three of you has expressed the
opinion that the first multiple of the
fundamental is the second harmonic, but
we do know that he is correct. Any
harmonic of a fundamental note or
frequency is a multiple of the fundamental,
therefore one never uses the term first
harmonic to denote what they actually
have in mind, namely, the second harmonic.
If you consider the matter in the following
manner, we do not think any future
confusion will arise. Supposin w'e do
say the first harmonic of 40 metres
(frequency of 7.5 me/s), which we will

I have recently started to take an
interest in S.W. work, and already I have
found it so interesting that I am sorry I
did not take it up before. Being an absolute
novice, so far as this section of wireless is
concerned, I have not yet become familiar
with the code expressions or abbreviations
used by S.W. enthusiasts.
Could you tell
me the meaning of the following and where
I
could obtain a complete list ?
A. P. (Wembley).
'T'HE writer (A. P.) gives the following
I for explanation. QRA, 73's, QRN,
QSO, QSL, 0M, Op. These abbreviations
are internationally used by both cornniercial and amateur stations, but it is
impossible for us to give the complete
list here. The above mean: "What is
the name (address) of your station 1
"The - name (address) of my station
"Kind regards." "Are you
troubled by atmospherics 1" "I am
troubled by atmospherics." "Can you
communicate with
. direct or through
?" "I can conimunicate with .
direct or
" Can you
acknowledge receipt. of my signals
"I acknowledge receipt." "Old man."
Operator." It should be noted that most
of the code abbreviations are -used in the
form of a question or answer, the correct
intei-pretation being determined by the
general message or conversation. The full
list is given in "Wireless Transmission for
Amateurs" and "Newncs Short-wave
Manual," to mention but two of our

"-

is...."

-

-

through...."
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an A.C.ID.C. Test Set

ANY reader who possesses a good movingcoil milliammeter will be interested in
descriptive pamphlet No. li B, issued by
Westinghouse Brake and Signal Co., Ltd.
This pamphlet (which costs 3d. and may be
obtained from the Publicity Department,
Westinghouse Brake and Signal Co., Ltd.,
Pew Hill House, Chippenham, Wilts) not
only deals with the construction of an
A.C./D.C. test set, but goes very fully into
all the technical details of AC. measurements, including temperature, frequency and
waveform errors, etc. A special chapter is
also devoted to the use and construction of
current and potential transformers, and the
calculation of voltmeter resistances is fully
dealt with.
Briefly, the addition of a suitable Westinghouse metal rectifier converts a movingcoil milliainmeter into an A.C. milliammeter
reading 11 per cent. higher full scale deflee.
tion due to the fact that the meter now reads
the R.M.S. value, which is greater than the
mean value of the current and bears a
constant ratio to it of 1.11. A imA D.C.
milliammeter will, therefore, read 1.11 mA
R.M.S. AC., a 5 mA D.C. instrument 5.55
mA R.M.S. A.C., and so onBy adding suitable resistances, the A.C.
milliammeter is easily converted into an
AC. voltmeter, and the meter scale may
be calibrated to read AC. volts, watts and
decibels,
If it is required to read higher voltages
of alternating current, a current trans-

Letters for Prisoners of Wai

Interned Abroad
THE Postmaster-General has issued the

following information for the guidance of relatives when writing to prisoners
ofwarin German or Italian hands.
(1)Letters should be clearly written or
typed to facilitate censorship and should
flot exceed two sides of a sheet of

notepaper.

(2) Letters should be posted in postin

boxes in the ordinary way and shoul
be addressed directly to the prisoner.
They should not be sent to the British
Red Cross Society, or any other organi.
sation to be forwarded, as this course
serves no purpose and causes delay
and unnecessary work. In particular
letters should not be sent under cover
to the German Foreign Office or the
German Red Cross.
(3) No postage is payable for conveyance
by surince transport; but letters pce.
paid at the European air mail rate of
5cl. for the first ounce and 3d. for each
additicoal ounce. and bearing a blue
air mail label in the top left-hand
corner, will be forwarded by air to
Lisbon and thence by surface transport.
(4) The top left-hand corner of the enve
lope should bear the words "Prisoners
of War Post," with the equivalent
word "Kriegsgefangeiìenpost" if the
letter is addressed to Germany or the
words "Service des prisonniers de
Guerre" if addressed to Italy.
(5) The prisoner's service number and
rank should be given but no mention
should be made of the unit, battalion
or regiment in which he was serving
at the time of his capture. It is important that the camp address should be
correctly quoted; for example, in the
case of a letter to Germany it is not
enough to direct it to "Stalag" which
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former will be necessary, a simple shunt
not being suitable as when reading D.C.
current, because it accentuates the defects
of bad scale shape and temperature eriors.

Potential Transformers

When it is desired to make the instrument read lower than about 10 volts A.C.,
it is advisable to use a potential transformer
to step up the voltage to a higher value.
Otherwise, the forward resistance of the
rectifier will become an appreciable fraction
of the whole resistance of the meter and will
cause the scale shape to be distorted. The
design and construction of éuitablc current
and potential tranaformers is dealt with
in the pamphlet.
The addition of a rectifier allows a D.C.
milliammeter to retain all its advantages of
high sensitivity, good damping, etc., and
enables a simple robust meter, capable
of measuring alternating voltages in mains
receivers as well as L.F. voltages in ampli.
fiers, and at the output stage of receivers,
with an accuracy of the order of about two
per cent. The scale shape is linear, and is
therefore easily read.
The rectifier arrangement is an addition
to, and in no way interferes with, any
D.C. resistances or shunts associated with
the meter, so that, by suitable switching,
or the use of separate terminals, it is quite
an easy matter to make a multi-purpose set
capable of all measurements likely to be
met with in servicing receivers.
is the term used for any permanent
camp for N.C.O.s and privates-the
number of the Stalag must be given in

addition.
(6) The name and address of the sender
should be written on the back of the
envelope, but if the sender is a member
of H.M. Forces the address of a relative
or friend who would forw'ard any reply
should be given instead.
Further particulars of the letter service,,
together with information as regards parcels,
are given in a Post Office leaflet, numbered
P.2280E, copies of which are available at
head post offices.

NEW RADIO BUOY
United States Coast and Geodetic
THESurvey have developed a combination
sound-and-radio buoy which will enable
ships at sea to accurately locate their
distance from the point marked by the

buoy.
The buoy will respond to signals ti'ans.
mitted from a distance of 100 miles. It has
a sound pick-up device, a radio amplifier
and a radio transmitter. Most of the
mechanism is contained in a sealed 50- gallon
steel drum. Suspended from the drum is a
sound pick-up, which sends a small current
to an amplifier filtered to accentuate lowpitch sounds. When the sound signal is
received, the radio transmitter sends out a
sharp signal.
In operation a ship exp1ode a small
TNT bomb. The current that explodes the
bomb makes a mark on a rapidly moving
tape. The sound of the explosion is picked
up by the distant buoy, which instantly
sends out its signal. This is received by
the ship and causes a second mark to be
made on the moving tape. The distance
between the two marks permits the distance
between the ship and the buoy to be calculated.

-A
"Something's wrong somewhere, young sprite;
A Nightingale broadcast to-night I
Said 01, in dejection,
"lt's a loosened connexion,
An obvious job for FLUXITE."

See

by

that FLUXITE

is always

you-in the house-garage-

workshop-wherever

s

p e

ed y

soldering is needed. Used for 30
years in government works and
by leading, engineers and manufacturers. Of Ironmongers-in
tins, 4d., 8d., 114 and2l8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE
SMALL-SPACE SOLDERING
SET-compact but substantial

-complete with full instructions,

716.

_--1
CYCLISTS i
Your wheels
will NOT keep round and true,
unless the spokes are tied with
TO

i

i

fine wire at the crossings AND
SOLDERED. This makes a much
stronger wheel. lt's simple-with
FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT

f

i'
1

The FLUXITE GUN is aRays
ready to put Fluxite on the
soldering job instantly. A little
pressure places the right quantity on the right spot and one
charging lasts for ages. Price
116,

or filled

216.

Write for

Free Book on the art
of "soft" soldering and ask
for leaflet on CASE-HARDENING STEEL, and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE.
FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. W.P.),
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I.

FLU ¡TE
SIMPLIFIES

ALL SOLDERING
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PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS
L

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

I

V

iBATTERYForCHARGERS
AC.
V

mains. Ready (or USC.
Lesdix Valve Chargers. Models
for 70 volts 6 amps., with
meters and
controls, etc.,

V

MINISTRY OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION.
AERONAUTICAL INSPECTION DIRECTORATE.
VACANCIES EXIST FOR UNESTABLISHED APPOINTMENTS AS EXAMINERS IN THE GENERAL
ENGINEERING, RADIO-ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUi1ENT BRANCHES.
QUALIFICATIONS
All candidates mast have good general education,
be able to read drawings, understand specificatiOns,
uso micrometers sud other measuring instruments.
(a) Applicants for the Generai Engineering Branch
juut have had practical exl)erience In an engineering
works. An elementary knowledge of materials testing
Is desirable.
(b) Applicants for tIse Instrument Branch must have
knowledge of physics and training In light èngIncering
or instrument making. Candidates svitii knowledge
of optical instrumesfts are also required.
(e) Applicants for the itadio-Electrlcal Branch should
have good knowledge and experience of Radio or
Electrical Engineering.
Normal age limite at entry 23 to (l.
PAY AND CONDITIONS.
Accepted candidates will be given a period of special

training in inspection not exceeding three calendar
months. The training courses comprise lectures and
demonstrations by speciailat instructors followed by
nracttcal works instruction.
uring training candidates will be paid £3/10/0 weekly,
pins Civil Service War Bonus (present rate of bonus
55. weekly) and in addition subsistence allowance of
(1/5/O weekly is payable to married men whose normai
residence is not in the training area.
On successful completion of training candidatce will
he a,ppointed as Examiners at a fixed salary of £270
per annum, with a reduction of f12 per annum for each
year of age under 24 on joining (payable niont lily
In arrear).
In addition payment for overtime is made when 40j
hours (net) or snore have been worked in any one week,
payment being made for ail hours worked in excess
of 40 hours net.
Examiners are eligIble for promotion to higher
grades.
Candidates must be prepared to serve in any part of
the United Kingdom.
APPLICATIONS.

Applications must be suade on Form 786. copies of
which eau be obtained on application, by postcard only,
ational Service, Box
to Ministry of Labour and
No. 171, Head Post Office, Small Street, Bristol.

Candidates should indicate ois their application forms
the vacancy (a) (b) or (e) for smhieti they wish to be
considered.

January, 1941

O
bargain, £12115.

handles IDO cells a day, £711716.
t.esdix models for two 5 amps.
circuits with meters and variable voit controls, 70 volts,
IO
amps.,
for 200 cells,
New Davenset MGC 3, £14.
-

NITNDAY " Battery ChargersMetal Rectifiers-Steel Chassis
Model NIA21, Radio Home Charger. To charge
NIA6), Trickle Charger. To charge

4 amp, 1216.

6

Ii

All Models for 2001250 Volts A.C. Input.
Illustrated List " N.A. " Free 3d. Stamps.
Send 2)d. stamp for replies to enquiries.

20-Page

A.C. ELIMI NATORS, as new, 20s.: with trickle charger,
SOs.; carriage free.-12, Yewcro(t Avenue, Nesvcaatle.

on-Tyne, 5.

EKCO AC. Eiiiuinator, new condition, 17/0. Corn.
ponents, Valves, vaine £20. Stamp for list-Rose,
18, Upton Park, Slough.

Extevnal Speakey

CONTROL PANELS
1« Controls both

SHORT-WAVE Sets5 Components, Valves, etc., for sate,
cheap. Send stamped envelope for particulars,
stating requulrements.-O. Jaherwood, 3, Brook Itoad,

Black Bull, near Pickering, Yorks.

f

ARMSTRONG AW3S Chassis sud matched speaker,
new, £7.-Haigh, 45, Fureofteld ltoad, Weiwyn

by slighi angular
movement
of plug.

Garden City, Ilerts.

't
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RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

;l,C.L..

Ea1o2

Britiih Mechanical Productions Ltd.

1. Church Road. Leatherhead, Surrey

tOR

THE

RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER
The man who enrolls

for

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS

MORSE-EQUIPMENT
FULL range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sots,
OscIllators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph
Apperatus, designed and manufactured by T. R.
McElroy, World's Champion Telegraphist. Sole dis.
tributors: Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
W.l. 'Phone: Gerrard 2080.

an I. C. S. Radio

radio thoroughly, corn.
pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he wiil KNOW radio. We are
not content merely to teach the prin.
ciples of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in
practical, every-day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!
INTERNATIdNAL CORRESPONOENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 94A, International Buildings,
Kcngsway, Londen, W.C.2.
fully nI,oiit your Instruction In
the subject marked
Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Elementary Radio
TeIe'naion
It you wish Io pass a Radio examination,
indicate it belo*.
Inst. s? Wireless Technology
P.M.G. Certiñcate tor Wireless Operators
Proeisionat Cortiiicate in Radio Telephony and
Telegraphy tor Aircratt
City and Guilde Telecsmmunications
Piesse explain

.

MORSE TRAINING
FREE. "Book of Fuete," tells you all about The
f'andior System of code training. Courses for Beginfiers snd Operators. -Write: Candler System Co.
(LO), 121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

,.t,S41e4,fl,_,,e41,,flOS..Ieo)41Sr

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON
Thiacoupon loavailable until January 4th, 1941
and must accompany nU Queries and hints.

Name
I

Radio, New Longton,
Preston.
Prompt personal Service. Tungaram Valves. (loar-'
anteed American Valves. All types, including G.T.,
5/0 to 7/6 each, tax paid. Cosmocord Crystal Pickups, 22/6. Bo'ia 012 Lnergiaed 2 500 with transformer,
55/-. Piessey AluminIum Can, 8+8 mO]., 525 V.,
3/3. Dubilier and Erie i watt resIstors, 4/6 doz.
Rl. 50 mfd., 50 V., 2/6. 11.1. 8+8, 550 y., 4/3.
Alrmaster 8-valve, 8 watt, 4 waveband chassis, with
snatched speaker, £10/15/-. latest Pilot, Ferguson,
KB., Decea. Tax free. Stamp for list.
COULPHONE

THE OLD FIRM stili going strong.
LONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO STORES,
23, Lisie St., W.C.2.
Plsouo: 0er. 2969.

Course learns

LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any
make. 24-hour service, moderate prices.-SInclaIr
Speakers, Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street,
London, Nl.

READERS' BARGAINS

LONDON, E.C.4.

radio purpose. Surplus cabinets
(undrilled) from noted makers. We have hundreds In

AMATEUR Radio Handbook-Second Edition, now
on salo, 328 pages, price 45. 2d.-Radio Society of
tIrent Britain, 10, Ashridge Gardens, London, Nil.

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
WEBB'S Radio Map of tise World enables you lo
locate any statløn hea rd. Size 40 by 3O 2 colour ben s'y
Art Paper, 4/6, post Gd. Limited supply on Linen5 10/6.
post Gd. WEBB'S Radio Globe-superb ir fullcolour model. Radio prefixes, zones, etc. Heavy oxydised mount. . Post Paid. 27/6.-Webb's Radio, 14,
Sobo Street, London. Wi. 'Phone: Gerrard 2081)

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

CABINETS

LITERATURE

RADIO CHASSIS
ARMSTRONG CO. regret owing to the great dill)culty in obtaIning materials snd skilled labour they
have reluctantly been compelled to cancel many
orders for various Armstrong chassie. A email number
of the latest EXP48 chassis as advertised in the
November ¡Seuo of PRACTICAL WIRELESS are still
available.
Particulars gladly sent on request.Armstrong Co., Warlters Boad, Holloway, London, N.7.

volts

A CABINET for ev,ery

itock (no catalogues). Send measurements of chassis,
etc., and say what kind of cabinet roquired. Stamp
for reply. inspection invited.
H. L. SMITH AND CO., LTD., 89. Edgware Itoad,
\V.2. Tel.: Pad. 5891.

J

and energisesi 4m, to
cfudlng several 1pocb l8in.-SlnCIalr Speakers,
Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street, London. Nl.

2 vd?ts

amp, 1716. NlB6ll, Car Charger. To charge 6 volts
I
amp, 24!- NIB6II
6 volts I) amps, 2716. NIC6I2, 6
volts 2 amps, 371.. 'NIDI2II, HM. Car Charger. To
charge 12 volts I amp. 381-. NIDI2I2 N.K.,
volts
2 amps, 551-.
NIE2, Doubler. Meter Car Charger.
To charge 6 volts and 2 volts, 2 amps, 651-.

218, UPPER THAMES ST.,

-

000 Speakers, P.M.

............................ Age ......
...................................

Address

(Uso penny stamp on unsealed envelope.)

MAINS dropping resistors, .2 amp., tapped 200-215.
280-245v., 4/- each.
MAINS Transformers, 200-250v. prim. 325-0-25,
(iv. I amp., 5v. 2 amp., 9/6.
EX-G.P.O. Galvanometers by Sulls'an, etc.
Good
condition, 8/6 each.
PLESSEY Motor-driven 2-gang .0005 condenser assembly with press-button control. New and perfect, 25/-.
CHROME-PLATED, super quality double button,
carbon microphones, with transformer, 82/6.
B.T.H. A.C. MAINS Gramo. Motor, 100-250v. capacitator type. Heavy duty w'ith 5m, turntable suitable
for recording, 18/0.
AS above, less turntsble, 16/-.
BRITANNIA Car Radio 5 va1vc 6v. model. Long nnd
medium waves. Originai price 8 gna. A few only
to clear at 32/6 less valves. Suitable for AdI.P.
shelters, etc.
SPARTAN 5-vaive Press hutton Radio. No manual
tunIng. 7 stations on press button, Walnut cabinet,
provision for ptck-up and extension speaker, 4 vntts
back, Multi-stage Superhiet
output with negative
yft A.V.C., for A.C. mains only, guaranteed reception.
Price £4/5/0, carriage paid.
CRYSTAL SETS, Permanent Detector, suitable for
A.1i..P shelters, few only, 7/6, post free. Oldhams
ox-police used unspillable 2-volt 7 amp. Accumulators,
suitable for lamps, portables, etc., 2/-.
B.I. CONDENSERS, 4 mfd., 450 y. working, resin oil
filled, 3/- post free. .25 mfti. 1,000v. working, 2/3
each; .1 infd. ditto 2/3.
MORSE keys, 2/lr%uch. Microphone 80/1 Trans.

fd

formera, 1/9_each.
BALL-BEARING Bakdlite Turntables, Gin, diameter,
suitable for all purposes, 2/9 each. 1Jniversdreutpt
Transformers for l'ush-PuU Class JI. Pentode, etc.,
4/9 each. High-note Morse Iluzzers, 4h-O volts, 2/O

each.

PERMANENT Crystal Detectors, complete with
Bracket and Screws, 2/- each. New Mains Energised
Speakers, best makes,81n., 8/O each. Hand Telephone
Sets, 6/6, with cord, 7f-. Dial Communication Telsphones with hand set, 18/6 each. Step-up Transformers,
230-100 srOlts, or vice versa, 30-40 watts, 5/-.
POSITRON Dry Electrolytic Condensers, 8+8 mfd
500 volt working 4-lead, 2/9 each. All goods post free.
LONDON CENTRAL RADIO, 23, Lisle Street, London,
W.C.2. Gerrard 2969.
-
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RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS
GALPINS ELECTRICAL STORE3
15, Lee i0gh Road, Lcwiharn, Lonilon, 81.13
Telephor,n : Ls Green 5240. Terms : Cash «uN Order
D.0 MOTOR BLOWERS, °_-ln. inlet arel outlet.
Aluminium bo.Ly, laminated field, ideal for dug-out
ventilation. 100 volt, 25/-.
CRYPTO SHUNT WOUND DYNAMO, 12/18 volts, S/b

amps., 2,200
forward.

rpm,

in new condition. 37/6, carriage

HIGH-VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS, usefut for

isH

test work, or television. Input 900/240 volts, output
5,000 and 7,000 volte. 6/6 earls, post 1/-.
VOLTAGE
CHANGING TRANSFORMERS
(Auto
Wound), 100/110 to 200/240 volts or vice versa. Guaisnoed 12 months; 80t1 watts, 32/6; 1.000 watts, 60/-.

for,charging or lighting, etc., all shunt
wouiedand fully guaranteed. 100 volt 10 amp., 4-pole,
1,500 r.p.m., 90/-; 50/76 volt 15 amp., 1,750 r.p.m.,
4-pole, 90/- ; 25 volt 8 amp., 1,750 r.p.m., 2-pole, ballbearing, 37/6; 50/75 volt 25 amp., 4-pole, 1,500 r.p.m.,
DYNAMOS,

110/-.

HIGH VOLTAGE CONDENSERS. Infd. at 4,000 volt
workIng, 5/6 each, carriage paid.
REGULATORS, STARTERS AND LARGE DIMMER RESISTANCES. Stud Switch-arm type. Please
state requirements.
SWITCHBOARD VOLT AND AMPMETERS MOVING COIL AND MOVING IRON. All first-class makers.
Please state requirements.
"CRYPTO" SHUNT WOUND DYNAMO, SO volts IO
amps., 1,000 r.p.m., in good conditIon, 65/-, carriage

Ibrwartl.
D.C. ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, 200/2.5»
volts 5 and 10 tmps., 4,6 each, post 1/- (In new condition).
X-RAY TRANSFORMERS by Watson & Philips. Iiiput 200/250 volta, lo cy., i pIs., Output 40,000 volts
2 kVA., £/10/-, carriage forward. Another, 70,000
voIla 3 kVA. output, 120 voit primary, £12:/1P/-,
carriage forward.
AC. ELECTRIC LIGHT Check Meters, suitable
for ssblettiu, workshop, garage or any purpose where
n separate check is required, for AC. mains only,
200/250 volt, 5» cycle, single phase, in good condition
and electrically guaranteett; 5 amp. type, 6/-; 10 amp.
type, 1/-; carriage 11- on any size.
DUGOUT LAMPS5 EX R.A.F., as new, solid bra.ss
constructfoiì; any sie. bulb can be used; wall type,
3/- each, post ßd.- ditto, wing type, 2,6, post 6d.
DUGOUT LAMPS LX R.A.F., as new, porthole type;
solid brass construction, ti-In, dia., 3 colour glass dome;
white, rod, or green, complete with bulb. Any size
bulb can be used. Price 5/-, post tisi.
MANGIN LENSES. convex. 4Am. diani.. 5/-.
EX R.A.F. AUTOMATIC CHARGING CUTOUTS
AND VOLTAGE REGULATORS, for 12 to 20 volL
up toZO snip, circuit (new) and complete in metal
3/6 each, post Od.
EX R.A.F.GLASS ACCUMULATOR TANKS,5 X 5 z Sin.,
new and unused, 3/6 each, post 1f-.
EX RA.F. SWITCH PANEL, citl5 case (new), fitted
(I small knife witchea leads, cords and cleats, complete
In wood case, 7,16 each, post (Id.
EX R.A.F. NEW NECO MOTOR BLOWER, 100-volt
motoo' shunt wound 1,800 r.p.m., ball-bearing, fitted to
Cyclone fan, 4iin.. inlet, Sin, outlet, massive aluminium
casing lun. dia., new and unused, 55/- each, carriage

ce,

KW. TRANSFORMER, WOE Volt, loo cycles input,
output 10,001)' V.. centre tapped, 30/- carrIage forward.
AIR COMPRESSOR out of large "fuggle"; twin
cylinder, appt'ex. 21m. Bore, complete with heavy
baseplate, radiator sud storage; in first class mechanical condition; suitable br high pressure. Price
1

«/10/-, carriage forward.

¡loIn 8" P.M. speakers, 14g. Id. with
transinrmer. Cardboard case eiectrolytics: S mfd.,
500 v. 2e.; 8+8 mId., 500 s'., Sa. 60.; 0.1 mfd.,
100v., 3d. Iron-cored tuning colIs, base, switch,
terminals, 2-gang, Ils. lid. ; 3-gang, ils. 6d.
Vauxhnll Utilities, 163A, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Postage extra under Is Id. stamp for list.
VAUXHALL.

'I

SET CABINETS. Various sizes. Callers only
4/- Sach.
RESISTANCES,
watt, j-} and i meg. only.
1/6 dozen.
DROPPING RESISTANCES. For all purposes.
Total resistance 535 ohms. 5 taps in steps of
50 ohms. Standard for Eye, Lissen, Ever-Ready
etc. 3/- each.
PUSH-BACK connecting wire. Id. per yard.

lOFT. COI LS connecting wire. Glazed. 4d.each.
DUAL CAPACITATORS. 300 X 600. 48. each.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS. 465 k.c.. in 1in. cans.
2/6 each.
COIL KIT.
For superhet circuit. Including
2-gang straight condenser, aerial coil assembly,
oscillator coil assembly and 2 485 k.c. IF.
transformers. With circuit diagram, 8/11 each.
PILOT LAMPS. (1.3. .3 amp., 68. each.
PLESSEY single gang 0005 variable colidensers, I/li each.
T.C.C. 8 mrd. 150v. tubular eleetrolytics, I/S

each.

T.C.C. 16 x 8 mfil. 850v. wkg. tubular electrolytles, 2/6 each.

RADIO CLEARANCE

Ltd.

OWING TO BOMB DAMAGE HAVE TAKEN
NEW PREMISES AT 95 HIGH HOLBORN
W.C.1
WHERE ALL ¿ROERS WILL B
EXECJTED WITH OUR USUAl. PROMPTNESS.

ALL-WAVE anperhet chassis, 5-valve A.C.
Latest Mullard Valves, T.H.4.J1.,V.P.4.B., T,D.
D.I., Pen.A.4., L.W. 4/350v. Itangee: shortwave 16-48 metres medium-wave, 200-560
metres; long-wave 802,200 metres. Sire of
chassis, 14in. long, 7i,s. deep. e1ght overall.
84m. Controls Tuning at side, volume on/olf
at side, waswchange, provision for pick-up.
Coniplete with valves, 24/7/6 each.
SPECIAL OFFER. Iteady in 7 days, 200 only
5-valve A.C./D.C. Sets, 3 wave-bands. Complete
In attractive Cabinet, size 14m. x Sin. z Ein.,
ready to plug in. List price, £8 Ss. Our price,
24/9/6 each
2V. OUTPUT PENTODE VALVES,5-or4.pin,
dde terminsi, unboxed, 2/11 earle.
LISSE N 2V. screen-grid valves, S.OE2.V., 4/6

each.

LISSEN 2v. battery pentodes.
4-pin, sido
terminals, P.T.2A., 4/Il each.
LISSEN rectifier valve UtilI), 2/il each.

ULTRA SHORT sud short-wave choke, Lissen

Bl.Q. Inductance 100 nsicroheiirlcs.
List 2f- each. Our price, 1/- each.

Boxed.

ULTRA SHORT and short-wave double wound
low-resistance choke. Liasen HI-Q. Resistance
less than 0.05 ohms. Boxed. LIst 2/6 each. Our
price, 1/3 each.
Ceramic valve holders. Liasen
LOW-LOSS
Ri-Q. Bsseboard and chassis 7-pin. 1/- each.
MANSBRIDGE type condensers, Liasen Bi-Q.
210 D.C. working. Moulded cast, with feet.
mfd., 68. dach.
LOW-LOSS short-wave variablo condensers.
Ceramic Insulation. Brass vanes. Liasen B)-Q.
Minimum capacity, 5 nslcrofarade. Two types,
boxed, with knobs. 560 mmfd. List 7/6 each.
Our price, 3/- earls. 20 mmfd. LIst 5/6. Our
price 2/6 each.
ROT}aRY COIL UNITS, Liasen Hi.Q. lband
from 4.8-91 metres. Con be selected by turn
of knob. With circuit. Boxed_LIst 15/6. Our
price 6/11 each.
PUSH-PULL switches. Liasen 2 poInt, 48.
each. 3 point 6d. each.
YAXLEY type switches. 4-pole, 3-way, 98. earl,.
Ysxlev type switches, 4 bank, 2/6 esel,.
AMERICAN line cords, with fittijigs, 3/6 each.
3-way American line cords. 450 ohms resist-

i

ance, 3/5 each.
ROLA P.51. speakers. Latest model. 7/In. cone,
with power and pentode transformer. Boxed,

15/- pach.
MAGNAVOX lOin. energlsed speaker. Field
resistance 3,000 ohms. With transformer, 12/6
each.
CLOCK-FACED DIALS, 5m. x Thn. Willi
printed 3-wave scale and escutcheon, 2/6 each.
each.
STRAIGHT LINE 3 waveband dials,
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, G.E.C. AmerIcan
windings. 350-0-350v., 65 ma., 6.3v., 2.5 amps.
Suitable for replacements in O.E.C. models.
6/6 each.
MAINS transformers. WEARITE. R.C.I 250-4)250s'. 80 ins., 4V. 2.5 amps., 4v. 4 amps., 9/11
each.
R.C.2 350-0-350v. 120 m.s., 4V. 2.5
MCI
amps.. 4V. 4 amps., 12/6 each.
550-0-350v. 151) ma., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 2 amps.
4V. 5 amps., 15/- each. R.C.4 500-0-500v. 150,
2 amps., 4v. 2 amps., 4v. 2.Samps.,4v.
ma.,
R.C.5 100 watt auto
5.6 amps., 21/- each.
transformer. 100-130v., 200-250v. reversible,
12/e each. All above transformers 200-250V.
RC.». drop through typs
tapped primaries.
capped. 350-350v. 100 ma., 5v. 2 amps., 03v.

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS
I

I

I

SOUTHERN Rad1o'-BargaIns.
ALL Gi,arantt'ed. Po,tae Extrn

5/- Parcel of useful Componente, comprising Con.
densers, Resistances, Volume Controls, Vire, Circuits,
etc. Valise 25/-. 5/- per parceL
15/'- Service Man's Component Kit,
ElectrolytIc
Condensers, Volume Controls, Resistances, Tubular,
Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc. 120
articles contained in strong carrying case, 9 X 7' X 7,
15/- the Kit.
5/- 100 Wire-end Resislnncce, assorted capacities,
and I watt, 5/. 1er 100.
ORI1OND Loud-speaker Unite, 2/6. Crystal Sots,
5/6; Westectors Type W2, WE; Crystaj Detectors
2/-; Crystals, Od.; ' L'O." Microphones on Stand,
for use with any receiver, 5/Tclsen WIlls Ironcore Midget Dit. Coils, 5/ti; Morse Tapping Keys,
;

Buzzers, 1/0.
2/- Tool or Issatruinent Carrying cases, cx Governnient Stock. Wood O z 7 x r, 2/-.
SOUTIIEAN Radio, IO, Lisle Street, London, W.C.
3/-

;

Gerraid

t1653
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RADIO CABIN
'Phone : Rodney 2180
THE SPOT FOR KEEN BARGAINS
EX-ROLA speaker transformers for pentodo output
FRED'S

75, Newiagton Butts,

only 1/9 each.

EKCO mains dropping resistances. Total resislance
700 ohms. 3 tappings: 500, 100 ansI 100 ohms, 3/6
' Truwind' malus dropping resistances 2
each.
toppings 400 ohms, 2 6 each.
VOLUME-CONTROLS 12 assIsi., somowitt, an ilebbo,
various values, suitable for servicing 3/- per doe.
Also 20 000 ohm wire wound volume controls 2/- each.
MORSE-KEYS. Good quality, special price to clear,
2/6 each. Also 4.5 y. buzzers at 1/5 each.
TUBULAR servicing eoiideiisera, wire end in all values.
assorted I/ti doz. Anothcrlinc,0.i nrfd. 310v. working
3d. each.
RESISTANCES wire end all values 12 assorted I/ti.

PUSH-BACK wire. Tinned copper Gd. coil of lOft.
Enamelled copper wire 24-s.w.g. 8d. coli of lOft.
TRIMMERS. Special line 12 assorted for 1)6.
VALVE-HOLDERS. 7-pia chassis type-the real thing
-liest quality contacts 3d. each, 2/9 doz.
H.F. FILTER chokcs, twin-mains for smoothing 2/3
each.

AUTO-TRANSFORMERS. Rx famous maker 110/220v.
100 watts, 9'6 each.
CRYSTAL and cat's sshiakerin tin box. BargaIn line to
clear 78. each.
T.C.C. 54) mlii. 12v. workizi', condensers 1f- each.
Postage must be included with all orerc.
FRED'S RADIO CABIN FOR BARGAINS
Phone
Rodney 2180.
75, Newington Butts, S.E.11.

l/tt

5

TUITION
YOUNG MEN required to train as Radio Officers in the
Merchant Navy and R.A.F. Short training perloth
Low fees. Boarders accepted. Students also prepared

for peace-time Ibulio appointments. Full particulars
lost free :-Wlreless College, Colwyn Ray, or, Calmore,
Southampton.
PRACTICAL Postal Courses, radio, television, tessi
equipment desIgn, trade-test coaching for lt.A.F.
poets, I.P.Jt.E. and 1.W.T. casons.; booklet free.Secretary, 1.P.lt.F.., Bush Rouse, Walton Avenue
Henley-on-Thames.

WANTED

amps, IO6 each.

American
CHASSIS mounting valve holders.
45.67.pin, 48. each. Octal Gd. each. Loctal
108. each.
Celestion, 5- and 7-pin
chassis type, 4d. each. Baseboard type, 5-pin,
VALVEHOLDERS,

2d. each.
VOLUME CONTROLS.

Centralab. Spindles
length 2in. With switch. 100,000, 250,000,
500,000 and i meg., 2/11 each. Centralab i
ijin.
meg. volume controls. With switch.
spindle. 2/- each.
I
VOLUME CONTROLS, C.T.S. wire-wound.
-watt, .500, 1,000 and 10,1)00 ohms, 26 each.
ROTHERMEL Junior plck.up. Piezo Electric
model, with rest. Brand new. Boxed. 21/.
each.
PRESS-BUTTON UNITS. Site of unit, 8m. 6m.
x lin. Complete with six press buttons and
eapacitatocs, 4111 each.
12-WAY PUSH-BUTTON SWITCH ES 1/6 each.
11.wny push button switches, 116 each. 0-way
push button switches, 1/- each.
Suitable for Sin.
SPEAKER CABINETS.
speaker. 4/6 each.
All orders must include SUFFICIENT POSTAGE
TO COVER. Hours o? Business: Week-days, 9-4.
Saturdays 9-1 p.m.

i

PLEASE WRITE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS
IN BLOCK LETTERS.
We cannot undertake to answer enquiries unless
lull postage included (21d.).
RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd.,95, HIGH HOLORN,
LONDON,

W.C.1.

S.E.II

WANTED-Xmas numbers "Rallo Times," 3934,
World-Radio," 1934, 1935.-Burt.t,
1938;
Weavers House, Burfelgis, Stroud, Ojos.
1930,

S.T. 900 Wanted. Must be good.

-Barker,

Fullest particulars.

Manager, Grange Lane, Scuuthor-pe.

B.I. wire-end bias electcolytics, 50 mfd., 12v.,
1/6 each.
TUBU LA RS.

Wire-end, non-inductive paper
All sizes up to 0.1, Sd. each.
condensers.
4/9 per dozen.
mftL,
340v. working, cardboard
y
8
8
B.l.
eleetrolyt-iea. 3/6 each. Ditto, 16 X 8 mfd., 4/6
nsfd.
tuhulars, 2/- each. Ditto,
Ditto,
S
each,.
1/9 each. Ditto, 2 mId.
4 mfd. tuhulsrs,
cach.
Ditto, S sold, cans., 2/II
1/3
tuhulars.
each.
HUNTS cardboard wire-end 8 mId. x 8 mrd. x S
¡nId., 450v. wkg. 2 negatives, 3/Il each.
COy8DENSERS. .0005. Twin 1/3 each. Triple I/O
each.
LISSEN mica condensers. Ourassortment. 2/dozen.
RAYTHEON VALVES. FIRST GRADE. Largest
stocklats. All types stocked. Including Giass
Series, Glass Octal Series, Metal Series, Bantam
Sci-le,,. Single-ended Metal Series and Resistance
All at most conipetitva prices. Semi
tubeS.
for lists.

I
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T/JÌS,IMPORTANT GUIDE
to. SUCCESSFUL

ENGINÈERIÑG CAREERS

¡

f

After months of intensive effort and research we are pleased
to announce that the new edition, of our handbook,
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES, is now out of the
pubhsheis' hands and ready for free disiribution.
Containing 208 pages of practical
guidance, this book is, beyond argument, the
finest and most complete handbook on Successful Engineering Careers ever compiled.
It is a book that should be on the bookshelf
of every person interested in engineering
whatever his age,-'position or experience.

7/

The Handbook contains,

among othe
intensely
matter, details of B.Sc., A.MJ.C.E.,
A.M.LMech.E., A.M.LE.E., A.MJ.A.E., A.M.LW.T.,
A.M.LR.E.. A.M.I.PE., CIVIL SERWCEand öther
important Engineernjg Examinations outlines courses
n all branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELEC-

interesting

L
!

TRICAL AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION,
AERONAUTICAL' and PRODUCTION ENGINEERING, DRAUGHTSMANSHIP, TRACING,
BUILDING, GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT, etc.,

,

Ø

fl

ff71

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE
PASS-NO F E"

f

F

and explains the unique advantages of our Employment Department.

"NO

:14«
-

If you are earning less than £10 per
weèk you cannot afford to miss reading

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES."
In your own interests, we advise you to

// f

write (or forward the coupon) for your
CODY

of this enlightening guideS to well-paid posts

-NOW.

There

is

no cost or obligation of any kind.
'

H

(

'BRITISH INSTITUTE OF1
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Pnnci pal

I

Professor A. M.

Low

409a, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
17,

18

&

19,

...'

/

OF

-

HERE ---------

I

I

To B.I.E.T.,
409a, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
17, 18
19, STRATFORD PLACE,

I

LONDON, W.1.

I

forward, Free of co5t or obligation of any
kind, your 208-page Handbook,
ENGINEERING
Please

W.1.

-

I

OPPORTUNITIES."

i

i

i

STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON,

EE COUPON
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